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C::OMMENTARY 
- . 

Kareem Abdulghan\i 
Deputy Amir - I.P.N.A. 

The literature on Islam in North America is becominf numerous, but much of this is mis-
leadi~g, irr~sponsible and erroneous. The books, papers, etc., are written not from the 
context of Islam as the divine ideology and way of life, but depicting Islam as a steril~ 
historical phenomenon, which is no't to be · lived only discussed. This literature ,makes1 Is
lam appear as a disjointed compartmentalized way of life. The reality of struggle in all 
:aspects has been neglected ~nd historica1.. facts and events essential -.to the practice and 
establishment of Islam have been conviently deleted. 

\ 

· ·In the Islamic Party's effort to make it clear that Islam is a complete way of life and 
that Islam is not a mere dialectical theology, or philosophy to be mastered and then att
'empted to be. put into practice. The Party is publishing in this s,pecial edition of Al:-Is- . 
lam, Milestones by Sayyid Shahid Qutb. -- . 
This author was a known leader and worker for I siam whose books, o·rganizationai work, spee
ches and analys~s gained him world-wide reknown. His work was centered around calling man
kind to Jslam. His analyses transcend nation and time for they are' from the Quran. His 
words are directed to human nature, reminding it of the message and method of the Qurab, 
outlining the steps of the Islamic Revolution. 

' . 
··While Sayyid Qutb was working with the Ikhwan ul_-Musiimun, (the Egyptian Islamic Party), 

he was imprisoned. The neo-colonialist Egyptian government imprisoned him for his staunch 
'and unyielding belief in. Allah and his work to prevent the Middle East Muslim society from 
being ruled by any rule except that of Allah, the Creator and Sustainer of the- worlds. 
From 1954 Sayyid Qutb suffered rigorous imprisonment for ten years, due primarily to the 
influence of both the American State Department and the Russian counterpart~ The Nasser 
government, under the prodding and guidance of this , foreign influence, embarked .on a bar-
barous and heinous path of decimating the Ikhwan ul~Muslimun. Immediately upon -his release 
.in 1964, Sayyid Qutb penned Milestones, depicting the ignorant ' nature of un-Islamic society, 
·the necessary steps and analyses needed to bring about ·a true and deep-rooted Islamic revolu
tion. He was again taken into custody anq hanged on the gallows giving his life for Islam 
'in 1966. The message of the book wa~ ?i.stinf ,tly clea_r to the Egyptian tyrants as it is to 
all unjust rulers: There is no god but Allah and the right to rule and govern belongs to 
'Him alone . - · " ~ · 

Hazbullah, (The Party of Allah), known as the Islamic Party is a world-wide phenomena, its 
name varies from nation to nation but the belief and metBodology is· the same. This belief 
is quite simple: The sovereign right of rulership belongs solely to the Creator-Allah; ·not 
·the created-man; and justice, rip.hteousness, freedom and human dignity will only be estab
·lished when Allah's rule is established, for all other rule is from the ·Party ·of Shaytan, 
.the devil. 

The Islamic Party in N~rth America -is an expression of this movement. The writings _and 
principles noted by Shahid (Martyr') Sayyid Qut~, a lead.er of ·this .. : moveme~r are .n.aturally 

'those of The Islamic Party in North ' Am~rica, for . these ~re _vi~ws .of the Quran. .. · 

Milestones is a challenge to those who would attempt to avoid the · path tread by Muhammad; 
. ·peace be upon him, in establishing Islam~ . It is·· clearly . emphasizing . the sunna of social 

change which must be adhered to as strongly as the .· Sunnai (way) of dress, greeting·, and be
lief. This book, Milestones, calls out the foolishness -and unislamic practi-ce of making 
Islam a mere theology or ·cult without simultaneous establishment; it shows to the world the 
ignorance of seeking to establish Islam by borrowing from man made ·philosphies· like nation-

: ·alism and socialism, and seeking to become inspired by them rather · tha:p the _'Qu!a_n ·l:tnd t_h~ 
Sunna. This book Milestones blast away the false ·concept of attempting· ~o establish Islam . 
'f:i,rst through exclusively racial identification and other incorrect analyse~. A.ll s~ch ar:.. 
guments are · put. to shame and quite justly so. Sayyid Qutb makes it clear as day that there 
lfas .only one last messenger and only one Quran, therefore there can be but one way of esta
blishing Islam: a revolutionary movement of belief and practice, inspired .by· the love of 
Allah, not seeking any gain for itself but the Pleasure ·of Allah and the garden which He 
has promised 'to those who believe and work.· This is the _ process he elucidates, moving and 
striving with the Quran as the guid'e. 

These instructions in and of the~selves, as learned from the Quran and the. Sunnah, were , so 
profound they shook the entire E~yptiarl Society. We are printing Milestones in hope that 
the message in it, which we fully support, will further shake the Muslims and Non-Muslims 
loose ·from all support of Jahilliya (IGNORANCE) and inspire them to ~tep forward as true 
Muslims working soley for the pleasure of Allah, to establish His way of life - ISLAM! 
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CHAPTER I 

J , T~E UNIQUE QUR'ANIC GENERATION 

-Th~ callers to Islam of every countrY -and of every 
period should give thought to on~ particular aspect o( 
the history of Islanl, and they should ponder over it
deeply. This is related ·to the method of inviting people 
to Islam and its ways of training. 

At one . time this Message created a generation -
the generation of the Companions of the Prophet, may. 
God be pleased ·with the_!ll - without · comparison in · 

- the history of Islam, even In the entire liistory .of man . 
_After this, no other generation of this calibre ·was evefl\ 
again to be found. It is true that we do find some indi- . 
viduals of this caiibre hete and there in history, but 
~~ver again did a :great number of such people exiSt in 
one region as was_ the case during the first period of 
Islam. 

This is an obvious and open truth of histQry, and · 
we ought to ponder over it deeply so that we may reach 
its secret. 

' - ' 
·The Qur'an of this Message is still in our hands, 

an.d the Hadith of the Messenger of God - ,,-peace be 
ori him,. his guidance in practical affairs, and. t~e history 
of his Sacred life 'i:\re· also 'iii our 'harids as they' were in 
the hands of the first Muslim community whose equal 

' history could not produce again. The only difference is 
the person of the Messenger of God -:-- peace be on 
him ; but is this the secret? . 

Had the· person ofthe Prophet_- peace be on him -
been absolutely essential for the , establishment and . 
fruition of this message, God would not have _ made · 
Islam a universal message, ordained it as the religion · 
for the whole of mankind, g1ven it the status of the last' 
Divine Message for humanity,·and made it to be a guid~ · 

for all the inhabitants of this planet in all their ~ffairs · 
until the end of time. 

God has ta~en the responsibility for perserving 
the Holy Qur'im on Himself because He knows that . 
Islam can be established and can benefit mankind even 
after the tinie of the Prophet - peace be on him. Hence 
He called His Prophet - peace be on him - back. to 
His mercy after twnty three years of messengership· 
and declared this religion· to be valid until toe end of 
time. Therefore the absence of the Messenger of God --:- ·. 
peace be on him- is not the .real cause for, nor does 
it explain, this phenomenon. 

. I 

•• • • 
We look ther~fore, for ' some. other reasons, . and . 

(~r this purp~se we look at that cle3lr spring fr~m which 
the first generation of Muslims quenched their thirst. ·. 
Perhaps something has been mixed with that clear 
spring. We should iook aUhe mannt;r in which t-hey 
received their training.. Perhaps some changes ~ave 
found their way into it. 

The spring from which the Companions .of the . 
Prophet- peace be on him- drank . ..W·s the Holy 
Qur'an; only the Qur'an, as lthe Hadith ~f the Prophe,t · . 
and his teachings were .offspring of thi~ fountail!head. 
When someone asked the Mother, of the Faithful, 'Ajs_ha 
-:may God be pleased with her. - abOut the charac
ter of the Prophet ...:_ peace be on him, - she answered, 
' ~His character was the Qur'an. "( 1

' 

The Holy Qur'an was the only source from which 
they quenched their thirst, and this was the only mould 
in which they formed their lives. -This Was the only gui
dance for them, not because there was no civilisation 
or culture or science or books or schools. Indeed, there 
was Roman culture, its civilisation, its books and its 
laws, which even today are considered to be the foun
dation of European culture. There was the heritage qf · 
Greek culture _:_ its logic, its philosophy and its arts, 

' which are still a source of inspiration for Western thought{: 
There was the Persiari civilisation, its art, its poetry ~nd 
its legends, and its religion and system of goverHment. 
There were many other civilisations,. near or far, such . .. ~ ·- - . ' .. ·'--"" · ~ .. ~- ~..;_ 

MILESTONES 
By Sayyid Qutb 

•1 as the Indian an·d Chirtes~ cultures, and so on. The 
Roman and Persian cultures were es'tablished . to the 
north and to the. south of the Arabian peninsula, while 
the · iews and Christians were settled in the- hearf or 
Arabi~. Thus we believe that . this ge~eration did not~ 
place sole relianCe on the Book of Allah for the11nder
:;tanding ·of their religion because of any ignorance of 
civilisation and culture, but it was all according to a 
well thought out plan and . method . . An . example . of 
~Is puq)ose is ·found in the displeasure ·expressed by 
the Messenger of ' God - peace be on· him - when 
':Umar- may God be pleased with him- brought 
some pages fro1J1 the Tora:b.. The . Messenger of God 
-peace . be on bini - sajd, ''By God, if even Moses 

. had been alive among yqu today, he 'would have no 
recourse excep~ to follow. me."< 1> 

. It is clear from thls incident that the Messenger 
of Allah - peace be on · him ,_'deliberately limited 
the first generation of Muslims, which was undergoing 
the initial stages of training, to only one souree ·of guid-

- ance, and that was the Book of God. His intention 
wa5 that tf!is group should ded~te itself. purely to the 
Book of God and arrange its lives s'Olely according 
to its teachings. ·That is why the Messenger of God 
- peace be on him- was displeased when 'Umar
.may God be. pleased with him ~ turned to a source 
·different fx:om t~e 'Qur'an. · • 

· In fact, the Messenger of Allah - ·peace be on him - . 
intended to ~r~pa~e a generation pure. in . heart, pure 

m mind,. pure in understanding. Their training was to oe·: 
based on the method prescribed by God Who gave th~ 
Holy Qur'an, purified from the influence of all othe. 
sources. 

· This generation, then,. drank solely from this sprinp 
and thus attained a unique.- distinction in history. h 
later times it happe~ed that other sources lllirigled wit~. 
it. Other sources used by later generations inchidecf 
Greek philosphy and logic, ancient Persian _legend~ 
and their ideas, Jewish Scriptures and · traditions, Chris
tian theology, and, i9.' ~ddition to these, fragments of 
other religions and civilisations. These ~ingled with · 
the commentaries on the Holy Qur'an and with scho- -
lastic theology' as tfl,ey ·wer.e nilitgled with jurisprudence 
and its'_ principles. Later· get:terations after th~ ,genC?Fa
tion obtained their training from this mixed sour~, 
and hence the like of this generation never arose again. 

. ' ' 

Thus we can say. without any reservations that the 
main reason for the difference between the first unique, 
and distinguished group of Musl~s and later Mqslims: 
is that the purity of the first source o£.lslamic guidance 
was mixed with various other sources, as we have indi
'cated. 

• • • 
There is another basic cause which has operate~ 

in creating this difference. That difference is in tha · 
method of learning of this unique generation. 

. They of. the fjx:st. ,generation did not approach ,tbq 
Qur'an for the purpose of acquiring culture and int~ 
mation, nor for the purpose of taste or enjoyment. Nolle . 
of them came to 1'h.e Qur'an to increase his sum total 
of knowledge for ;the sake of kn~wledge itself or. t9_ ' 
solve some scientific or legal problem, or to . remove 
some defect in his .~nderstanding. He-rather turned to · 
the Qur'an to find<out what the Almighty Cr~ator had 
prescribed for him:and for the group in whi<;h he lived,; 
for his life and fot'the life of the group. He approached· 
it .to act on what he heard immediately, as a soldier on 
the battlefield reads "Today's Bulletin" so, that he may 
know what is to be clnn .. ·He did not read many verses . 

. [ -

of the Qur'an in one session, as he understood that this 
would lay ali unbearable burden of duties and respon
sibilities on his shoulders. At most he would re~d ten 
verses, memorise them, and the~ act upon them. We 
know this . from a tradition repo.rted by Abdullah bin 
Mas'ood. 

This understanding- the understanding that ins
truction is fot action - opened the doors to spiritual 
fulfillment and to knowledge. If they had read the Qur'an 
only for the sake of discussion, learning and. information, 
these doors would not have opened. Moreover, action 
became easy, the weight of responsibilities became 
light, and the Qur'an became a part of their personalities, 
mingling with their lives and characters so . that they ~ 
became living examples of faith - a faith not hidden 
in intellects or books, but expressing · itself in .a dynamic 
movement which changed conditions and events aitd the 
course of life. 

Indeed, this Qur'an does not operr its treasure~ 

except to him who accepts it with this spirit: the ~pirit 
of knowing with. the· intention of acting upon it. It did 
not come to be a book of intellectual content, or a book 
of literature, or to be considered as a book of stories 
or history, ·although it has all these facets. It cap;te to 
become a way of life, a way dedicated to God. ~us, 

God Most High imparted it to them in a gradual manner, 
to be read at int~rvals: 

" We have revealed this Qur'an little by little so 
that you may recite it to people at intervals, and We 
have revealed it gradually." (17: 106) 

The Qur'an did not come down all at once ; rather 
it came down according to the needs of the Islamic 
society in facing new problems, accordi~g to the growth 
of ideas and concepts, accoiaing to the progress of the -

- general social life, and . according to new challenges 
faced t)y the Muslim community in its pra~ti~al life. 
One vet~e or a few verses would be revealed according 
t~ the special circumstances and events. and they would 
answer questions which arose in the minds of people. 
would explain..-the nature of a particular situation, and 

. ··would prescribe a. w·ay of dealing with it. These verses 
would correct their mistakes, either of understanding 

. or of practice, would bring them closer to God, and 
.·· would explain to them the wisdom of the various aspects 
of the universe in the light of God's attributes. Thus 

.-they clearly realised that every moment of their lives 
~as under the continuous guidance and dire&t.iPtLOf . -· . 

. · the Almighty Creator and that they were traversing 
the path of life under the wings of God's mercy. Because 
of this sense of constant relationship with God, their 
lives were moulded according to that sacred way of life 
\vhich was being instructed by Him. 

Thus instruction to be translated into action was ' . . 
the method of the first group of Muslims. The method 
of.later generations was instr uction for academic discus

. sion · and enjoyment. And witnout doubt this is the 
Second major factor which made later generations 
d.ifferent from tl:te first unique generation of Ista·m . 

• • • 
·.,; 

• A third :cause is also operative in the history of 
Muslims ; ·we· ought to look at it also. 

When a person embraced lsh.1n during the time , 
of the Prophei- peace be on him, - he would immedia~ 

· tely cut himself off from Jahiliyyah. 1 1 r When be stepped 
. into the circle of Islam, he would start a new' life, sepa- , 

rating himself o:f completely from his past I if~ uncL:r 
'c ~~norance o[ th~ .. Pivine Law. tie-would loolc tlpon. tile 

fJ1. A~lsl) . . . 
. (I) Rcpo~ by-al-HafJZ Abu YB;~,fr~in·iiimad, ti"om)U:Shli.bi' . . 

~ :::.- . --- ~· - .:- -
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deeds of his life of Ignorance with mistrust and tear. 
with._a feeling that these were impure and could not be 
tolerated in Islam! With . this feeling. he would turn 
to~ard Islam for ~ew guidance; . and if at ·any time 
temptations overpowered h·im. or the old habits attrac-

. ted him, or if he became· tax in carrying out the injunc
tions of Islam, he would become restless with a sense 
of guilt and would feel the need to purify himself of what 
had happened, and would turn to the Qur'an to mould . 
himself according to its guidance. 

Thus, there would be a break between the Muslim's 
present Islam and his past Jahiliyyah, and this after a 
well thought out decision, as a result of which all his 
relationships with Jahiliyyah would be cut off a_nd 
he would be joined completely to Islam, although ther:e 
would be some give-and-take with the polytheists in 
-commercial activity and daily business ; yet relation
ships of understanding are one thing and daily business· 

. is som~thing else. - 1 

This .renunciation of the jahili environment, its 
, customs and -traditions, its ideas · and concepts, pro

ceeded. from the replacement of polytheism by the con
cept o.f the Unity . of God, of the jahili view of life. and 
the wo~ld by that of the Islamic view, and from absorp
tion into the new Islamic community under a new lea
dership and dedication of all Joy~lties and commitments 
to this new 'society and new leadership. 

~ This wa~ tl)e partit;1g of the ways and the ~ta~ting 
·of a new jou; ney, a journey free from the pressures of 
the values, concepts and traditiq~s _ of ,the jahil.i.society. 
Th~ Muslim encountered .nothing. b~rdensome _except 
the torture and oppression; but he had already decided 

· in the depths of his heart that he would face it with 
- e quanimity, and hen~ _no pressure from the jahil~ society 

'.vould- have any eff~t "j}n his "continuing steadfastness. 

We are also' surrounded· by Jahiliyyah toda:y, which 
-\s of th¢ same nature as it was during· the first period 
of ISlam~ perhaps a little deeper. Our whole environment 
people's beliefs and ideas, ·habits and art, rules and 
laws , is Jahiliyyah, even to the extent that what we 

··consider to be Islamic culture, Islamic sources, Islamic 
_philosophy and Islamic thought are also constructs of 
_Jahilivva)l' 

This is why the true Islamic values never enter our 
hearts, why our minds are never illuminated by Islamic 
concepts, imd why no group of people arises .among us 
who are of the calibre of the first generation of Islam. 

It is therefore necessary - in the way of the Islamic 
movement - that in the early stages of our training 
and education we should redtove ourselves from all the 
influences . of the jahiliyyah in which we live and from 
which we d~rive benefits. We must return to that pure 
source from which those people derived their guidance, 
the source which is free from any mixing or pollution. 
We must return to it to derive from it our,concepts of 
the nature ~f the- universe, the nature of human exis
tence, and the r~lationship of thes~ two with the Perfect, 
the Real Being, God Most High. From 'it we must also 
derive our concepts· of life, our principles of government, 
politics, economics and all other aspects of life. · 

We must return to it with a sense of instruction 
for obedien~e and action, and-not for academic discussion . 

..- and enjoyment: We should return to it to find out what 
kind of person it asks us to be, and then be. like. that. 
During . this process, we will also discover the. artistic 
beauty in the Qur'an, the marvt:llous tales in Qur'an, 
the scenes of the Day of Judgment in the Qur'an, the . 
intuitive logic the Qur'an, a~d an · other such benefits 
which are sought in the Qur'an by academic. and literary 
people. We will enjoy all these other aspects, but these 
are ·not the main object of otir study . Our pr\mary pur
pose is to know what way of life is demanded of us by the 
Qu.r'an, the total view of the universe which the_ Q_ur'an 
wants, us to have. what IS (he nature of our knowledge M 
Go.d tought to us by the Qur'an, the kind of morals and 
manners which are enjoined by it, and the kind of legal 

and constitutional system it asks us to establish in the . 

world . 

We must also free ours~lves from the cluthes of 
jahiii society, jahili concepts, jahili traditions and jahili 
leadership. Our mission is not to compromise with_ the 
practices of jahili society, nor can we be"Joyal to it. Jahili 
society, be~ause of its jahili characteristics, is not worthy 
to be compromised with . Our aim is first to change 
ourselves so that we may later cha_!lge the society. 

' 

. Our foremost objective is to change the practices 
of this society. Oui ·aim is to change the jahili system 
at its very roots '- this system which is fundamentally 
at variance with .Islam ana which, with the help of force 
and oppression, is keeping us from living the sort of 
life which is demanded by our Creator. · 

'· 

. Our· first step will be t6 raise ourselves-above tbe. 
jahili society and all its values arid -concepts. We will 

·not change our own' values and .conc~ts either more or 
Jess to make a bargain with this jahili society. Never! 

. We and it arc on different roads; and if we take even 
one step in its company' we Will lose our goal' entirely 
and lose our way as well. 

. . 
We know that in this we ·will have difficulti.es apd 

trials, , and we will l)ave to ~ake great sacrjfiees. But if 
we are to walk in the footsteps of the first ge~eration _of 
Muslims, through whom God established His system 

~ ;md gave it victory Jahiiiyyah, then we will not be masters 
of our own wills: 

. It is therefore 'desirable that we .sho,uld \>e aware 
at: ail times of the nature of our. course of actiop, o£:the 

r • ' "' • • • 

nature of our position, and the nature of the road wh,ich 
we must trav~rse to come out of Ignorance, a~ the 
distinguished and unique generatio~ of the Compa
nions of the Prophet - peace be on him -came out of it. 

CHAPTER 2 
... • ,... ·· , , ) -, · :l• ~I 

, I 

7HE NATURE OF THE QURt.ANIC METHOD 
, w "' ~ , 

•The Meccan portion of the holy Qur'an, revealed 
to the Prophet - peace 0e on him - over a period of 
thirteen .years, dealt with only one question. The ·nature 
of this question did not chan~e, although the manner 
.of · its presentation varied according to the. stvl~ of the 

· \.jur·an; which refers to this question in new ways, alway 
as though it had been raised for the first time. · · 

This was the primary question, the greatest-question, 
the fundamental question of this new religion- a question 
offaith with two main aspects, the Divine and the human, 
and the relationship between them. 

This question is addressed to 'the human· being' 
as a human being, and in this respect the Arab of one 
era or any other, and the non-Arab, are eqtial, wheth~r he 
belongs -to that time or to later times. 

This is that human problem which does not change; 
this is the question of man's existence in the universe, 
his ultimate goal, and his position and relationship to 
the universe ; and the question of the relationship be· · 

- tween him and the Creator of the universe. This aspect 
of man's life cannot change, as it relates to his- very . 
being.· 

During the Meccan period, the Qur'an explained 
to man the secret of his existence and the secret of the, 
universe surrounding him. It told him who he is, where 
he has come from, for what purpose and where he will 
go in the end, Who brought him from nonexistence into 
being, to Whom he will return, and what his final dis
position will be. It also informed him concerning the' 
nature of the things which he can touch and see and the 
things which he can sense and conceive but which he 
cannot see, Who created and administers this marvellous 
universe, Who alternates night and day, and Who reno
vates and varies things. Similarly, it told him how to 

" . \ . 

relate to the Creator, to the physical world, and to other 
human beings. .-/ 

AL-lSL~M 

This is that great question upon which man's exis
tence depends and will continue to depend until the 
end of time. 

And thus the full thirteen years of the M~n 
. period were spent in explaining and expounding this 
fundamental question, that question from which all 
other questions and details pertaining to human life 
are derived. 

The Qur'an made th1s question the only_ subject of 
its message during the Meccan period and never"discuss-
ed other subsidiary and derived matters. These subsi
diary topics were not mentioned until the AU-Knowing 
God decided that matters pertaining to faith had been -
e~plairted fully and had ·entered into !he hearts' of that 
select group of people who were to establish f:lis religion · 

and were 'to . give it a ' practical form . . ' . 
• >I! , • 

Those who call towar9 God 's Religion and want 
to establish the way of life prescribed by this Religion 
shou~ld po~der at length oVer this ·signific!'lnt fact. ~that 

for thirteen years the Qut'an exclusively expounded 
this faith and did not 'deviate from ·this issue to describe 
the details of that system ·which was to .be established on 
on this faith or any laws. -for the organisation of th~ Mus~ 
tim sdciety. (' 

"It ~as God's ;wisdom that this fundamental ques
tion of faith ~nd beiief -~hould be made the ·c~ntra. l them~. 
of t~e . initial call of the Prophet to his people. The first 
message which the Messenger of Allah ·_ peace b_e on 
hi~ -- brought to' this pe~_ple 'was tl)at th~y bear witness 
th~t ,"Tk~re is -n9 de!ty ew;pt , Allah" ~ and he devoted 
his efforts to making knqwn to people Who their tru~ 
Sustainer is and that they should worship Him ·alone. 

. \ ' · 

From the viewpoint of the limited understanding 
of man, it doe_s not seem as though. this would be Jpe 
easiest way to reach the hearts of ·the Arabs. They knew ,, 
their . language well and . kne,w the meaning of 'llah' 
(deity}, and they also . knew the ~eaning of "La, ila~ 
illa .AIIah" (There is no deity except Allah). They knew , 
that 'Uluhiyah' means 'sovereignty,' and they also . 
realised that ascribing sovereignty on~y to God meant 
that .the authority would be taken away from ~he priests, 
_the l~aders of tribes, the wealthy and the rulers, and would 
revert to God. h m_e;~t that only God's authority would 

prevail in the ·heart and .conscience, in matters pertain
ing to religious observances and in the a_ffairs of life 
such ,as business, the ~distribution of wealth and the dis
pel!sation of justice - in short, in the souls and bodies 
of men. They knew very .well that the proclamation, 
"There is no deity except 'Allah,' was a challenge to 
that worldly authority which had usurped the greatest 

. attribute of God, namely, sovereignty. It was a rebellion 
against all modes of behaviour which have been devis-

' ed under this usurpation and· was a declaration of war 
against that authority which legislates Jaws not permit
ted by Allah. It was ·no secret to the Arabs- who knew 
their language very well and. knew the real meaning of 
the message, "La iiaha iDa Allah" - what its significance 
was in relation to their traditions, their rule and their 
power. Hence · they greet~d this call - this revoluti'onary 
message - with anger, and fought against it with that 
vigour which is known to everyone . . 

Why did this call begin in this mann6r? And · why 
did the Divine wisdo·m decide that this call be confront
ed in its initial stages with trials ? 

• • • 

At the time of the Prophet's call to Messengership, 
the land and the wealth of the Arabs was not in the hands 
of the Arabs but was in the hands of o.ther people. 

In the north , Syda was under the_ Romans, who 
appointed loca) Arab rulers. Similarly, in the south, 

_Yemen was under the tutelage of the Persian Empire: 
and was ruled by Arabs under its domination. Arabs· 
were masters only of Hijaz, Tihama and Najd, which 
were waterle~s deserts l,\'ith a few oases here and there. 
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AL- _ISLAM 

. It is also weU-known that Muhammed - peace be. 
on him - was caUed 'ai-Amin as-Sadiq' ('The Trust- · 

· worthy and Truthful') by his people. Fifteen years 
before his Messengership began, the leaders of the 
Quraish had made him their a.rbiter in the incident of 
the placing of the Black Stone and had been pleased 
with his decision. His lineage was from the Banu Hashim, 
which was the noblest branch of the Quraish. It- ca~ 
therefore be said that Muhammad- peace be on him
was capable of kindling among his compatriots the fire 
of Arab nationalism and would thus. have united them. 
They would have responded gladly to this caU, for they 
were weary of contfnual tribal w~rfare and blood f~uds. 
He would then have been able t9 free the Arab lands 
from the domination of Roman and Persian imperialism 
and would have been able to establish·a uni~ed Arab state. 

It can l;>e said that if the Prophet - peace be on him -
had caUed people in this way, instead of bearing tortures 
for thirteen years due to the' opposition of the people 
in authority in the peninsula, the whole of Arabia would 
have accepted it . 

· It can be said that if Arabia had thus been united 
under his leadership and the authority had once devolved 
into his hands, he cputd have used aU this to make them 
accept the belief in th~ Unity of God, for which purpose · 
he was sent, and to bring people to submit to t_heir Sus
tainer after tliey had submitted to his own human author
ity. 

But the AU-Knowing and AU-Wise God did not 
lead His Prophet - peace be on him - on this course. . ~ 
He led him to declare openly that there is no deity but 
God, and to bear patiently, with his few Companions, 
whatever trials came to ·them. . 

-
Why this? Obviously it was not for the sake of 

subjecting His Prophet - peace be on him - and the 
Believers to oppression. Indeed, He knows that there is 
noother way. The way is not to free the earth from Roman 

tyranny jp order to repJace it with Arab 
. . j\U tyranny h wicked! The earth belongs to 

God and should be purified for God, and it cannot be 
purified for Him unless the banner, No deity except 
God", is unfurled across the earth. Man is servant to 
AUah alone, and he can remain so only if he unfurls the 
banner, "No deity except God, - "La ilaha iDa AUah" -
as an Arab with the knowledge of his language understood 
it: no sovere.ignty except God's, no law except from God: 
and no authority of one man over another, as the authori
ty in all respects belong to God. The 'grouping' of men 
which Islam proclaims is based on this faith alone, the 
faith in which aU peoples of any race or colour- Arabs, 
Romans or Persians- are equal under the banner of 
God. 

And this is the way. 

At the tipe of-the Prophet's call to Messengership, 
Arab society was devoid of proper distribution of wealth 
cind devoid of justice. A small group monopolised all 
wealth 'and commerce, which increased through usury. 
The great ~ajority of the people were poor and hungry. 
The wealthy were also regarded as noble and distin
guished, and the common people were not only deprived 
of wealth but also ~f dignity and hono!lr. 

It can be said that Muhammad- peace be on him
was capable of starting a social movement. declaring war 
against the class of nobles and-the wealthy, taking away 
their wealth and distributing it among the poor. 

It can be said that had the Prophet - peace be on . 
. him - started such a movement, Arab society would 

have, been divided into two classes, the great majority1 
supporting the new mov'ement because they were sick 
of the tyranny of wealth, · nobility and power and a 
smaU minority's possessing these things, instead of the 
Prophet's having to confront the society with the Message 
of the Unity of God, which remained beyond the reach 

' of all except a few noble souls. 

It can be said that after the majority had joined 

n'is movement and had given him the leadership. and 
after he had gained control of the minority of the rich. 
Muhammad - peace be on him - could then have used/ 
his position and power to impose the belief in the Unity 
of God, for which task God had appointed him as His' 
Prophet. Thus. first making human beings bow- before 
.his authority, he could have made them bow before 
the True God . 

But the AU-Knowing, the AU-Wise God did not 
JeaC:i him to this course. -~.. 

' 
God knew that this was not the way. He knew that 

true social justice can come to ·a soci~ty only after all 
affairs have bt:en submitted to the laws of God and the 
society as a whole is willing to accept the just division of 
wealth prescribed by Him, and every individual of the 
society, whetherhe be a giver or a taker, firmly believes 
that this system has been legislated by Allah Almighty, 
by obeying which he will not only prosper in this world 
but wiU be rewarded in the next. The society should 
not be in such a condition that some are driven by 
greed while others are burning with envy, that aU the 
aWairs of the society are decided by the sword and the 
rod, fear and threats: that the hearts of the population 
are desolate and their spirits are broken, as is the case 
under systems which are based on . any authority · o!her 
than AUah's. 

• • • 

At the time of the Prophet's call to Messengership, 
the moral level of Arabia was :xtremely low from every . 
point of view. Only a few primitive tribal .mores ·PJ:C-
vailed. · 

_ Oppression was the rule of the day, as the famous 
poet Zuhair ibn Abi Selma has described: 

"One who does not defend hil)lself with weapons 
will perish, 

And one who does not oppress wiD be oppressed". 
Another'fainous saying of th~toays of Ignorance-points 
to this.: 

"Help your brother; whether he is the oppressor or 
being oppressed" · 

Drinking and gambling were traditions of the 
society and people were proud of these habits. All the 
poetry of the Days of Ignorance revolves around the 
theme of wine and gaming: Turfah ibn al-A bed says: 

"If there had not been three things for a young man's 
enjoyment, 
Then I would not have cared for a_!lything except 
some food. 

One of them is my excelling others in the drinking 
Of wine which is so potent that if you add water· to 
it, it bubbles. 

-Drinking and entertainment and spending 
Have been my life, and still are. 

At !ast the tii'I!e has come when the whole tribe has 
abandoned me, 
As if I were a camel with a terrible itch". 

Fornication was rampant in various forms and was 
considered something to !>e proud of, as is the case 
among all jahili societies, old or new. • Aislia - may 
Allah be pleased with her - describes the condition of 
society of the Days of Ignorance iri .the followi';;g words: 

·"There were four kinds .of marriages during Jahi
lirJah· One· was as we have it today; that is, a man 
would ask a persan for the hiuid of Ills daughter ·or .liiS 
ward in marriage, would pay the marriagt-gift, uid 
would marry her. The second type was.that a ~n would . 
tell his wife, in between her menstrual periods, to call 
such and such man and become pregnant by him. He 
would stay away from her and would not touch ' her 
until the signs of pregnancy appeared. 'If he then wished, 
he would have intercourse with her. He adopted this 

. method to obtain a son of high lineage. A third form of 
marriage. was polyandry. A group of men, less than ten; 
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would come to a wo'man and ha:,e 8e,Z~al intercourse 
with her. lf she became pregnant and then gave birth 
to a child, and a fe~ nights passed after childbirth, she .. 
would cal!_them. No one could refuse this call. When 
they would all gather, she would tell them, 'You know 
the result. I have given birth to a child.' Then she would 
point to one of them and would say, 'This is his child.' 

I . 
The child would then be named after that person and 
would be considered his, and he could not deny this. A 
fourth form of marriage was that many men would go . 
to a w~man, and she was willing to accept any. Actually, 
these were prostitutes and would place a flag in front of 
their doors as a sign. Anyone who wished would go to 

. them. If such a woman became pregnant, after the 
.delivery many -pebple would gath~r by Iter ·and would 
call an expert·in recognising resemblanC:C;. To whomever: 
he would ascribe the child's paternity, dte;.child would. 

· ~considered his and he could not refust'' it."0 ) 

' lt'.;an be said that ~uhammad- Pc:acebe -on rum·.; 
was capable of starting a movement of moral reronri' 
for the establishment ofmpral standards, for the'p~Ntta
ti<!_n of the ·sf'Ciety, and for self.:.evaluatiQn. As is cl)t. <;ase 

with every reformer, ~e would have found· some·uprikbt 
and straight people who were also unhappy about the · 
moral degeneration of their society. These people would 
certainly have come to him to join his reformist move
ment. 

Thus, one can say that if the Prophet - peace be-on 
him- had chosen this course! . ·he would :have easily 
gathered a sizeable group. Bl#-u~ pf their moral purity 
and seirituaJ fQrtjtude, th~s if2.~p.of~ople, more-than 
others, would have accepted the ·belief in the Unity of 
God and would have carried the responsibilities pertain
ing to it. Thus t.he Prophet's call, "There is no deity 
except God," would have been spared the vigoiirous. 
opposition which it encountered. 

But God Most High knew that this way is not the 
way. He knew· that morality can only be built on faith, 
a faith which provides criteria, creates values, defines · 
the authority from which these criteria and values are 
to be demed, and prescribes the reward of the one 
who accepts this authority and the puni~iDent of those . 
who deviate or oppose; Without this ·kintl .of belief or 
the cgncept of a higher authority, all values remain 

~ unstable, and similarly morals based on them remain 
unstable - .without accounting, without authority, with
out reward! 

When, .after hard work, belief.became ftrm and the 
authority to . which this belief refe~~Was acknowledged -
when people recognised .their Sustaiiier and worshipped 
Him alone,_ when they became independen( not only 
of other human beings but also of their own desires, 
and when "La Dalla ilia Allah" became imprinted on 
their hearts - then God, through this faith and through 
the Believers, provided everything which was needed. 
God's earth became free of •Romans and Persians,' 
not so ~a~. the authority of 'Arabs' might prevail, but 
only so tlult God's authority might be established and 
that t~e earth might be cleared of all the rebels against 

. ~im, whether they were Roman, Persian or Arab. 

The society was freed from all oppression, · aad 
the Islamic system was established in which juStice was 
God's justice and in which weighing was by God'~ ba- . 
lance. The banner of social justice was raised.in the name . 
of One God, and the name of the banner was .Islam. 
No.other name wa8 added to it, and .. ...; Uaha iDa Allall" 
'Was wntten on· 1t. -

Morals were elevated, hearb ,."({ S<?Uls . were Puri
fied, ttnd with the ~xcepti~n of a very few ~; there 
was no occasion even to :ehforce the limits arid punish-

. ments which God has prescrif)M' · for now conscience 
was the law-e_!lforcer, and the pi~..re of Allah, the hope 
of Divine reward, and the fear of Allah's anger took the . 
place gf pQl~-d pu!}ishments. · 

~ankind·~ uplifted in its social order, in itsau>r4 

(I J !Jokhaij; ln the -Book of' marriqe. 
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n- all of its life, •:· " zenith of perfection which had never 
>een attained before and which cannot be attained after
Nards except through Islam. _ · 

All this wa~ possible because those who established 
.his religion in the form of a state, a system and laws 
md regulations had first established it in their hearts 
md lives in the form of faith, character, worship and 
tuman relationships. They had been promised only one 
:bing· for the establishment of this religion- not victory 
>f power, not even that this religion would be establishCd 
>y their hands, not related tq anything ortliis world: -
me promise, that' of the Garden. That was the only 
>romiSe given to them for _all their striving, for all the 
rials which they had endured, for their steadfastness 
n the face of the opposition of the forces of Jahiliyy~ 
o that call, "There is no deity except God," which is 
tbhorrent to those who are in power in any age and piace. 

When Allah tried them and they proved steadfast, 
-elinquishing their own perSonal desires, and when 
\llah Most High knew that they were not waiting for 
my reward in this world, nor were they desirous to see 
het victory of this t:nessage and the establishement of 
his Religion on earth by-their hands, when t)_teir hearts 
>ecame free of pride of lineage, of nationality, of country, 
1f tribe, of household - in short, when Aliah- Most 
iigh saw them ~ to be mO~lilly pure - the~ He gianted 
hem the great trust, the conscious assumption of the. 
•ice-gerency of the earth. Since they were pure in faith, 
he requirement for which is that God's sovereighty 
.lone_ extend over hearts and consciences in human 
·elationships ~ .1d morals, in lives and possessions, . in 
nodes and manners, God Most High knew that they 
'lould be true guardians of the political authority, which 
'lould be entr~sted -to them so that they wouid establish 
he Divine law and the Divine justice, He knew they 
Nould not use it to benefit their own selves or their families 
>r tribe or nation, but would dedicate this authority 
>urely to the service of God's religion and laws. as they 
;new that the true source of authority is God alone and 
hat they were only - trustees. 

If the call of Islam had not started in this manner, 
liscarding all banner~ other than "There is no deity 

/ :xcepJ God," and if it had not taken that path which 
tpparently was difficult and t_rying but which in reality 
vas easy and blessed, then it would not have been_pos
ible to establish this blessed system with this high sta.n
lard. 

Had this call come in its initial stages as a national 
:all or a social movement or a reformist ·attempt , or· had 
t attached other labels to the call of"La ilaha ilia Allah," 
hen this blessed system would never have been for the 
ake of God alone. .. . .. 

The Meccan period of 'the Qur'an has this glorious 
tttribute, that it imprints "There is no deity except God" 
m hearts and minds, and teaches Muslims to adopt 
his method and no other - in spite or the fact that it 
lppears difficult other, - and to persist . in this method. 

I 
The Qur'an concentrated all its teaching on the 

1uestion of , faith alone, not mentioning the details of 
he system which is to be based on it or the Iaws·which 
tre to regulate its affairs. The people who invite others 
.o this Religion ought to ponder over this. 

Indeed, it is the nature of this Religion which requires 
his particular method, as this Religion stands entirely 
m· belief in the Unity of God, and all its institutions 
md laws are derived from this great principle. A similie 
or this Religion is a strong, tall tree whose shade spreads 
ar. and wide and whose branches reach · toward the 
;ky_; Such a tree would naturally put its roots deep down 
nto the earth and spread them over a wide area, in pro
>artion to its size. The case of this Religion is similar. 
ts system. extends into all aspects of life ; it discusses 
Lll minor or J1lajor affairs of mankind; it orders man's 

( 

life - not only of this world but also of the world to 
come; it gives information about the Unseen as well as 
about the visible world; it not only deals with material 
things but also purifies intentions and ideas. lt is thus 
like a tall, strong, wide-spreading tree ; clearly its roots 
must go down deep and be in proportion to its size. 

This aspect of the nature of Islam defines the way 
it .is. to be founded · and organised : by implanting the 
belief and strengthening it so that it seeps into the depths 
of the human soul. T_his is essential for its correct develop
ment, for only through this method can a relationship 
be secured between that part of the tree of religion which 
reaches upward and the root's which are in the depths 
of'ihe earth. ~ · 

When belief in "L~ ilaba ilia AUab" penetrates into 
the deep recesses. of the heart, it also penetrates through 
the wh_9le system of life, which is a practical interpreta
tion of this faith. By this means, those who believe are 
already pleased with the system which this faith uniquely 
determines and submit in · principle to all the laws and 
injunctions and details even before they are proinul
gated. Indeed, the spirit of submission is the first requi
rement of the faith . Through this spirit of submission 
the believers learn the . Islamic regulations and laws 
wi~h 'eiigerness and· pleasure .. As Soon as a command is 
given, the heads.are bowed, and nothing more'is required 
for its implementation exdept_ to hear it. In this manner, 
drinking was forbidden, usury was prohibited, and 
gambling was proscribed, and all the habits of the Days 
of Ignorance were abolished - abolished by a few verses 
of the Qur'an or by a few words from the lips of the 
Prophet-peace be on him. Compare this with the efforts 
of secular governments. At every stage they have to rely 
on legil,;lation, administrative · institutions, police and 
~ilitary power, propaganda and the · pre~s. and yet 
they can at most control what is done publicly, and the 
society remains full of illegatand forbidden things.< 1 > 

I 1 

• • • 

Another aspect of this religion ought to be consi
dered. This is a pratical religion ; it has come to order 
the practical affairs of life. Thus it faces the question of 
pratical conditions and determi~es whether to keep 
them, modify them or change them completely. Its 
le"gislation is therefore concerned only with those condi
tions which actually exist in that particular sqciety 

· which has already accepted the sovereignty of God. 

Islam is not a 'theory' based. on 'assumptions;' 
rather it is a 'way of life' working with 'actuality.' Thus 
it is first necessary that a Muslim community come 
into existence which believes that "There is no deity 
except God," which commits itself to obey none but 
God, denying all other authority, and which challenges 
the legality of any law which is not based on this belief. 

Only when such a society comes into being, faces 
various practical problems, and needs a system of law, 
then Islam initiates the constitution of law and injunc
tions, rules and regulations. It addresses only those 
people .who in principle have already submitted themsel
ves to its authority and have repudiated all other rules and 
regulations. 

It is necessary that the believers in this faith be 
autonomous and have power in their own society, so _ 
that they may be able t~ implement this system and give 
currency to all its laws. Moreover, power is also needed 
to legislate laws according to the needs of the group as 
these present themselves in its day-to-day affairs. 

(1) Refer to Fi Zilal al-Qur'aJQID tile Shades of the Qur'an), V~l. 
5, pp. 78-85, to see how God .forbade the drinking of alcohol. Then 
refer to Syyed Abul Hasan ·Ali Nadvi's book, The Loss to tile WorN 
Due to tile Decliae of M..U.., quoting Abui'Aia Maududi's T....at 

. to~ !JQ~ th.e. l.J.Pited States failed in its efforts at prohibition of alcohol. 
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In Mecca the Muslims were ,not autonomous. nor 

did they have any influence in the society. Their practical 
life had not taken a permanent form so that they could 

I' 
have organised themselves according to the Divine 
Law (ai-Shari'ah) ; hence no regulations 'lind laws were 
r"!vealed to them by God. They were taught' only the 
belief and those moral principles which follow from this 
belief after it penetrates the mind. Later. when an autono- ' 
mous state came into existence in Medina. general laws 
were revealed and that system came· into existence 
which satisfies the needs of a Muslim community. and 
the power of fhe state was behind its enforcement. 

Gcid Most High did not desire .that all the laws and 
regulations be revealeq during the Meccan period so 
that Muslims would .have a ready-made system to be 
applied as soon as they reached Medina; this is out of 
character for this religion . Islam is more p~actical than 
this and has more foresight: it docs not find solution 
to hypothetical problems. It first looks at the pre\ailing 
conditions, and if it linds a viable society which . accord
ing to its form, conditions or temperament. \s a Muslim 
society, which has submitted itself to the law of God 
and is weary of htws emanating from other sources. 
then indeed this religion provides a method for the 
legislation of laws accordi~g tp the needs of -such a so
ciety. 

·' . 
People who demand from Islam that it proYide 

theories. and that it proYide a c~mpletcd constitution 
for its system. and that it provide laws. while they obsen·e· 

that there is not a single society .on earth which has 
rejected man-made systems and agreed to enforce the 
Shari'ah, in addition to having political power for such 

,enforcement, show that they are ignorant of the char
acter of this religion and the way it operates in life .. 
They are also ignorant of the purpose for which God 
revealed His religion. 

What these people want is that Islam change, its 
' character, its method and its history . and be red~~d 

to the level of ordinary human theories and laws. They 
want a short-cut solution to satisfy their immediate 
desires. which are simple a product of the defeatist menta
lity in their spiri~s ir. the face of valueless, man-made laws. 
They want Islam to become a mere collection of ab
stractions and theories, the subject of whose application 
is non-existent conditions. But the course przscribed 
by God 'for this religion is the same as it was earlier. 
First, belief ought to be imprinted on hearts and rule 
over consciences - that belief which demands that people 
should not bow before anyone except God or derive 
laws from any other source. Then, when such a group 
of people is ready and also gains practical control of 
the ·society, various laws will be legislated according 
to the practical needs of the society. " 

This is what God has intended for this religion. 
It cannot be other than what God intends, no matter 
what People desire. ' 

The callers to Islam should understand that when 
they invite people toward the revival of the religion, 

' they should invite them to accept Islam's fundamental 
belief- even though these people call themselves Muslims 
or their birth certificates register them as Muslims. The 
people ought to know that Istam means to accept the 
creed "La ilaha ilia Allah" in its deepest sense, which 
is this: that every aspect of life should be under the 
sovereignty of God, and those who rebel against God's 
sovereignty and usu~p it for themselves should be oppos
ed; that .this belief should be accepted by their hearts 
and minds and should be applied in their modes of 
living and in their practices. . 

When the revival of this re;ligion starts among a 
people, this aspect of it must have first priority. The 
first Islamic call was based on it; thirteen complete years 
of the Mecca~ period of the Qur'an were devoted to 
this Message. When a group of people enters this religion 
in the true sense, only then can it be considered a 'Muslim 
{>f~>Up.' Only such a group has the capability of giving a 
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ooncrete foTlll to the Islamic system In ·its ~ociaf lire; 
:because such a group has agreed to base its entire.life 
on Islam and to obey God in all aspects of life.· 

Thus, when such a society actually comes into 
.being and the basic teachings of Islam ~re its guide, 
it will proceed to formulate laws and regulations for the . 
·existing practical needs according to the general teach- . 
·ings of Islam. This is the correct order for bringing ' 
about a practical; realistic and wise Islamic system. 

I 

Some sincere people who do not understand the 
real character of our religion are in a hurry. They have 
not understood that this is the way 'prescribed by the 
All-Knowing and All-Wise God. They say that if people 
are taught Islam's fundament;lls and the Islamic laws, 
then the way for inviting to Islam will become easy and , 

· people will automatically become sympathetic . to Islam. : 

This is their wishful thinking, due to their impatience. 
This is akin to the idea which could have been presented 
to the Prophet himself- peace be on him- and ~ich we 
have described in earlier pages; that is, that if the Pro
phet- peac~ be on him - had started his call with nation
alism, or econpmic revolution, or a reformist movement, 
his way would have become easier. 

It is essential tl}at the hearts be exclusively devoted to' 
God alone, accepting His law with full submission and, I 
rejecting all other laws- from the very beginning, even · 
before the details are shown to attract them. 

The love of the Divine Law ai-Shari'ah · should · 
qe a consequence of ~ure ;ubmission to Allah and of ; 
freedom from servitude to anyone else, an~ not becau~ 
it is superior to other systems in such and suc_h details. · 

No doubt the Shari'ah is the ·be~t as j t comes from 
God ; the laws of His creatures can hardly be compared. i 
to the laws given by the Creator. But thii( poirit is' not ' 
the basis of the Islamic call. The ba~is of the message is 
.t.bat one sbouJd accept the Sllarf'811 withOut any questioD 
and reject all other laws in any shape or form. This is 
Islam. There is no other meaning of Islam. One who is 
at!ractc:_d to this basi_c_ Islam has al~y- ~lv~ this · 
prooleiri ; he Will noi require any persuasion throup 
showing its beauty and superiority. This-is one of the 
realities of the faith . 

• • • 
Next, we ought to discuss how the Qur'an solved 

· the problem of belief and faith during the thirteen years 
of Meccan. life. The Qur'an did not present this in the · 
form of a theory or a theology, nor did it present it in 
the style which is common to our scholastic writings ,; 
on the subject of the Unity of God. 

None of this; The Holy Qur'an always appeals to 
human nature and draws our attention to the signs of 
God which are within man's soul itself and are all around 
him. It liberates human nature from superstitions, 
polishes man's native intelligence to the utmost degree, 
and opens up windows to the world and . makes man . 
appreciate the intricate processes of God's nature: 

This is a general aspect. A particular aspect is 
that the Qur'an, on the basis of this belief;, started a 
struggle in actual life against false ideas and. traditions · 

:under which human nature had become helpless. To 
. confront these special circumstances, it wo\ild not have 
been desirable to present Islam in the fonri of a theory . 

. It took the form of a direct confrontation, with a deter
-mination to rend the curtains which had fallen on the t 
. hearts and minds of people and to break into pieces 
all those walls which were -standing between man and 

· the truth. Similarly, intellectual argumentation, based: 
oo v~rbal logic, :which was the. hallmarlc of the scho-; 
lastic theology of later times, was. not a proper style ' 
for it. The Qur'an was struggling against the entire 
human environment as it was. It was addressing itself. 
to the whole of humanity which . was drowned under: 
the vast ocean of corruption. The style of theology 
woul<! Jtave l:>een u~less fo~ it because. J!!thopgh ~~~ 
Islamic oelief is a belief, its main programme is m the 
.practical sphzre of life t it. does not remain circu~scribed 

1 

i~qretica(1i~!!~L~..! a1_1q _th~ .s~J!!atioJls .. ~r,-ilieo~~· 
logy. 
. . The Qur'an on the one, hand constructs the faith 
'in ·· the hearts of_ the Muslim community and on th~· 
;other attacks -the surrounding Jabiliyyah through thls 
community, , while struggling to remove all the jabili 

( influences -which· are found in the ideas, praCtices and 
:morals of .the Muslim community. The construction:) 
of Islamic belief occurred under these stormy conditions, 
and not in the form of a theology or theory or scholastic 
argument. It was rather as an active, organic aDd vital 

· movement, the concrete representation of which was 
the Muslim community. The growth of the Muslim . 
community, including its ideas, morals, education and 
training, was due to its belief. The evolution of this 
movement was wholly the practical manifestation of 

. the evolution of its beliefs, and this is the true method . 
.· of Islam whi~h reflect8-1its nature and its spirit. · 

The bearers of the Islamic message should keep in 
mind this dynamic method of Islam which we have · 
de_scribed above. They ought to know that the stage 
of the construction of belief, which . spread over the J 

long Period ofMCccan life in this fasruon, was not 5e.,a~ 1 

rate from the stage of practical organisation, under~ 
. which an Islamic community ~e into existence. Itr 
· was not a stage of teaching and learning 'the theory'!~ 
It was a single stage in which, at the same t.ime, the seed 
of faith was implanted and a community was organised, 
giving a practical structure to the Islamic . teachings. · 
I-lence in the future, whenever there are attempts at the 
revival of Islam, this comprehensive method shoUld 
be. adopted. 

Thus the stage of constructing the faith should 
be long, and it should be gradual. Every step &liould 
be taken with firmess. This stage should .not be spent in 
teaching the theory of beliefs out in translating the 
belief into a living reality. First it should be implanted 

' in the hearts of men ; it should materi,alise .in a dynamic 
social system whose 'internal arid external growth reflects · 
the evolution of the belief. It ought to be a dynamic· 
movement which challenges Jahiliyyah both in theory 
and in practice, so that it ·becomes a living faith which 
grows struggling against the surrounding forces. ' 

It is an error and what an , error! - to think that 
Islam can evolve in the form · of an abstract theory limited 
to intellectual learning and cultural knowledge. Beware 
of this danger, beware'! 

The Qur'an did not come down at once but took: 
thirteen years to construct and strengthen the structure: 
of faith. Had God-wanted, He would I:iave revealed the • 

entire Qur'an at once and then left the Companions ; 
to learn"'h for · a ·period of approximately thirteen years · 
so that the Believers would master the 'Islamic theroy'. . \ 

But God Most High did not choose this method; . · 
He wanted something else. He wanted to lay the foun.:. 
dations of a community, a movement and a belief simul 
taneo~sly . He wanted the community and the mov~ment 
to be founded on the belief, while 'with the dynamic 
pr ogress of the community the faith also grew. He 
wanted faith to grow with the progress of the community, 
while the practical life of the commuoity was at the 
same time a mirror of the faith. God Most High knew 
that men and societies are not founded overnight, but ·. 

· that it takes as much time to construct and develop a · 
· faith as it takes to organise a comDJunity, so that as the 
faith is completed, simultaneously a strong community 
also comes into existence which is the true represent11tion' 
and practical interpretation of the faith. 

-'* • • 

This is the character of our religion, and the Meccan 
·'period of the Qur'an testifies to it. We should be awate 
I . . 
:~<?! t~i~ ~aracter ~nd should not ~ry to change it~ ?t bej~g 
i1mpat1ent or falhng under the mfluence of a defeatist 
mentality in the presence of V!llueless, man-made theo- · 
ries. Through this particular quality of Islam, . the first 
'Muslim co_!Jlmunity came into existence, and _in the · ~ 

:PAGJ .,; 
f~ture, whe~ever : a M~~lim co'.iununity is to be created 

·.in tf!e wodd:. _it ~n be~creat~ Q_!J!Y b~ !his ~e!h~~~-~ 
:n relation to t~s character. 

· We should be aware that any attempt to change { 
the living faith of Islam, which is intended to penetrate~ 
into the veins and arteries .of a vital society and to be a . 

' concrete organised movement, into ·purely theoretical 
teachings and academic discussions, is an attempt to 

· show the superiority of the 'Islamic theory' o·1.er the : 
· valueless and useless theories formulated by lm:_n, and : 

is not only erroneous but also dangerous. 

The requirement of Islamic belief is that it take 
; shape in living souls, in an active organisation, in a· 
viable community, and that it take the form of a move-

~ ment struggliog against the jahili environment while also 
trying to remove the influences of jahili society in its 
followers, because they were people of Jahiliyy~h before· 
the faith entered their souls, and the influence of Jahi
liyyah might have remained in their hearts and ;minds 
as well as in their lives. The Islamic belief has a much . 
wider range of action than simply academic discussions, 
as it not only addresses itself to hearts and minds but 
also includes practices and morals . 

The Divine attributes, the universe, life, man, are 
.all'included'in the Islamic concept, which is not only 
very comprehensive and perfect but also .re~listic and 

1 c~nstructive. Islam, because of its very nature, abhors 
; being reduced to pure thO\lght- this ·being against 
, its nature and also against its ultimate aim - and loves 
· to appear personified in human.beings, jn a living orga

nisation and in a practical movement. Its method is to . 
· gfow through the agency of living persons and through : 

a dynamic movement and an active organfsatiop in such' 
a way 'that its theory comes to fruition at the same timei 
as its pra~tical applications. It never remains an abstract 
theory but develops side-by-side with practice. 

As to the idea that we should first perfect Islam as 
a theory, bringing it about later in the world-of action, 
it is an error and is dangerous, being against the nature 
of Islam, its purpose and its structural elements. 

Allah Most High says: 

"We have rev1=aled this Qur'an little by little so 
that you may recite it to pbople at intervals, and W.., 
have revealed it gradually (17 : 106) 

Gradualness and teaching at intervals is desired, so 
that a 'living community' based on its beliefs may come 

.,.into existence, and not merely a 'theory.' 

The message-bearets of Islam should fully under
stand that this is a Divine religion and that its method, 
which is harmonious with its nature, is also based on 
Divine guidance. It is not possible to establish this 
religion without following its particular method. 

~ 

One should also understand that this religion has. 
come to change not only the beliefs and practices of 
people but also the method of bringing about these 

·changes in beliefs and practices. This religion constructs 
beiiefs together with forming a community; it also 
develops its system of thought while it spends its energy 
in enforcing its practical aspects. Thus the establishment: 
of its particular system of thought, its particular beliefs 

1 ~ arid.its particular way of living doe~ not req~ire ditlerent 
. methods but is fulfilled simulu.neously. 

From the above explanation we know that this• 
~ religion has a particular method of action. Now we ' 
. ought k> know that this method is eternal. It i~ not related 

. , to any particular stage or to any special condition·s and 
environment peculiar to the first 'Muslim community. 
Indeed, this religion cannot be es~blisbed- at any tim~
except through this method·.--~ . 

,: ., :Islam's /function is to change people's beliefs and 
actions, as well as their outlook and way of thinking. 

: Its method is Divinely-ordained and is entirely" different , 
Jrqm all the valueless methods of short-sighted hfunan 

· oofngs . 

/ 
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We cannot receive the Divine guidance or live 
-according_ to it unless we adopt the . Divin~~y-ordained 
. method, the method which God intended for reforming 
human thought and practice. 

• • • 
When we try to make Islam into a 'theory' to be 

· studied, we remove the Divine method and Divi~e outlo
- ·ok from its character, and we reduee it to the le_vel of a 
_ man-made system of thought, as if the Divine method 

were inferior to man's methods, and as if we wanted 
to elevate the system of : thought an~ action ordained. 
by_ God to the level of the systems of His creatures! · 

This point of view is extremely dangerous, and 
this defeatism is ruinous. :.. ! " --. 

. The function of this Divine system which is given 
to IJS- we. who are the callers to Islam - is to provide 
a certain style of thinking. purified from all those jahili 

· styles. and ways of thinking which are current in the 
' world and which have poisoned our culture by depriving , 
.. us of our own mind. If we try to change this religion in 

a way which is alien to its nature and which is borrowed 
from the . ways of the predominant Jahiliyyah, we will 
deprive it of the function· it has come to perform for 
humanity .. .and we will deprive our-selves-of the oppor~ 
tunity of getting. rid of the yoke of the .;8hili ways curr.ent 
in our tiine. which dominate our minds. · 

This aspect of the sit~ation is full of danger. and the 
resulting loss will be disastrous. _ 

The ways of thought and action for ffi'e founding 
of the Islamic system are not less important or less 
nec~ssary than this Islamic belief and way of life. nor- • 
are they separate from each other. Although it may seem 
very attr~tctivelo· us to keep expounding on the beauties 
o_!; the Islamic beliefs and system. we should not forget 
this fact : that Islam can never become a practical way 
of life or a dynamic ~ovement through these means. 
We should also realize that _this way of presenting Islam 
does not benefit anyone exc~pt those who· are working · 
for the Islamic movement. and even this group can 
benefit from it only to such an extent as corresponds 
with its stage of development. 

I therefore repeat that the Islamic belief should at 
. once materialise into a'practical movement. and from the 

very instant this comes into being, the movement should 
. become a real repreSentation arid an accurate mirror of 

~ its belief. 

I will also repeat that this is · the method which is 
natural to the Divinely reveaiC?<f religion I:slam, and 
that this meth~ is the mos~ superior and lasting and 
is extremely effective. It is closer to human nature than 
all those methods which present Islam to people in the 
form of a complete and fixeQ,theory, before these people 
have -engaged in a practical movement and before this 
has become a living reality in their hearts, growing ·step _ 
by step in translating this theory into actuality. 

• • • 

If this is the correct method for the fundamentals 
of lslal]lic belief, it is the more correct with resPect to 
the particulars of the organisational structure and its 
legal details. 

The Jahiliyyah which has surrounded us, and which 
weighs heavily on the minds of' some sincere workers 
for l§Jam who become impatient ·and want to see all the 
stages of the Islamic system come into existence very 
rapidly, has raised a very delicate question indeed. It 
~s~s .them: ' What are t~e d~tails of the svstem to which 
you are calling? How much reSearch have· you done? 
How many articles have you prepared and ho~ many 
subjects have you written about? Have you constituted 
the jurisprudence on new principles? - as if nothing were 
llc:kin.g for the enforcement of the Islamic Law except 

research in jurisprudence (Fiqh) and its details, as if 
everyone had agreed upon the sovereignty of God and 
were willing to submit to His 11\ws, as if the only factor ~ 
remaining were the no!:'-existen(;e o( Mu~in* who 

would supply a modernised . versio5 of Islamic juris
prudence. Thi'> is a vulgar joke on Islam, and every 
perS(ln who has any respect for this rP.Jigi9n should 

raise himself above it. 

By these tactics, Jahiliyyah wants to find an excuse 
to reject the Divine system and to perpe_tuate the slavery 
of one man to another. It desires to turn away the power 
of Muslims from the work of establishing the Divinely
ordained way oflife in order that they may not go beyond 
the stage of belief to the stage of a dynamic movement. 
It ~ants' to distort the very nature of this method _;_ _the . 
method in which Islamic belief matures through the . 
struggle of its movement, in which the details of the 

-Islamic system develop through practical striving, and in 
which laws promulgated to solve practical problems and 

-actual difficulties . 

It is the _duty 1of Muslims to expose these tactics 
and redu~e them to dust, to reject this ridiculous proposal 
of the 'reconstruction of the Islamic law' for a society 

· which is neither willing to submit to the law of God nor · 
expresses any weariness with -laws emanating from 

. . .. . -
sources other than God. Such talk is a way of diverting 
attention from · real and earnest work, and is a method 
through which the workers for Islam can be {~lade to ' 
waste their iinie in 'buil.ding-castle·s in tlie air.'Thus· it is 
their duty td expOse these treacherous tactics. 

. . / -· / 

It is their duty to adopt the method of the Islamic 
movement which_ is harmonious with this religion. This 
method is the source of power for tliis religion, as well 
as a source of ~wer for them. 

Islam and· the method of revival of Islam-are both 
equally important; there is no diffe..rence between them. 

. Any other method, however attractive it l}lay be, cannot _ 
bring about the establishmerlt. of Islam. Other methods 
can work for the establishment of man-made systems, 
but are incapable of establishing our system: Thus it .. 
Is a~ necessary to follow this particular method for the 
establishment of Islam as it is to obey the way of_life 
it outlines and to believe in its articles of faith . 

~ 

"Indeed, this Qur'an leads to a way which is straight'.' 
(17: 9) 

CHAPTER 3 

. J'HE CHARACTERISTICS -OF iHE ISLAMIC 
SOCIETY AND THE CORRECT METHOD OF 

ITS FORMATION 
. . . J 

The message of _Islam brought by the Messenger 
of God:· Muhammad- peace be on· him- wa·s· the .· Jast 
link in the long chain of invitations toward God by the 
noble rrophets. Throughout history; this message has 
remained the same : that hum~n beings should recognise . 
that their true Sustainer . and Lord is ·One God, that 
they should submit to Him alone, and that the lordship 
of man be eliminated. Except for a few people here and 
there in history, mankind as a whole has never denied 
the existence of God and His sovereignty oyer the uni
verse ; it has . rather erred in comprehending the real 
attributes of God, or in taking other gods-besides God 
as His associates. This association with God has been 

. either in . belief and worship, "or in accepting the sov- ' 
·· ereignty of others besides God. Both of these aspeCts 

are Shirk* in the sense that they take human beings 
away from the religion of God, whicl:\ ~~ brought by 

the Prophets. _After· each Prophet, ~re was a period 
dunng whtcfl picoptc uilderstooa tlils l'filgi<;•n; out then · 
.gradually later, generations forgot it and returned to 
Jabillyyah. They started again on the way qf Shirli, 
sometimes in their belief and worship and sometimes 
in their submission to the authority of others_, and some-
times · in both. , · 

" .,-f .,, _;'.; 

.... 
. AL-ISLAM. 

Throughout every period of human history the 
ull toward God has had one nature. Its purpose is 
'Islam', which means to bring human beings into submis

r;ion to God, to free them from servitude to other human 
: beings so that they may devote themselves to the One 
True God; to deliver them from the clutches of human _ 
lordship and man-made laws, value systems and tra
ditions so that they will acknowledge the sovereignty 
JUlf'-'-authoritv o( tbe _One True God and follaw His law 

" in all spheres of life. The Islam of Muhammad - peace 
be on hiin - came for this purpose, as well as the messages 
pf· the earlier Prophets. The' entire universe is under 
the authority of God, and man, being a small part of it, 
necessarily obeys · the . physical laws governing the uni
~erse. It is also necessary that the same authority be 
acknowledged . as ~he law-giver for human life. Man ' 
·should not cut himself off from this authority to develop 
a separate system and a separate scheme of life. The 
growth of a human being, his eonditions of health and 
disease, and · his life and death are under the scheme of 
those natural laws which come from God; even in the 

· consequences of his voluntary actions he is helpless · 
be!ore the universal laws. Man cannot change_dle, pnc
.tice of God in the laws prev.ailling in the universe. It is 
therefore desirable that he should also follow Islam in 

-- 'thoSe aspect of his life in ~hich he is' ~ven a choiCe 
and should make the Divine Law the arbiter in all matters 
of life so that there may be harmony between man and 
the rest . of the universe.< 11 

JahiJiyyah, on the other qand, is one man's. lord~hip 

. over another, and in this respect it is against the .system 
of the ' universe and ·brings the involuntary aspect of 
humi'n life into conflict ~ith its voluntary aspect. This 
was that Jahiliyyah which confronted every Prophet 
of God, including the last .Prophet - peace be on him -
in their call toward submission to One God. This Jah_i
Hyyah is not an abstract theory ; in fact, under certain 
circumstances it . has no theory at 'all. it al~ay_s takes 
the form of a~livirig movement. in a society which 'iia'S its 

' --own leadership, its own concepts and values, and its 
own traditions, habits and feFlings. It is an organised 
society and there is a close cooperation and loyalty 
between its individuals, and it is always ready .and alive 
to defend its existence consciously or unconSciously. 
It crushes all elements which seem to be dangerous to 
its personality. 

· When Jahiliyyah takes the fonD, not of a 'theory' 
but of an active movement in this fashion, then any _ 

_ attempt to abolish this . Jahiliyyah and to bring people . 
back to God· wtftttrpresents Islam nierely a8 a 'theory' w111 
be undesirable, rather useless. Jahiliyyah controls the 

. ·practical world.- and for its supp<>rt ther; is a living and 
active org-anisation . .In this situation. mere theoretical 
dTorts to fight it cannot e'(en be equal, much less supe
riqr, to it. When the purpose. is to .abolish the existing 

. system and to replace it with . a new system which in 
its character. principles~ and all its general and particular 
aspects, is different -from the controlling jahili system, 
then it starids to reason that this new system should also 
come intp the battlefield as an organised movement 
and a viable group. It ·should come irtto the battlefield 
with a determination that its strategy. its social organi
sation. and the relationship between its individuals 
should be firmer and ' more powerful than the existin~ 

_ (I) ThoSf Muslims whose knowledge of Islamic sourceo m_ aaw 
i~ so deep that they can with validity ·exercise indepen&nt judgment 
in matters pertaining to legal details. · _ . _ 

(I) Shirk s an Arabic word whadi rJm te ascribing the attri-
butes. power or authority of God to others besides Him ·and I or wor-

ship~)~~~~_.!i,!:-ndlaa lslaJ8. by Sa~ Al)uf 'A~udu· 
· . for an explanation of this point. 
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jahili'systen •. 
:'. The theoretical foundation of l~lam, in every period 

of history, has been to witness "La. ilaha ilia Allah" 
-"There is no ·dcity except God"- which me.ans to 
bear witness that the only true deity is God, tha't He IS 

the Sustainer, that He is the Ruler of the universe, and 
. that He is r.eal Soverei~ ; to believe in Him in the heart, 
. to worship Him alone, and to put into practice His 
laws. Without this complete acceptance of "La ilaha ilia 
Allah", w}1ich differentiates the one who says he is a 
Muslim from a non-Muslim, there cannot be any prac
tical significance to this utterance~ nor will it have any 
weight according to the Islamic law. 

Theoretically, to establish it means that people 
should devote their entire lives in. submission to Allah 

. and sllould . not-decide any affair on their' own, bui tii\ist . 
refer to God's injunctions concerning it and follow them. 
We know of Allah's guidance through only one source, 
that is,' through the Messenger of Allah - peace be on 
him. Thus, in the~ second pln of'tk lslllmic. .cleed, we 
bear witness "Wa' aShhadu anna Muhammadar. Rasul 
AUah" - "And I bear witness that Muhammad ·is the 
Messenger of God": 

. It . is therefore n~ssary lhat Islam's the~re!ical 
foundation - the belief~ materialise in the form of an 
organi~ed an~ . ~ctive group , from the Very ·.begi~~ing: 
It is necessary that this group separate itself from the 
jahili society, becoming independent and disti~ct from 
the active and organised jahili society whose aim is to 
block Islam. 'The center of th'is new group iliould be a 
new leadership, the leadership which first came in the 
person of the Prophet'- peace be on him -himself, and 
after him was delegated to those who strove for bringing 
people back to God's sovereignty', His authority and His 
laws. A person who bears witness that there is no deity 
-\A' ~ 
except God and that Muhammad js God's Mes~nger 
should cut off his relationship of loyalty from the jabili 

~~et~{.whi~~ fie . ~as fo~l:eti, and ~rom jliliili leader
ship, whether it be in the gutse of priests, magicians or 
astroiogers, or in the form of political, social or economic 
leadership, as was the case of the Quraish in the time of 
the Prophet - peace be on him. He win have to give hls 
complete loyalty to the. new Islamic movement and to 
the MpsJim leadership. 

This decisive step must be taken at the very moiJ\ent 
. a person says, "La ilaha ilia Allah, .Muhammadar Ruul 

AUah", with his tongue. The Muslim society cannot 
· come into existence without this. It cannot come into 
. existence simply as a · creed iQ the hearts of individual 
Muslims, however numerous they may be; unless they 
become an active, harmonious and. cooperative group, 
distinct by itself, whose different elements, like the limbs 
of a hu~an body, work together for its formation, its· 
strengthening, its expansion, and for its defense against 
all those elements which attack its system, working 
under a leadership which is independent of the jahili 
leadership, which organises its various efforts into one 
harmonious purpose, and which prepares for the streng

. thening and widening of their Islamic character and 
directs them to abolish the influences of their opponent, 
the jahili life. 

Islam was founded in this manner. It was founded 
on a creed which, although concise, included the whole 
of life. This creed immediately brought into action a 
viable and dynamic group of people who became inde
pendent and separate from the jahili society, immediately 
challenging it; it never came as an abstract theory devoid 
of practical existence. Similarly, in the future it can be : 
brought about only in this manner . . There is no other • 
way for the revival of Islam in the shade of Jahiliyyah, 
in whatever age or country it appears, except to follow 
its natural character and to develop it into a movement 
and an organic system. 

• • • 

When Islam, according to the method deseri~~ 
above, starts a Muslim community o'n this b'asis; fornis · 

it into an active group;· ina maic-es -thts faith tfie sOle · 
basis for the relationshiJj between the individuals of 
this group-, its ultimate aim is to awaken the 'humanity 
of. man', to develop it, to make it powerful and strong, 
and to make it the most dominant factor among all the 

, aspects found in man's being. Its seeks to implement 
this purpose through its teachings, its ules, its laws and 
injunctions . 

Some human characteristics are common with 
those of animals, even with thoSe of inorganic matter. 
This has misled the exponents of 'scientific Jahiliyyab' 
to consider man to be nothing_ more than an animal, 
or even than inorganic matter! But in spite of the char
acteristics which man shares with animals and inorganic 
matter, man pO!)seSSeS certain other characteristics 
which distinguish him. and make him a unique creation. 
Even the exponents of 'scientific Ignorance' were forced 
to admit this, the evidence of observational facts choking 
them; but even then, their admission of this fact is , 
neither sincere nor unequivocal.< 1) 

In this respect .the service rendered by Islam'S pure 
way of life has produced concre~ and valuable results. 
Islam based the Islamic society on the associati9'n of 
belief alone, instead of the low associations based on 
race ~nd colour, language and country, regional and 

· natio~al int~rests. Instead of stressing th~se traits whi_s:li 
are common .to both man and anim~l. : it promQte<;i man's 

· human qualities, nurtured them and made them the 
dominant factor. Among the concrete and brilliant 
results of this attitude was that the Islamic society became 

. an open and all-inclusive community in ':"hich people 
of various races, nations, languages and colours were . 
members, there remaining no trace of these low anima-. 
listie traits·. The rivers of higher talents and various 
abilities of all races of mankind flowed into this vast 
ocean and mixed in it. Their int~rmingling gave rise to a 
high level of civilisation in a very s~ort span of time, 
dazzling the whole world, and compounding the essences 
of all the human .capabiliti~. ideas '3nd wisdom of that 
period,' in spite of the fact · n those times · travel was 
difficult and the means of communication were slow. 

In this great Islamic society Arabs, Persians, Syrians, 
Egyptians, Moroccans, Turks, Chinese, Indians, Romans, 
Greeks, Indonesians, Africans were gathered together 
- in short, peoples of all nations and all races. Their 
various characteristics were united, and with mutual 
cooperation, harmony and unity they took part in the 

· construction of the · Islamic community and Islamic 
culture. This marvellous civilisation was not an ·' Arabic 
civilisation'; even for a single day ; it . was pu.-..:1) .111 

·tslamic ci~ilisation~ . It was never a ·nationality' but 
a! wars a 'co.m_munity of belief. 

Thus they all came. together on an equal foothing: 
in the relationship of love, with their minds set upon a 
sirigle goal; thus they u~d their"'be~t _abilities, d~veloi)e"d 
the qualities of .their ·race to the fullest, and brought 
the essence of their . personal, national and historical 
experiences for the development of this one community, 

· to which they all belonged on an equal footing and in 
which their common bond was through the'ir relationship 
to their Sustain~r. In this community their 'humaqity' 
developed without any hindrance. These are charac
teristics which were never achieved by ariy other group· 
of people in the entire history of mankind! 

The most distinguished and well-known society in 
ancient history is considered to be ·the Roman Empire. 
Peoples of -various races, languages and temperaments · 
came together in this society, but all this was not based 
on 'human relationship' nor was any sublime faith the 
uniting factor among them ; rather their society was 
ordered on a class system, the class of 'nobles' and the 
class of 'slaves', throughout the Empire. Moreover, 
the Roman race - in general - had the leadership and 

·• the other races were considered its subjects. Hence . this ' 
society could not achieve that height which was achieved. 
by the Islamic society and did not bring those blessings 
which were brought by the Islamic society. 

Variqus societies have also appea~ed in -mode~ 
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timc;s. For example, consider the British Empire. J 

is like the Roman society to which it is an heir. It is base 
on national greed, in which the British nation has th 
leadership and exploits those colonies annexed by. th 
Empire. The same is true of otbCr European e~pice: 

. The Spanish and Portugue~ Empires in their times 
and the French Empire, all are equal with respect tc 

. oppression and exploitation. Communism also wantec 
to establish a new type of society, demolishing the wall 
of race and, colour, nation and geographical regiorr 

·but it is not based on 'human relationship' but on ; 
'class system'. Thus the communist society is like th· 
Roman society with a reversal of emphasis; there noble 
had distinction, while here the proletariat has distinc 
tion. The underlying emotion of this class .is hatred an~ 
envy of other classes. Such a selfish and vengeful societ: 
cannot but excite base em<;>tions in its in_dividuals. Tb 
very basis of it is laid dowri in exciting animalistic charac 
teristics, and · in developing and strengthening them 
Thus, in its view, the most fundamental needs of a humat 
being are those which are common with the animals, tha 
is, 'food, shelter and sex.' From its point of view, th1 
whole of human history is ,nothing but a struggle fo 
food! r 

Islam, then, is the only Divine way of life whicl 
brlngs out the noblest human characteristics, developinJ 

!'a'ftd"using·tlfem' for ttie-' cciiisiruction of human society 
Islam has remained unique in this respect to thi!' day 
Those who deviate from this system and ·want som• 
other ~ystem, whether it be based on nationalism, colou: 
and race, class struggle, or simillu corrupt theories, an 

· truly enemies of mankind! They do not want man tc 
develop those noble characteristics which have beet 
given to him by his Creator, nor do they wish to see : 

. human society benefit from the harmonious blendin1 
of all those capabilitie~, experiences and characteristic 
which have been develoJ)ed among the various races 0 

mankind. · 

God Most High says about such people: 

"Say: Shall We tell you who will be the greates 
. losers in their deeds? Those whose effort goes astra: 
in the present life, ·while they think that they are doin1 

· good deeds. Those are they who disbelieve in the sign 
of theiF Lord and the encounter with Him. Their work 
have failed, and on the Day of Resurrection We shal 
not assign to them any value. That is their recompenSI 
-Hell -for that they were unbelievers and took M:. 
signs and My Messengers in mockery." (18. : 103-Io6 

God Almighty speaks the truth . 

CHAPI'ER 4 

JIHAAD• IN THE CAUSE OF GOD 

The great scholar Ibn Qayyim, in his book z. 
al-Mi'ad, has a chapter entitled -"The Prophet's Treai~ 
ment of the Unbelievers and/ the Hypocrites from th 
Beginning of His Messengership Until His Death. 
In this chapter, this · scholar has summed up the natur 
of Islamic Jihaad. 

"The first revelation from God which cam 
to the · Prophet - peace be on him :._ was 'lqnu 
bisme Rabbika alladhee ... '"('Read, in the name ofth 
Sustainer, ~ho created .. .'). This was the begin 

1 ning of the Prophethood. God commanded th 
Prophet - peace be on him - to recite this in hi 
heart. The commandment to preach had not ye 
come. Then God revealed 'Ya ayyliha ai-MuddathiJ 
qum fand~r' ('0 thou who art enw~apped in th: 
mantle, arise and warn'). Thus, the revelatio: 
of 'lqraa' was his appointment to Prophet-hood' 
while 'Ya ayyuha al-muddathir' was his appointmen 

(I) ForerQ.ost among the modern Darwinists is Juli~n Huxley. 

(I) Literally, 'striving'. This Arabic· word denotes any form 
~ctivity, either personal or community-wide, of Muslims in attempti1 

. ~~-:~trjvPJI\r th .. (:a lise nf God and for .the sake of lsl~m . . .. 



). 

to M~ssengerihip. · Uiter·~od CQ~nded the PrO- , 
. phet-~-be on. him- to w8.rn his near relatives, 
; then his people, then the Arabs who were around 
! them, then all of Arabia, and (.nally the whole; 
:world. Thus for thitteen years ~- the beginning 
l of ·his . . Messeng~rship, h~ .called -people to God 
through preaching; without ' fighting or Jizyah, ( 1) 

.arid was . cotnmanded to mirain · liiin8elf and to 
practice patience and · forbearance. lten he was· 
oommanded· to migrate, _aild).ter pelmission was 

i given to fight. Then he was . cojnmand~ to figh~ 
.. those who fought him, and .iO:restl-ain himself from 
those who did not make W8t ·with him. Later h~ 

. was comm~nded to fight the polytheists until God's 
· religion was fully .esiablish~cC.Mter ·the command 
' for Jibaad came, the non~believet:s :were -divided 
. into three categories: . one: those \vith whon there -
· was peace i tWo, the people .\viQl \\'hom the Muslims · 
were at war; and three, ·~ DllimDiies. u> It was 
commanded that as long as the non-believerS with 
whom he had a peace treaey . 'llle~ their obligations;' 

.he should fulfill the articles of the treaty, but if 

. they broke this treaty' ~-· tj.ey ' should be ' give~ 
notice of having broken jt;,.-until then, ·rio War 

· sho{J(f tie cteclared. If ibey· Peniste<l~ theri-fie.sh~Utd. 
fight with them. When the· chapter entitled 'Bn't' 
was reve_aled, the details ol' treatment of. -these .tluie~- · 
kinds of' non-believers were · described. It was al8o 
explained that war should be declared against those 
from among the 'People-of the: Book'<~:who declare 
open enmity, 'until they agree to' pay Jizyah or 

. accept Islam. Concerning the . poiytheists and the 
1 hypocrites, it was commaqd~' in this chapter" that 
Jibaad be declared against them and' that they be 

. treated ha~hly. The Prophet.:.. peace be on. him
ca¢ed on Jibaad against the pOlytheists by. fighting 
and against the hypocriteS by .. preaching and argu
ment.-In the same chapter, it was .commanded th!U . 
the treaties. with the polytbejsts. be brought to an 
end at the period of their expiration. In this respect, 
the people with whom there 'Were treaties were 
divided into . three categoric&: · The. first, · those who ·· 

- broke the treaty and did not fulfill its tel'D}s. He was 
ordered to fight against them ; he fought with them . 
and was victorious. The second were those With 

· wliom the treaty was ~de for a stated term; they 
had not broken this treaty nor helped anyone against · · 
the Prophet - peace be on him....: ·. concerning them, 
God ordered that these treaties be completed to 
their full ~· The third kind were those with 'whom 

·there was neither a treaty n~r were. they . fighting · 
a~st Ute Prophet - peace' be on him - ' or those 

.. ~ith~ont ~,; ierln -~f expitatioii\vas sta*'~~'~pl 
cerriing these; it was ~mmanded that they be ~ven· · 
four months' . notice of expiration, ·at the end of 

1 which they should be considered open enemies 
and"fought wi~h. thus·, those who broke the treaty~ 
were foug)t~ against, and those who · did not have: 
any treaty · or had an indetemiinate period of expi- · · 
ration were given f~>Ur months' periQ<l of grace, 

• f ·~ 

and ·terms were kept with. those with whom the . 
treaty was due to expire. All the latter people embra- . 

• ced Islam -even before the term expired, ' and the 
non-Muslims of the state paid Jizyah. Thus, after 
the revelation of the chapter 'Bra't~;_the unbelievers 
were :of three kinds: adyersaries in war, people\ 
with treaties, and Dhimmies. The peopie with trea
ties ' eventu~llly became Muslims, so there were 
- . "~ ' . ' . . ' . .liM two kinds left: people at war and Dhimmies.1 
The people at war were always afraid of him. Now 
the people- of the whole world were of'three kinds : 
One, the Muslims who believe(Hn him; two,!AOse . 
with whoin he had peace j and three, the opponents 
who kept fighting hiin. As far as the hypocrites. 

~ were concerned, -God;_ C6lllmanded the Prophet · 
-_peace be on . him - to accept their appearances . 
and leave tneir intentions to God, and carry on . 

,' Jihaad against them by argument and persuasion .• 
. He was commanded not to pray at their funerals : 
nor to pray at their graves, nor should he ask for- i 

(jl, - ~ I • -· ' . • - • • ' - - •• ·• ...; • • 

_..giveness of God for them: a,s their affair was with 
God. So this was,the practi,ee of the Prophet - peace 
• ~ ori-"birri- concerning 'his :eneiiiles amo~g" tli~ 
· don-believers and the hypoirites:' · · 

. .ht this de~ription we find a summary of the stages 
of_ Islamic _Jibaad pre~nted in an excelJent manner. In! 

· thiS'sUinmary we find all ~he distinctive and far~reaclling 
characteristics of the dynamic -moveinent of the true 
_re:likion; we .should ponder ove~ them for deep study.: 
Here, however; we will confine· ourselveS to a few expla-·. 
·natory remarks. . . . 

First, the method of thjs religion il! very practical. 
This movement treats people as they actually are and 
uses resources which are . iil aCC(Ordallce with practical 
conditions.. S~ this roovcmmt . oomes into conflict 
with the JUiliyyab which prevails over -ideas and beliefs, _ 
·antl w.hich: has a practical system·. of life and a politiCal 
and material authority. behind · it, the Islamic movem'etit 

: had to produce parall~l resources to confront this Jal&- . 
Uyyah. This .movement uses the methods of preachlng 
and persuasion for reforming ideas and beliefs ; and it 
uses physical power and Jlhaad -for abolishing the o.-ga
nisations and authorities of the jabili system which 
prevent people from reforming thejr ideas :~ and be-

.. li~fs, -but forces th~m 'to obey the.ir abe~t ~ays and 
makes them serve human lorfls instead of, the Almigh
ty Lord. This movement does not coilflfie itself to mere 

. preaching to confront p~y~icaJ power, as it also does 
·not ·use complusion for ·changing the ideas of people. ' 
These two principles are equally impOrtant in 'the method ' 
of this religiog: Its purpose is· to free ~()~ JJC9ple who 
wish to be freed from enshivemeiiito men-sO ''that they 
may serve God alone. 

- - ' . ' 

The second aspect of this religion is that it is a prac- . . ... ~ . 
tical movement which progresses stage by stage, and at' 
every stage it provides resources according to the prac
~cal needs of the situapon and prepares .,the groqnd 
for the next one. It daes not ·. face practical problems 
~b abstract theories, nor does it confront variou~ 
stages with unchangeable means. Those ~-tail abOut 
Jihaad in -Islam and quote QM'amc verses do not take · 
into account .tlm 1Spect, nor do they understand the 
tr.lture of the various siages through which t~s movem~t 

· develops, or the relationship of the verses revealed at 
vat1otis ~ions with each stage. Thus, . when they 
speak about Jihad, they speak chunsily and mix up 

. the various stages, distorting the whole concept ofJibaad 
and deriving from the Qur'anic verses finat principles 

. and generalities for which there is no justification. This 
is becaluse they regUd every' ver8e of the Qur'an as if it 

· were the final principle of this religion. This group of 
. thinkers, who. are a product of the sarry state of the 
present Muslim generation, have nothing but ;the label 
of Islam and have laid down their spiritual and rational 
arms in defeat. They say, "!slain has prescribe4 only. 
def~ive war" ! and. think that they have done some 
good for their religion by depriviitg it of its method, 
which is to abolish all injustice from the earth, to brina 
people to the worship of God alone, and to bring them 
out of servitude to servants in~ the service of the Lonl 
of servants. Islam does not force people to accept its. 
,l>elief, · b;t· ·it wants.·«?· pr~~de . a fr~ ~nvko~nt i~
~hich tliey~;MJI ba>ie -~he choice ot beliefs. What it, wants . 
•IS tb .. bolish ~Ose; · oppressive political_ systems ~~f ~ 
;which peopl~ are wc:veritCd fro~eipre~ing tht:if freedoilt ; 

. · to · choose~ whatever ~\ie{s th'ey_ want, ~n.d after_ ;~ . it,... · 

~ves tlle~ . ,~pletc:. f~~ '_ to ' cfeclde ·whet~er · they 
accept I~aQiior not. . .. · ·_ · 
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jbility. To attain this pUrpo~. it pr~s according to a 
•plan; which has a few stages,· ahd every stage has its new 
[resources, as we have described earlier.-

. A fourth aspect is that Islam provides a legal basis 
(or the relatiortship of the Muslim community with other 
groups, as is clear from the quotation from Zad ai-Mi'& 
This legal formulation is .-based on the . principle tbt 
Islam - that is, submission to God - is a universal 

· Message which t!te whole of mankind should accept 
or m~e peace with. No political system or material 

: power should put hindrances in the way of preaching 
· lslaui; It should leave every individual free to : accept . 

Qr rej~ it, and if someone wanis to accept .it, .it'should 
I -\....:....~-~- --.-. .... ·-·\o· ... ! , . ..._.. •• - • • • ' • • • ' , •, ' ' 

not prevent him or ·fight agairtst him. If someone does1 

this, then it is the duty of Islam to fight him until either 
; lie is killed or until he declares his submission. · 

• • • 
When writers with defeatist and 11pologetic menta· 

: lilies ~rite about '' Jihaad in Islam," trying to remove 
this 'blot' from Islam, then they are· mixing up two things: 
fi.-st, that this religion · forbids the imposition of its be
lief by force, as is . clear fr~m . the verse, "There is no 
compulsion in religion" (2 : 256), · while on the other 
hand it tries to annihilate all those political arid material 
powers which starut\ between people _and I siam, which · 
force one ,people to bow before another people . and 
_prevent them from 'accepting the sovereignty of God. 
Th~~ two principles have no relation _to each other ~or 
is there room to mix them. In spite of this, these defeatist.: 
type people try to mix the two aspects and Wl!.nt to confine 

. Juiaad to what today is called 'd~·fensive war'. The' 
·.Islamic Jibaad has no relationship to modern warfare, 
either in its causes or in the way in whic.t it is conducted . 
The causes of Islamic Jib~ad should be sought in the 
very nature of Islam and its role in the world, in its 'high' · 
principles, which have been given to it by Gcd and foE 

-the implementation of which God appointed tae~Propllc( 
- peace be on him - as His Me5senger and ~ eclared him 
to be the last ?f all prophet~ and messengers. 

This religion is really a universal declaration'of the 
freedom of man from servitude to other· men and from 

·. servit1.u,ie to his .own desires, which . is also' a form of 
. huil'lan servitude; it ·i~ ·a· ae2laiition - that the sove-

- reignty· belongs to GOd alone and that He is the Lorcf 
of all _!he worlds. It means a chilllenge to l!.ll kinds and 
forms of systems which are based on the concept of the· 
sovereignty of man; in other words, where man hilS' 

· USut"ped the Divine attribute. Any system iri which the 
final decisions are . referred to human beings, and in 
which the ·sources of all a~thority are human, deifteS 
human beings by designating· others than God as lords 
over - men. This declaration means · that the usurped. 

·authoritY of Allah be returned .to Him and·the usurpers 
· be thrown out - those . who by themSelves devise laws 
for others to follow, thus elevating themselves to the 

. status of lotds and reducing others to the status of slaves. 
In short, to proclaim the authority and sovereignty of 
God means to eliminate all human kingship and to 
announce the rule of the Sustainer of the universe over . 
the entire earth. _ I~' the words of the Qur'an: ... 

"He alone is God in the heavens and in the earth." 
-(43: 84) . 

"The c~tnmand belongs to God alone. He commands 
you not to worship . anyone except Him. This is 
the right way of life." (12: 40)' 

"Say: 0 People of the Book, come to what is 
common between · us: that we will not worship 

A third aspect of this' religion istliat'ihe new resources-'
or methods which it Uses durlng its progressive movement 
do not take it away ft:om its fundamentat principles 
and amts;: Fropt the very firSt day, whcttter th~. Prophet . 
~- pe~~ be =on ' him~ addt:e~sa(h.is' .l!ear 'kelat~v~s. or · 

anyone except God, and will not associate anything 
with Him, and will not take lords from among 
ourselves besides ~ God ; and if they turn awa~ 

the · Qurai~h~ 'ot-thc: A,rabs, :or the ·enul,j world,_-his call 
·was' om:: ltnd-t'Ii~ same. He called them ~o die submission 
t . . l - • ·•• • . • • ' ' " -, ~ . \. _ .. 

to cm.:~ooarahd · re.jeeti6n·of;ihe lordship of Q~h~r men . 
Qil thi~ p.rineiple t,h\fe is nQ compi~IIli~_':lo_r !in~ flexi~_ 

· then tell th~ to bear witness that we are tbose 
(I) A tllx -levied by . Muslims on non-Musli1Jl men in areas gO., 

verJ)e4, py ~:usl~msLin lieu of military. service. 
(2). Literally meaning 'res~nsibility'. Dliimmies refers to the\ 

' non-Muslim peoples residing in a ·Muslim state. for whose protcCtioO: . 
and rights th~ Muslim government was responsible. 
. .(2) Christians ano Jews. · · · 
• .. .> .... --~ .. ::: ... ...,"" .. Jl , 1..;..J. ......... j l ••' A. ' .J.-1 1. 
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who ha~ submitted to God." (2 : 64) 

The way to establish God's rule on earth is not that 
some consecrated people - the priests - be · given the 

.. authority to rule, as was the case with the rule of the 
" Church, nor that some SpOkesmen of . God become 

rulers, as is the case in a ' theocracy':To establish God's . 
rule means that His laws be enforced and that the final! •. 

' decision in all ·affairs ·be according to these laws. 
" - - r 

The establishing of t~e dominion of _God on earth, 
·~ the abolishing of the dominion of inan, the taking away 
t· of sovereignty Jfrom the -usurper to revert it to God, 
b and the bringing about of the enforcement of tqe Divine: 

Shari'~ and the a~lition of man-ma~e laws 9Clnnot be 
achieved . only .· through · preaching .. ·Those who have 

1 usurped the authority of God and llre, oppressi~g God's 
·.creatures :are not going to give up their power merely, 
through preaching; if it had been so, the task of estab-_ 

- lishirig God's religion in the world wouta have been 
very easy for the Prophets of Allah 1 . This is contrary 
to the evidence from the histor;y of the Prophets and the 
story of the struggle of the true religion, ~read . over 
generations. ' . - . 

This universal declaration of the freedom of man 
on the earth from every authority except that of God, 
and the declaktion· that sovereigo_iy is God's alone 
and that He Is the Lord of the wiiverse, is not merely 
!'- theoretical, philosophical and j,assive proclariuttion. 
It is a positive, practi~l and-dynamic message with a 
view to bringing about the implementation of the Slla
ri'ab of God and' ·aCtually freeing· pe"'ij}le- from their 

· servitude . to other men to bring them into . the service 
of G¢, the One without associates. This cannot be 
attained unless both 'preachinJf and 'the movement' 
ue used. This is so because appropriate means are needed · 
to meet any and every practical situation. 

.. 
~~ffq•oi .. ·BeautJse this religion proclaims the freedom of man 

\ on the earth from all authority ~xcept that of God, it is 
confronted in every period of human history- yesterday, 
today or tomorrow- with obstaCles of beliefs and 
concepts, physical power, ~nd ihe obstacles of political, 
social, economic, racial arid class structures. In addition, 
corrupted beliefs and superstitions become mixed with 
this religion, working side by~ side with it and taking 
root in peoples' hearts. 

If through 'preaching' beliefs and ideas are con
fronted, through 'the movement' material obstacles 
are tackled .. Foremost among these is that political 
power which rests on a complex yet interrelated ideologi
cal, racial, class, social and economic support. Thus 
these two - preaching and the movement - united, con
front 'the human situation' with all the necessary me-
thods. For the achievement of the freedom of man on 

. earth - of all < mankind throughout the earth - it is 
necessary that-these two methods should -work side by 
side. This is a ./ery important point and cannot be over
emphasized. 

This religion is not merely a declaration of the 
freedom of the Arabs, nor is its message c0n_fined to the 

Ara~ilt addresses itself to the whole of mankind, arid 
its!sphere of work is the whole earth. Allah is the Sustainerj 
not merely of

1 
the Arabs, nor is His providence limited: 

. to those who believe in the faith of Islam .. Allah is the; 
Sustainer of the whole world. This religion .wants tq 
bring back the whole world to its Sustainer and free & 
from servitude to anyone other than God. In the sight 
of Islam, the real servitude is following laws devised by 

· someone, and this is that servitude which in Islam is 
reserved for God alone. Anyone who serves someone 
other than God in this sense is outside God's religion, 
although he may claim to .profess this religion. The 
Prophet - peace be on him - clearly stated that, accord-

. ing to the Shari'ah, 'to obei is 'to worship.' Taking 
this meaning of worship, when the Jews and Christians 
'disobeyed' God, they became like those who 'associate 
others with God'. 

Tirmidhi has reported on the authority of 'Adi bin 

I 

Hatim that when the Prophet'~ me~sage reached him, . 
he ran away ·to'· Syria -(he had accepted Christianity' 
before the Prophet's time), but his sister and some· 
of the people of his tribe became prisoners of war. The 
Prophet - peace ·be on him - treated his sister kindly 
and gave her some gifts. She went back to her brother 
and invited hiQL to Islam, and advised him to ·visit the 

=Prophet - peace be on him. 'Adi agreed to this. The 
- people · were very anxious to see him come to Medina. · 

·When he came into the presence of t~e Prophet; he was 
wearing a silver cross. The Prophet ..:. peace be on him -
was reciting the verse, "They (the People of the Book) 
' have taken their rabbis''and priests as ldrds -other than 

· God". 'Adi reports: "I said, 'They: do not worship . 
,, their priests." ,God's Messenger replied, "Whatever 
. their priests and: rabbis call .permissible, they ·accept as 

permissible ; whatever they ·declare ~s forbidden, they 
consider as forbidden; and thus they worship them." 

This explanation of the above verse by the Prophet 
- peace be .. on him - makes it clear that obedience· to 
. . . I -
laws and judgments is a sort of worship, and anyone 
who dOes this is considered out of this religion. It is 
taking some men as lords over others, while this religion 
has come to annihilate such practices, and it declares 
that all the people of the earth should become free ' of 

; "' -. '. " •. , -,~ ., > .-:'"'""): ' 't ~ I • 

servitude lo anyone other than God. · 

If the actual life of human beings is found t~ be 
different from this declaration of freedom, then it becomes, 
incumbent upon Islam to enter the field with prea~h-

- ing as well as the movement, and to strike hard -at all . 
those political powers which force people to bow before 
them and which rule over them, unmindful of the com
mandments of God, arid which prevent people from . 

. listening to the preaching and accepting the belief if · 
• they wish to do so. After annihilating the tyrannical . 
~ force, whether it be in a political or a racial form, or in -

. , · the form of class distinctions within the same race, Islam · . . .. ,- -
, establishes a ne;v social, ecpnomic aod political system, 
• in wbich the· concept of the freedom of man is applied 
· in practice. 

. i 
I~ is ,not the intentio·n_ of Islam to force its ~liefs 

gn people, but Ishtm is not merely 'belief. As we have 
pointed out, lsfam is a declaration of the freedom of 
man from, servitude to other men. Thus it strives from 

. the {beginning to abolish all those systems and govern- . 
ments which are based on the rule of man over men and 
the servitude of one human being to another. When 
Islam releases people from thjs political pressure and 
presents to them its spiritual message, appealing to their 
reason, it ·gives them complete freedom to accept o.r , 
not to accept its beliefs. However, this freedom does 
not mean that they can make thei; desires their gods, or 
that they can choose to remain in 'the servitude of other 
human · beings, making some "men lords over others . 
Whatever 'system< is ·to be estabiished in the world o~ght 
tq be on the authority of God, deriving its laws from 
Him alone. Then every individual is free, under the ··· 

. protec_tion of this universal ·system, to adopt any belief 
·- he wishes to adopt. This is the only way In which ' the 
religion ' can be purified for God alone. The word 'reli
gion' includes more _than belief; - 'religion' actually 

. means a way of life, and in Islam this is based on belief. 
But in an Islamic system there is room for all kinds of 
people to 'rollow their own bel.i~fs, while obeying the 
laws of the country which are themselves based on the 
Divine authority. · 

Anyone who understands this particular character 
of this religion will also understand the place of Jiltaad bis · 
saif (striving through fighting), which is to clear the way 
for striving through preaching in the application of the 
Islamic movement. He will understand that islam is· 
not a 'defensive movement' in the narrow sense wluch 
today is technically called a 'defensive war.' This narrow 
_meaning is ascribed to it by those who are under the 
·pressure of circumstances and are defeated by the wily · 
attacks of. the orientalists, whh distort the concept 
oflslaQ)ic J~a~.__ It was a mov~w~nt to ~ipe out tyra!lny 

, ;anq to ·~intr~d'i!~-t.tr\l.e~ fn~_eg_om ~g JJ!,~VXi~ o;.P.§ing re-
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.·sources . acicording to the actual human ~ situation, and 
iit had definite stages, · for each of which it utilised ne~ 
methods. 

If we insist on calling 'slamic Jihaad a defensiv" 
movement, then we must change the meaning of the 

..word 'defense' and ·mean by it 'the ·defense of man' 
against all those elemer:tts which limit his freedom. These 
dements take the form of beliefs and concepts, as well 
:of political systems, based on economic, racial or class 
·distinctionS. When Isiam fir:st came into existence, the 
world w~s full . of such. systems, and the present-day 
Ja,biliyyab also · has. various kinds of such systems. 

When· we take , this broad meaning of the word 
'defense', we understand the true character of ·lslam, 
and< that it is a universal proclamation oFthe freedom 
of man from servitude' to other men, the establishment 
of the sovereignty of God and" His Lordship throughout 
the world, the _end of man's arrogance and selfishness, 
and the implementation of the. rule of the Divine Shari'ab 
in human affairs. 

As to persons who attempt' to defend the concept' 
•of lslamic JibaK by interpreting it in the narro~ seDSe; 

of~ the ·current ·oon~pt .of defensive war~ 'and who -dJ 
. reSearch . to prove that t~e ~ttles · fou~i. iil i~lamic 

Jihaad .were all for the.defense of the_~oineland of Islam 
- som~ ~f them considetjn$ -th~ .h<liiJ~Ian~ . of I~lam to be 
just the Arabian peninsufa - against the aggresSiC?n of 

· neighboring powers, they lack understanding of the 
nature of Islam and its primary aim. Such ai1 attempt is 
nothing but a product of a mind defeated by the present 
difficult conditions and by the attacks of the treacherous 
orientalists on the Islainic Jihaad. -

Can anyone say that if Abu Bakr, 'Umar or 'Othm311 
. had been satisfied that the Roman and Persian powers 
were not going to attack the Arabian peninstJia, the~ 

·would not have striven to spread the message of Isl~ . 
throughout the woi:ld ? How could the message of Islam 
have spread when it faced s~cb material obstacles as the 
politi<;al systeni of the state,' ihe socio-economic system 
based on races and classes, and behind all these, th€ 
military power of the government ? 

It would be naive to assume that a 'call is raised tc 
free the whole of humankind throughout the earth 

, and it is confined to preaching and exposition. Indeed 
it strives through preaching and exposition when the~ 
i~ freedom of communication and when people arc 
free from all these influences, as "There is no complusior 

. in religion; but when the above-mentioned obstacle: 
and practical difficulties are put in its way, it has nc 
recourse but to remove them by force so that when it i: 
addressed to peoples' hearts and· minds they are free tc 
~C!CCJ>t or - rejec~ it with an oj>en mind. · 

Since the objectiv~ of the me~sage of' Islam IS ~ 
· decisive declaration of man's freedo~,. .not merely· or 
. the philosophical plane. but also in the actual condition: 
. of tife, it must employ Jihaad. It is immaterial wheth~ 
the homela,nd of Islam - in the t11,1e Islamic sense, Da 
ui-Islam - is in a condition of peace or whetl1er it i 
threatened by its neighbours. When Islam strives fo 
peace, its objective is not that superficial peace whicl 
requires that only that part of the earth where the fol 
lowers of Islam are residing remain secure. The peac 
which Islam desires is that the religion (i. e., the Law o 
the society) be purified for God, that the· obedience c 

·all people be for God alone; and that some people shoul• 
not be lords over others. After the pe,riod of the Pre 
phet - peace ,\>e on him-only the finaf stages of 'tq 
movement of Jibaad are to be followed ; the initial c 
middle stages are not applicable. They hawe ended, an 
as Ibn Qayyim states, "Thus, after the revelation of th 
chapter 'Bra't'; tpe unbelievers were of three kind: 
adversaries in war, people with treaties, and Dhimmie 
The people with treaties eventually became Muslim 
so there were only two kinds left : people at war ari 
Dhimmies. The people at war were always afraid of hir 
Now the people of the whole world were of three kind: 

l- . • 

op_y,. - ~~~ ~~li~s. W~_?,- ~liyv~d in him_: tw~~ ,thos~ wM 
. .. . ,_ ... - ·" '·-:: 
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' •hom he had peace (and from the previt>us sentence ~ 

ve understand that they were Dhimmies) ;· and three. 
he opponents who kept fighting him·." 

These are the logical positions consonant with the 
·haracter and purposes of' this religion. and ·not what 

• s understood by the people who are def~ated by present 
. ;onditions and oy the atta_cks of the treacherous orien
• :alists. 

God held back Muslims from fighting in Mecca . 
and in th~ early period of their ·migration to Medina, 

. :md told them, "Restrain your hands, and establish 
regular prayers, and pay Zakat". Next, they were per-

, mitted to fight: "Per:mission to fight is given to those 
·1gainst whom .war is made, because they are oppressed, 

: 1nd Go9. is iible to help them. These are the people who 
. were expelled from .tneir homes with<;>ut .cavse, 'except 
. rhe next stage came whim .the Muslims were commanded 
· :o fight those who ftght them: "Fight in the cause of 
· 'Jod against those who fight you." And finally, war was 
: ieclared l}gainst all the polytheists : "And fight against . 

111 the polytheists, as they all fight against you;" "Fight 
; 1giinst those among the People .of the Book who do not. 
• :>elieve in God and the Last Day, who do not -forbid 
Nhat . God and His Messenger· have forbidden, and 

: Nho do not consid~r the true religio_ri as their religio~. 
. mtil they are subdued and pay Jizyah."Thus, according 
. o· the explarlliiiorr' by 1Imanf'Ibn·{jay}'ifu: ·the ;Mu~lims ·'· 

·, Nere first restrained from fighting; then' they were . 
: >ermitted to fight ; then ~hey were commanded to fight 
·• lgainst the aggr,e~ors; i.!~.d. fin~'l.Y. tl!_ey we~e ~~mp~and~ ~ 

o _fight against all the polytheists. -.. 

With these verses from 'the Qur'an and with many 
· fraditions of the Prophet - peace be · on him - in praiSe 

>f Jihaad, and with the entire history of Islam, which is 
· ull of -'ihaa~, the heart of every Muslim rejects that 
· ~xplamition of .Jihaad invented by those people whose 
: minds have accepted defeat under unfavourable condi
' tions and under the attacks on Islamic Jihaad hy the 

.. diJ'ewd orientalists. 

What kind of a man is it who. after listening to the 
• ;ommandment of God and the Traditions of the Pro
: lhet- peace be on him - and after reading about the 

wents which occurred during the Islamic Jihaad. still 
; :hiriks that it is a temporary injunction related to tran
. ;ient conditions and that it is concerned only with the 
: :lefense of the borders· ? 

' . . 
In the verse giving permission to fight. God has 

nformed the Believers that the· life of this world is such 
:.hat checking one group of people by another is-the .law 
lf God, so that the earth may be cleansed of corruption. 
'Permission to fight is given to those against whom 

. .var is mad~. because they. are oppressed. and God. is 

. 'ible to help them. Thes~ are 'the people who were expelled 
' 'roni their homes wi.thout cause, except that they said 
' hat our Lord is God. Had God 'not checked one pt'Ople by 
; mother, then surely sl:magoques and churches and mosques 
, :fOUid have ,been pulled down, where the name of God_ is_ 

·e~embered often."Thus, this struggle is not a temporary 
>hase but an eternal state - an eternal state, as truth 

· md falsehood cannot co-exist on this earth . Whenever 
~ : slam stood .up with the universal declaration that God's 
; Jordship ~should be established over the entire earth 
md that men should become free from servitude to 

· 1ther men, the usurpers of God's . authority on _earth . 
· tave struck out against it fiercely and have never tole

·ated it. It became incumbent upon Islam to strike back 
md release man through()ut "the ea itli' ' from t'lie· grip . . 
)f these usurpers. The eternal struggle for the freedom 
>f man will continue until the religion is purified for 
.Jod. 

The command to refrain from fighting during the 
vteccan period was a temporary stage in a long journey. 
: he same reason was operative during the early days of 

: Hiji'a, · but after these early stages, the reason for Jihaad 
vas not merely to defend Medina. Indeed, its defense 
vas necessary, but this was not the ultimate aim, . The 
{im was to protect the resources and the center _of the . 

movement - the movement for freeing mankind and' 
demolishing the· obstacles which prev~nted mankind 
from attaining this freedom. . 

The reasons for refraining from fighting during 
. the Meccan period are easily understood. In Mecca 
preaching was permitted. The Messenger - peace be 

~ on him -was under the pr~iection of the Banu Hashim• 
and hence he had the opportunity to declare his message 
openly; he had the freedom to speak to .individuals as 
as to groups and to appeal to their hearts and minds. 
There was no orga-nised political power which could 
prevent him from prellching and prevent people from . . . . - .. . 
listening. At this stage there was no need for the use of 
force . Besides this, there were other reasons I have 
detailed these reasons in my commentary, Fi Zilal ai
Qurtan, in" explanation :Of the verse:· 'Have you 'seen ·· ' 
. the people to whom it was said, 'Restrain your hands, ' 
and establish regular prayers, and pay Zakat?" (3 : 77) 
It may be useful to reprod~ce piuts of this explanation 
here. . · 

"A reaso~ f~)r>:-p~ohibiting the~ use -~f fo~~e -during. 
the Meccan period may have.been that this was a st~ge of 
tr!lining and preparation in a particular environment, 
for a particular nation and under particular conditions. 
Under - these c1rcum~tances, ~ri i~po~tarit f~ctcir in ' 
tr~iiliiigJ afid"'preparatTon ' :was ·uf 'tfaiq'"the· 'in\;m/idttaJ' •· 
Arao to be patient hrider ·oppr~s·sion '·io · himsdr'or 'to,..,·' 
those he loved, to conquer his pride, and . not to make 
persopal revenge ,or rev~nge for one:s. dea{, orws._t l::te 
purpose of one's life: Training was also ~eeded . so that • 1 
he could' Iearn control of his nerves, fi'9t lose his lemper . 
at . the first provocation - as was · h'is temperament
nor get excited at the. first impulse, but so that he could 
develop dignity and composure in ' his temperament 
and in his action. He was to be trained to fQllow the 
discipline of a community .which is und~r the direction 
of a' leader, and to refer to this leade~ in everj matter 
and to obey his injuilctions; even tho~gh ~hey mignt' be 
against his habit Oli taste. Titl;' aim wai t6 develd'p · indi
viduals of high character who would constitute the 
Muslim community, who would follow the directions of 
the leader. and who would be civilised and progressive, · 
free of wild habits and tribalism. 

"Another reason for it may have been that the 
Quraish were proud of their lineage and hopour, _and in 
such an environptent only persuasion could be most 

appealing and effective. At _this stage, fighting would 
, have Jes~lted in kindling the fires of reveng~. There ~as 
· already much tribal warfare based on ·blood feli~s. 

such as the wars of D;lhis, Gabra and· Basus, · which .. 
continued for ·years and annihilated . tribe after tribe. 
If blood feuds were to become associated in _their minds 
with Islam, then this impression w:ould neyer have been 
removed. Consequently,. Islam, instead of being a call 
toward the true religion, would have become an unnd
ing· sequence of tribal' feuds and Its ·basic .teachings 
would have been forgotten at the very beginning. · 

"Another reason may have been to avoid sowing 
the seed of discord and bloodshed in every household. 

. At that time, there was no ~rganised government which 
was torturing and perse<iuting the Believers; the Believer 
was persecuted, tortured and 'taught a lesson' by his 
own patrons. Under these circumstances, permission 
to fight would have meant that every house would have 
become a battlefield. The people would have ·said, 'So, 
this is Islam' ! In fact, this was said about Islam, even 
though fighting was not permitted. During the season . 
when the people of Arabia came to Mecca for' pilgrimage 
and commerCe, ,the Quraish would have gone to them 
and would have said, 'M;uhammad is not only dividing 
his nation and his tribe; he is even dividing.so,ns from 
fathers ! What 'kind of a thing is this which incites the 
son to kill his father, t~~ slave to ·kill his master, in ev~ry 
house-and in every locality?" 

"Anotlier reason may have bceli t~at God knew 
. that a great' majority of those who persecuted and tor
tured the early Muslims would one day become tbe 
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loyal. soldiers of Islam, even its great leaders. Was not 
~Umar Ibn al-Khattab one of them? 

"Another reason may have been that the sense of 
honour of the Arabs, especially in a tribal framework, · 
comes to the help of the person who is persecuted yet 
does not concede· defeat, especially it the persec!lted 
are hon~mred by the people. Several such incidents 
can be quoted to support this thesis, When Abu Bakr, 
who was an honourable man, left Mecca in order to 
migrate to some other place, Ibn al-Daghna could not 
bear it · and restrained him from leaving because he 
considered it a disgrace to the Arabs; he offered Abu 
Bakr his own· protection. The best example1 of such an
incident is the tearing . up of the contract under which 
the Banu Hashim · wer~ confined to -the Valley of Abu 
Talib when the period of their hunger afid privation 
seemed unreasonably long. This chivalry was a peculiarity 
of the· Arabs, wliile in ancient 'civilisations1 which were 
accustomed to seeing people 'humiliated, those who suf
fered and were persecuted were laughed ·at; ridiculed 

- and tr~ated ~ith}ontempt~, a119 the· oppressor a!!q the 
tyrant were. respected. .. ' . - ' 

"Another reason may have been that the 'Muslims · 
were few ip number and thef,liV~ o~!:r in Mecca; a~ the 
m,essage of Is~mhad n.ot reached ot~~~ parts· o~ Arabi~ 
or had ,rr,ach~ on,ly ll$ h~y. ppter tribe~.pons~dered 
it as.a domestic qua,rr~l of the .Quraish; they w:ere wat-

. ching __ fo.~ ~ o~~m~· of thl;; struggle. 4·nd~.~ these 
circumstances, if fi~ting had~~ allowed, ~is J.imitcid 
war(are would haye resulted in the COJDplete annihilation 
• ".I'J. . - ~ _, • )- .' ., - . _;_ ' ·- 'i. • • ,.f •• '. 1 • • j 

of t~e1 Muslims; . ~ven ~f theY. 11-!l~ kill_'¥' a .grea\ num~r 
oftqeir opponents, they woqld still have.been completely 
annihilated. .Idolatry ~~uld, ha~e ,·cQnttnued and · the 
diwit · 9f the Islamic system wotJid never have arrived 
and would · never · have reached its zenith, while Islam 
is revealed to be a practical way of life for all mankind". . . . . . 

In the early Medinite period fighting was also pro
hibited. The r~son for this was that the Prophet - peace 
be ·on him -had sigiied a pact With the •Jews· 'of' Medina 

. and with· the unbelieving Arabs in and around Medina, 
an action which was necessary at this stage. 

First, there was an o~n opportunity for preaching 
and persuasion. There wil,s no political po~~r to 'Cir
cuniFribe)h~s freedom; the \Vbote population. a~pted 
the 'n~~ M usli~ . state and agread upon ihe leadership 
of the Prophet- peace be on J:iim- in all Political matterS. 
In the pact it was agreed by all parties that no one would 
ma~e a treaty of peace or declare war or establish rela
tions with .any outsider· without the express permission 
of the Prophet - peace be on him. Thus, the real. power 
in ~~<!_in~ , \V~s in t~e. ~apds of Muslim lea<!ership. The 
doors were also open f~r preaching Islam and there was 
·freedom of belief. . 

Secondly, at this stage the Prophet- peace be on . 
him- wanted to" eonserve ·all · his .efforts to :COmbat the 
Qurailli, whose relentless opposition was a great obstacle 
in spreading Islam to other tribes which were ·waiting 
to see the final olitcofl\e of the struggle. between the 
two groups of the Quraish .. That is why the Prophet 
- peace be, on him -= hastened to send scouting parties 
in various directions. The first such party was comman
ded by Hamza bin. Abdul Muttalib, and it went out 
during· the montll. of Ramadan, only six months after 
the Immigration. . 

After thfs, there-were other Sc:out1ng parhes; one 
during the ninth month after Hijra, the next in the thir
teenth month, the third sixteen months after' Hijra, and 
in the seventeenth month he· sent a party under the 
leadership of Abdullah bin Jah-;.sh. This party encounte
red sonie resistance and some blood was shed._ This 
occurred during the month of Rajah, which was consi
dere_d. a sacred month. The following verse of Surat 
al-Baqara refers to it : 

"They ask thee about fighting' in the sacred months. 
Say : Fighting in them is a great sin, but to prevent 
people from the way of God, and to reject God, 
and to stop people from visiting the Sacred Mosque, · 
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anii to expel people from their homes are a much 
greater sin, ~and oppression is worSe ·than 'killing." 
(2: 217) 

Dqrlng Ramadan of the same year, the Battle of Badr 
took place, and in Surat ai:-Anfal this battle was reviewed. · 

If this stage of the Islamic. movement is viewed in 
proper perspective,-then there is· no room to say th~t the 
buic aim of the Islamic movctment was 'defensive' in 
the narrow sense which some people ascribe to it today, . 
defeated by the attacks of the treacherous orientalists ! . 

Those who look for causes of a defensive nature 
in the history of the expansion of lsiam are caught by 

-the aggressive attacks of the orientalists at a time when 
Muslims posses neither glory nor do tl:ley possess Islam. 
H'owever, by God's grace, there are those who are stan- 
ding firm on the issue that Islam is a universal declaration 
of the freedom of man on the earth from ·every authority . 
except God's authority, and that the religion ought-to be 
purified for God ; and they keep writing concerning, . 
the Islamic Jihaad. · 

But the Islamic movem~nt' does not need any argu
ments taken from the literature, as it stands on the clear · ' 
verses of the Qur'an : ( , 

"They ought to fight in the way · of God· who have 
sold the life of this world for the life ofthe Hereaf
ter . and . whoever fight~ 'in' 'the way of <;rod arld 'is ., 
kill~d or becom~'victorious,' to . him shall We give ' 
a great re.Jvard; \Yhy should n6t you. fight in ;~e •· 
way of God-for those "men, women and ·~children 

~who have' been 'ol:'pres~d beca~Se .theY' ar~;;:w~ ' : 
·and who call: 'Our Lord -! Take us out of thts 
place wh'ose people ~re 'oppf.essors, arid. raise f~r : 
iis an ally, and send for us' a helper'. Tho~ ' who , 
believe fight in the cause of God, while those who 
do not believe fight in the cause of tyranny. Then 
figh} against the friends of Satan. Indeed, the stra
te_gy of Satan is weak •. " (3 : 7~ 76) 

"Sa~ · to the unbeliev~rs , that if they :refrain,-· then 
whatever they have done before . will . be forgiven 
them; but if they tum back, then they know what 
happenCd. to earlier nations~ And fight . against 
them until there is no oppression and the religion . 
is wholly for God. But if they refrain, then God . 
is watching over their actions. But if they do not, .. 
then know that God is y~ur Ally and He is your 
Helper." (8 : 38-40) 

"Fight against those among the People of the Book 
who do not believe in "God and the Last Day, who 
do not forbid what God_ and · His messenger have 
forbidden, and who do not consider the true religion 
as their ~ay of life, until they are subdued and pay 
Jizyab. The Jews say: 'Ezra is the Son of God', and 
the Christians say: 'The Messiah is the Son)ofGod'. 
These are mere sayings from their.mouths, following . 
those who preceded theJ]l and disblieved. God will 
assail them; how they are perverted! They have 

, taken . their rabbis and priests as lords. other than 
God, and the Messiah, son of Mary; ,and they 
were commanded to worship none but One (Jod. 
There is no deity but He, glory be to Him above 
what they associate with Him! . They desire to 
extitrguish God's li~t with their mouths, and God 
intends to perfeet His light, although the unbO
lievers may be averse.~· - (9 : 29-32) 

The reasons for Jibaild which have been described 
in the above ver8es are these: to establish God's·authority 
in the earth ; to arrange human affairs according to 
to the true guidance provided by God ; to abolish all 
th~ Satanic forces and Satanic systems of life; to end 
the lordship of one man over others, since all men are 
creatures of God and no one has the authority to make 
them his servants or to· make arbitrary laws for them. 
These reasons are sufijcieilt for . proclaiming Jihaad. 
However, one should always keep in mind that there 

' is no compulsion in religion ; that is, once the people 
are free from the lordship of men, the law governing 

....,_ -

civil affairs will be purely that of God, while no one 
will be forced to change his ·beliefs and accept Islam. 

The Jihaad ~f Islam is to secure complete freedom 
for--;;very man throughout the . world by releasing him
!from servitude to other human beings so that he may 
'serve his God, Who is One and Who has no associates. 
1
This is in itself a sufficient reason for Jibaad. These · 
,were the only reasons in the hearts of Musiim warriors·. 
If they had been asked the question, "Why a~c; you · 
fighting?" none would have answere_d, "My country. 

'is in danger; I am fighting for its defense", or, "The 
·Persians and the Romans have come upon us", or, "We 

. I -' 

want to exteri:d our dominion and want more spoils." · 
. . . \ 

They. would have answered the same as Raba'i bin
:'Amer Huzaifa bin Muhsin and Mughira bin Sh'uba , . . . . 
:answered the Persian' general Rustum when he as.kecL 
;them one by one during three successive days preceding · 

· the battle of Qadisiyyah, "For what . puipoSe have you 
come?" Their an5wer ~was the same: "GOd lias sent . 
:us to bring anyone who wishes froin servitude to men 
mto the service of God alone, from the narrowness of 
this world into the vastness of this world and the Hereaf
ter, and from the tyranny of religions into the justice 
of !slain. God r~ised a Messenger for this purpose to 
. teach His creatures His way. If anyone accepts this way 
')f life, we · turn back and give his cou~try back to him, 

. and we fight wiih those who rebel until we-are niartYred .. 
or become victorious". 

These · are the reasons inherent in the very nature of 
this religion. Similarly, its proclamation of universal · 
freedom, its practi~l way of combatting actual ~uman 
·conditions with appropriate methods, its developing 
new resources at varioUs stages, is also inherent in its 
. message from the very beginning - and not because of 
,any threat of aggression against Islamic lands or against 
•the Muslims residing in the.m . . The reason for Jibaad · 
exis~in .the ~atlJI'C ~f. its mesSage and in the actUal <:<>ndi-
. tions it ,finds in hum~~ socieJ_ies, and not merely m the 
nece~ity for defense, which may be temporary and of 
limited extent. A Muslim fights with his wealth and his . 
person "in the way of God" for th~ sake of these values 
in which neither personal gain_ nor greed is_ a motive 
for him. 

Before a Muslim steps into the. battlefield, he has 
already fought a great battle · within · him8elf against 
Satan - ·against his own desires and . ambitions, his 
personal interests and inclinations, the in~rests of his . 
family and of Jtis ~ation ; against anythin~ which is 
not from Islam ; against every obstacle whtch comes 
1into the way of worshipping God and the implementation I' 
of the Divine authority on ear!h, returning this autho:.. 

· ~rity to God and taking it away from the rebellious usur
:pers. · 

Those who say t.hat Islamic Jihaad ~as merely for 
,the defense of the 'homeland of Islam' diminish · the 
·:greatness of the Islamic way of life and consider it less 
·important than their 'homeland'. This is not the Islamic 
point of view, and their view is a creation of the modern 
'age and is completely alien to Islamic consciousness 
What is acceptable to lshlmic consciousness is its belief, 
:the way of life which this belief prescribes, and the 
society which lives according · to this way . of life. The 
soil of the homeland has in itself no value or weight. 
'From the Islamic point of view, the only value _which 
the soil can aeheive is because on that' soil God's ·authority 
'is established and God's guidance is followed; and thus 
it becomes a fortress for the belief, a_..,ptace for its 'way 
of life. to be entitled the 'homelancrof Islam', a centre 
for the movement for the total freedom of man. 

Of course, in that case the defense of the 'homeland 
of Islam' is the defense of the Islamic beliefs, the Islamic 
way of life, 1and the Islamic communi~y. However, its 
defense is not the ultimate objective of the Islamic move
ment of Jihaad but is a means of establishing the Divine 
authority within it so that it becomes the headquarters 
for the movement of Islam. which is then to -be carried 
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throughout the earth t~- the whole of ma~kind, a~':.th~ .. 

.:object of this religion is al_I . humanity and its sp~ere,·~r; '· · 
·action is the whole earth: " 

As we have descrihed earlier, there are many, prac,;; 
tical obstacles in establishing God's rule on earth~. ~uc~ 
as the power of the state, the social system an,~ Jra#h 
itions and, in general, the whoie human envirgllt,h.~p(;:· .
Islam uses force only to remove these obstacles s5f~ha~· ' 

1
there may not remain any wall between Islam a#d jn~~ ' •·· 
'vidual human beings, a~d so that i{ may addris~ ; tfi~~~ ;.' 
hearts and minds after releasing them frpm these i\ateiia( .. 

· obstacles, and then leave them free to choose to- ~#~f:: 
\ . ·, ~ ... 

or reject it. ·.-: •<:\ ~ · ~' -.. -_ -~· .. ·_ ... . 
. ' • . :.::_· :.~-~ :· : :•: . : · : • • • I 

We ought not to be decieved or em~rraSsed by ·;!h~ >, 
· attacks of the orient2lists on the origin · of · Jiliaad; IK;>r :-: 

lose self-confidence under the pressure of piesent :~~;: · 
ditions and the weight of the great powers ofihc(\\ior1~ { 
to such an extent that we try to find reasons foii~l~m:iC: ~ ... 
Jihaad outside the nature of this religion, arict"ll:y io.; · 
show that it was a defensive measure under tetnp<)t~ri< · · 
conditions. The need for Jibaad ·remaifts~ and.Wilft:On;,:: 
tinue to remain, whether these conditions exist~t_ r.Qh/, 

. . .' ~ .... :.: > ·.: ... :_. ... :;. ·.· .. ' 
In pondering over historical events, we s~~til~ :it.~(. 

neglect the aspects inl)erent ih the nature of this _reli~on~ .·; 
its declaration of universal freedom, and. it5 . practi¢aL 
method. We ought not to contuse these wit~ tem~~rf: 
needs. of defense. ; . L; ' · · 

No doubt this relipoo must defend itself ~gatri.st :. : 
aggressors. Its Wr:y eXis~ce in the' form ·o( a~ gefi.~ial 
declaration of the universal Lordship of God ·alid .of; 
the freedom of man frdni servitude to any beins Othez: · 
than God, and its organising a movement under: ·a ·~~: .:·. · · 
leadership other than the existing jabili leadership, ~d ··•• · 

·,its creating a distinct and permanent society b~:.o~ . 
,the Divine authority and submission to One G()d,- if:.. . 
.sufficient cause 'for the surrounding jabili society; ~hlCli>' 
.is based on human ;uthority in some form or an<)~(;;· : 
to rise against it for its own preservation and f()~ ~he· :· .. ~ 

. suppression of Islam. Clearly, under these condi(joJ;is~ : 
the Qewly-organised Islamic community will h.aY;e ie>,< 
'prepare itself for defense. These conditions) inevi,~\)1~ . ~ 
occur· and come into existence simultaneously with .t~e ; ' 
.advent of Islam in any society. There is no questio~ .'of. ' , 
Islam's lik~ng or disliking such a situation, a8 the s~g.< . 
gle is imposed upon Islam ; this is a . natural s~~~- . 
.between two systems which cannot co-exist for .166$· 
'This is a fact which cannot be denied, and hence !siam 
has no choice but to defend itself again,st aggres$iori:,; 

•.. : : : ~ ' ... 

But there is another fact which is much mo,re ini~~. 
·portant than this fact. It is in the very nature of I_sl~~ · 

t~ take initiative for freeing the human beings thro~gh.: 
put the earth ftom servitude to anyone other thari Goo; 
and so it cannot be restricted within any geograp~c .c;>( 
racial limits, leaving all mankind on the whole ~h 
in e~il, in chaos ana in-serVItude to lords other thai': ~e~-·. 

'• _,.· .... . · :-: 

- It may happen that the enemies of Islam may ~n:; · 
sider it expendient not to take any action against fslam, . 
'if Islam leav~s them alone in their geographical b(;\in
daries to' continue the lordShip of some men over others' 
iand does not extend its 'message and its declarati.on -~f ~ 
universal freedom within their domain. ·But Islam a.nno( 1 
agree to this unless they submit to its authority by payin~ : 
Jizyah, which will be a guarantee that they have open~ 
their doors for the preaching of lslam and will riot p_ut : 
:any obstacle in its way through the power of the 'state. · 

This is the character of this religion ~nd this . is · itt 
{unction, as it ·is a declaration of .the Lordship o(Gpd:. 
and the freedom of man from servitude to anyone other . 
I ' • .' 

~han God, f~r all people. ' ~ ·: · 

There is a great difference between this oo·~cep( 
'of Islam · and the other, which considers it confined to · 
geographical and racial limits, and does not take .any 

. ·action except out of fear of aggression. In the latter caSe,, 
~II it~ inherent dynamism is los~. ' 

To understand the dynamism of Islam with clarit} 
I' . • ' . ..: .:1. 
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and depth, it is necessary ·to remember that lsl;m is a 
1way of life for man prescribed by God. It is not a man- _ 
made system, nor an ideology of a group of people, nor 
a way oflife peculiar to a given race. We cannot talk about 
external reasons for Jibaad unless we overlook this 
great truth and unless we forget that the fundamental 
Jquestion here is the sovereignty of God and the obedience 
~f His creatures ; it is impossible for a person to r~meni
ber this great truth and still search fQr other reasons 
1for Islamic Jibaad. 

. . ' · 

· The true estimate of the difference between the 
iconcept that war was forced upon -Islam by JahlliJJIIb: 
~use its very nature demanded that jabiii --sOcieties . 
iwould attack it, and the concept that Islam takes the 
~nitiative and enters into this struggle, cannot be made . 
~n the early stages of its movement. 

In the early stages of the Islamic movement _ it is 
~ifficult to discriminate between these two concepts, 
because in either case Islam will have to do battle. How
~ver, in the final stages, when the initi!ll ba-t:tle' are 
won, ~he two concepts make a great difference - a [great 
:difference in understanding ·the· purposes an:d the ~igni
ficance of the Islamic message. And here lies the dapger. 

There is also a great difference in the idea that Islam. 
.is a Divinely-ordained way of life and in the idea that 
it is a geographically-bounded system. According to 
the first idea, Islam came into this world to establish 
;God's rule on God's earth, to invite all people toward 
the_ worship of God, and to make a concrete reality of 
its message in the form of a Muslim communi~y in which 
;individuals are free from servitude to men -and have 
:gathered together under servitude to God and follo'Y 
only the Sbari'ah of God. This Islam has a right to remove 
all those obstacles which are in its path so that it.IIUlY 
address human reason and intuition with no interference 
,and opp<?sition from political systems. Aceording to 

·the second idea, Islam is merely a national system which 
has a right to take up arms only when its homeland is 
attacked. 

In the case of either ~ncept, Islam has to ~ 
and to atruggle; l:>ut its puq>oses· and ·its resulllf, are 

. enti~el~ different, both_ conceptually and practically. 

Indeed, Islam has the right to take the initiative.
Islam is not a heritage of arly particular nice or;country; 
:this is God's religion and it is for the Wh9le\vorld. It 
-has the right to '·destroyall obstacle in the form of insti
tutions and _traditions -which -limit man's freedom of 
choice. It 'does not attack individuals nor does it force 
them to accept its beliefs ; it attacks institutions and 

- traditions to reiea~ human beings from their poisonous 
influences, which distort human nature and which curtail . 
.human freedom. 

It is the_ right of Isl;wn to releaSe: mankind from 
servitude to human beings · so that they may serve God 
alone, to give practical meaning to its .declaration that 
God is the true Lord of all and that all men are free 
-qnder -Him. ~ccording to the Islamic concept and in 
~tuality, God's rule on earth can be established only 
!through the I~lamic system, as itis the only system ordai
~~ed by God for all human beings, whether they be rulers 
10r ruled, black or white, poor or fich, ignorant or learned. 
!Its law is uniform for all, and all human beings are equally 
responsible within it. In all other systems, human ·beings_ 

1

1.:>bey other. human_ beings and follow man-made laws. 
Legislation is a Divine: attribute; any person who con
:cedes this right to such a cla1marit, whether he considers 
I . 

lhim Divine or _ not, has accepte? him as Divine. 

Islam is not merely a belief, scY that it is enough 
;merely to preach it. !siam; which is a way of life, takes 
/;tactical s~ps to oigrurlse a ~?~ement for}r~na-; 
:Other spcieties do not give it any opportunity to organise 
1its followers according to its own method, and hence'. 
I . 

lit is the duty of Islam to annihilate all such systems, as 
'tl)ey are obstacles in the way of universal freedom. Oniy\ 
lin this manner can the way of life be wholly dedicated 
to God, so that n'either any human authority nor the 
\question of servit~d_e remain~, as is ~he case in all other_ 

\ 

syste~s ~hich are based o~ man's servitude to man. 

Those of our contemporary Muslim scholars who 
. are defeated by the pressure . of current . conditions and 

the attacks of treacherous orientalists do not subscribe 
to this· characteristic of Islam·. The orientalists -have 
painted a picture of Islam as a violent movement which 
,imposed its bel,ief upon people by the sword. These 
ivicious orientalists know very well that this is not true, 
;but by this method they try to distort the true motives 
:ofislamic Jibaad. But our Muslim scholars, these 
:defeated people, search for reasons of defensiv~ with 
.which to negate· this ·accusation. They are ignorant 
\of th~nature of Islam and of its function, and that it 
; has a right to take the initiative for• human freedom. 

These reseaich scholaiS,-With theif· defeated menta-
. iJjty,, have adopted the Western concept of 'religion', 

whiCh is merely a name for,'belief:in the heart, having no 
relation to the practical affairs of<life, and therefore 
they conceive of religious war as a war to impose ·belief 
on peoples' hearts. 

But this is not the case with · Islam, as Islam is · the. 
iway of life ordained by-God for all'~llnkind, and thi; 
way establishes the · Lordship of God alone- thab is, 

. the sovereignty of God - and orders practical life in · 
all its daily details. Jibaad in Islam is simply a name · 

· . for striving to make this system of life dominant in the 
world. As far as belief is concerned, it clearly depends:· 
upon personal opinion, under the protection of a general 
system in which all obstacles to freedom of personal 
belief have been removed. Clearly this is an entirel1 
differ~nt matter and throws a completely new light on 

the Islamic Jibaad. 

Thus, wherever an Islamic community exists which 
is a concrete example of . the Divinely-ordained system 
of life, it has a God-given right to step forward and take 
control of the political authority so that it may establish 
the- Divine system on earth,' while it leaves the matter 
of belief to individual conscience. When God restrained 
Muslims from Jihaad for a certain period, it was a ques-~ 
tion of strategy rather than of principle ; this was a 
matter per~aining to the requirements of the movement 
and not to belief. Only in the light of this explanation 
can we understa.nd those verses of the Holy Qur'an 
which are concerned with the various stages of this 
movement. In reading these verses, we should alwaY.s 
keep in mind that one ·of their meanings is related to 

. ·the particular stages of the development of Islam, while 

-) 

tiler~ is another general meaning which is related to the 
unchangeable and eternal message of Islam. We should 
not confuse these two aspects. 

CHAPTERS 

LA ILAHA ILLA ALLAH_-THE WAY OF LIFE 
OF ISLAM 

· "La Da!Ja ilia AI_l~'' - "There is no deity except 
Allah"- is the fir:st part the Islamic declaration of faith, 
meaning that there is no one to be worshipped except 
God ; "Muhaminad~r Rasul Allah''- "Muh~mmtici is 
the Messanger or: God;·- is the second part, me~ning 
that this worship is to be carried out .according tQ the · 
teaching of the Prophet - .>eace be on him. 

A believing Muslim is one into whose heart this 
deelaration has penetrated completely, as the other 
'pillars of Islam and articles of faith are derivatives Of it. 
Thus, belief in angels . and God's Books and God's 
Messengers and the life hereafter and ai-Qadr (the 
measureme-nt of good and evil), and ai-Salat (praytrs), 
ai-Siyam (fasting), ai-Zakat (poor-due) . and · ai-Hajj 
(pilgrimage), and the limits set by God of permissible 
and forbiden things, human affairs, laws, Islamic moral 
teachings, anc;l so on, are ail' based on the foundation of 
worship of God; and the source of all these teachi~gs 
is the person of the Jlrophet - peace be on bini - thrmigh 
·whom God has revealed thein to us. , 

A Muslim community is that one which is a prac
tical interpretation of the declaration of faith -and all 
its corollaries ; and the society which does not"tiinslate 
into practice this faith and its corollaries is not Muslim 

.- --- -- ---· --- .!.. . 
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Thus the declaration of faith provides the foundation 
for~- complete system oflife for the Muslim community 
in all its· details. fhis way of life cannot come into being 
witp,.out ' securing this foundation [irst. Similarly, if the 
system of life is constructed on some other foundation, 
or if other sources are mixed-with this foundation, then 
that community cannot be considered Islamic. God 
says: _ 

"The command belongs to God alone. He commands . 
_you not to worship anyone except Hirri. This is the · 
right way of life." (12 : 40) 

1 

"Whoever obeys the Erophet obeys God." (4: 80) 

• • • 
This concise and decisive declaration gliides us in 

the basic questions of our religion and in its practical 
movement. First, it guides us to the nature ofthe,Muslim 
comniunity; second, it shows us the method Of cons.: 
tructing SljlCh a comthupity; thlrd, it tells us how to 
confront pbilil societies ; · and fourth, it determines the 
method by which Islam changes the conditions of human 
life. All these problems have always been and will remain 
of great importance in the various stages of the Islamic 
movement. ' 

. . The distinctive feature of a Muslim community 
is this: that in all its affairs it is based on worship of God 
alone. The declaration of faith expresses this principle 
and determines its character; in beliefs, in dev.otional 
acts, and in rules and regulations this declaration takes 
a concrete form. 

1 

A person who does not believe in the unity of God 
does not worship God alone. 

"Allah commands you not to take two gods. Goti 
is only One ; hence fe~r Me: Whatever is in the hea
vens and the earth belongs to Him and follows His 
way. Will you then fear anyone other than God?" 
(16:51-52) . - l. 

Anyone who. &)erforms devotional aets before' t!lk 
sonleone other than God - in addition to Him or exclu-
sively- does not worship God aione. . 

"Say, my Salat (prayers), my acts of devotion, iny 
life and my death, are for the Sustainer of the , - . 

Worlds; He has no l\Ssociate. I have been commanded 
. . _,t-his, and I am the foremost to be among the sub-

mitters." (6: 162-163) · 

Anyone who derives laws frotn a source other than· 
God, in a way other than what 1-{~ taught us through• 
the Prophet- peace be on him- does not worship God· 
alone. 

"Are there associates of God who have made per- · 
missible for them in their religion that which God 
has not permited ?" (42 : 21) 

"Whatever the Prophet gives you, accept it, aad. 
whatever he prohibits you, refrain from it." (59: 7) 

This is the Muslim society. In this society, the beliefs 
and ideas of individqals, their devotional acts and reli- . 
gious . observances, and their social system and their 
laws, are all based on submission to God alone. Ifthis 
attitude is eliminated from any of these aspects, the 
whole of Islam is ·eliminated, as the first pillar of Islam -
th'at is, the declaration, 'There-is no deity except God, and 
Muhammad is the Messenger of God'- becomes elimi
nated. 

. · Thus, and only thus, can this group become a Muslim 
group and the community which it organises be Muslim. 
Before adopting this purity of attitude no &roup can be a 
Muslim group, and before organising its system of life 
on this principle no society can be a Muslim society. 
The !_eason for this is that the first principle on which 
Islam is based, that is "La ilaba ilia Allah.; Muhammadar 
Rasul Allah", is not established in respect to both its .. 
parts. 

It in necessary, therefore, before thinking of establi
shing the Islamic sociaf system and organising a Muslim 

-.community, that one should giy~ atte;;:tion to purif~g 
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AL·ISLAM 

lbe hearts of people from the worship of ~~yon~ other . 
dian God, in the way we ha~e described abo~e. l Only. 
those whose hearts are so purified will come together 
to make a group, and only such a group of people, 
whose beliefs and concepts, whose devotional acts and 
laws, are completely free of servitude to anyone other 
than God can start a Muslim community. Anyo~e who " 
wants to live an Islamic life will automatically enter into 
this community, and his helief, his acts of worship and 
the laws which he follaws, will also be purified for God 
alone. In other words, he will be an embodiment of. 
-La ilaha iDa Allah, Muhammadar RasUI AUab". 

This was the manner in which the first Muslim 
poup was formed which eventually developed int'O-the 
fust Muslim community. This is the only way in which 
any Muslim group is started and a Muslim community 
comes into being. • / 

A Muslim community can come into existence 
only when individuals and groups of people reject servi
tude to anyone except God·- in addition to Him ,or 
exclusively ·_ and come into submission to God, Who · 
has no associates, and decide that thay will organise 
their scheme· or life on the basis of this submission. 
From this a new community is born, emerging from 
within the old jabili society, which immediateiy confronts 
it with a new belief and a new way of lif.; based on this 
belief, presenting a concrete embodiment of the creed, 
"There is no deity except God, and Muhammad is the 
Messenger· of God". 

The old jahili society may become submerged into 
lhc new Islamic society or it may not, and it may make 
JCICC with the Muslim society or may fight it. However, 
&tory tells us that the jahili ~ociety chooses to fight 
IDd not to make peace, attacking the vanguard of Islam 
It its very inception, whether it. be a few individuals or 

wbcther. it be groups, and even after this vanguard has
-me a well-established community. From Noah to. 
Muhammad- peace ~ on them -•without exception,· · 
ibis bas be'en the course-of events. at every ·Islamic call. 

It is clear, th~n. that a Muslim community cannot 
tie formed or continue to exist until it attains sufficient 
j)OWer to confront the existing jahili society. This power 

. .111ust be at all levds; that is to say, the. power of belief 
and concept, the power of training and moral chali.acter, 
the bpower to organise and sustain a· community, and 
such physical power as ·is necessary, if not to dominate, 
at least to hold itself against the onslaught of the jahili 
$0Ciety. 

• • • 
But what is the jah!li society, and by what method 

does Islam confront it? . 

The jahili society is · any society other than the 
Muslim society; and if we want a more specific definition, 
we may say that any-society is a jahili society which does 
not dedicate itself to submission to God alone, in its 
beliefs and ideas, in its observances of worship, and 
in its legal ·regulations. 

According to this definition, all the societies exis-
ting in the world today are jah.ili. . 

Included among these is the) communist soc;_iety, 
. first because it denies the existence of God Most High 

and believes that the universe was created by 'matter' 
. or by 'nature', whille all man's activities and his history 
has been created by 'economics' or 'the means or pro
duction' ; ·second, because the way of life it adopts 
is based on submission to the Communist Party and 
not to God. A proof of this is that in all . communist 
countries the Cof!1munist Party has full control . and 
leadership. Furthermore, the practical consequence of 
this ideology is that the basic needs of human beings 
are considered identical with those Of animals, that is, 
food and drink, clothing, shelter and sex. It deprives 
people of their spiritual needs, which differentiate human 
beings from (lnimals. Foremost among these is belief 
in God and t~e 1x., .. .' -:-· ~o adopt ~nd to proclaim this 
faith, Similarly, ic deprives people qf their freedom to 

express ·i~dividuality, which is · a very special human 
.characteristic. The individuality of a person is expressed 
in various ways, such as private ·proprety, the cho.ice 
of work aud the attainment of specialization in work, · 
and expression in various art forms ; and it distinguishes 
him from animals or from machines. The communist 
ideology and the communist system reduces the human_ 
being to the level of an animal or even to the level of a 
machine. 

All idolatrous societies are also among the jahili 
societies. Such societies are found in India, Japan, the 
Philippines and Africa . Their jahili character consists first 
of the fact that they believe in other gods besides God, 
in addition to Him ~r without Him ; second, they have 
constructed an elaborate system of devotional act; to · 
propitiate these deities. Similarly, the laws and regu
lations which they follow are derived from sources 
other than' God and His 'Shari'ab, whether these sources 
be priests or astrologers or ~gicians, the elders_ of the 
nation, or the secular institutions which formu!ate laws 
without regard to the Shari'ab of God, and which attain 
absolute authority in the name of the nation or a party 
or on some other basis, while absolute authority belongs 
to God alone, and this can be brought into action only 
in the way shown to us by the Prophets of God. 

All Jewish and Christian societies today are also 
jahili societies. They have distorted the original beliefs 
and ascribe certain attributes of God to other beings. 

, This association with God has taken many forms, such 
as · the Sonship of God or the Trinity ; sometimes it is 
expressed in a concept of God which is remote from 
the true reality of God. 

"The Jews say: 'Ezra is the Son of God', and the 
Christians say: The Messiah is the Son of God.' 
These are mere s~yings'from their mouths,. following 

,..-1 those who preceded them and disbelieved. God 
~ill assail them'; how they are perverted." (9 .: 30) 

"They rejected the truth who said ; 'God is the third 
of three'. · Indeed .G-od is bu] One God. If they do 
not desist from what they say, the disbelievers 
among them will be met with a painful chastisement' 

(5 : 73) 

"The Jews have said: 'God's hand is fettered.' 
Fettered are their hands, and they are cursed for 
what they have said. Indeed, ljlis hands are open; 
He expends how He wills." f5 : 64) 

.. The Jews and Christians say: 'We are children of 
God and His favourites.' Say: 'Why then does He 
chastise you for your sins? In fac~, you are people v 
like others." (5 : 18) 

These societies are Jahili also because their forms 
of worship, their customs and manners are derived from · 
their false and distored beliefs. They are also jahiii socie
ties because their institutions and their laws are not 
based on submission to God alone. They neither accept 
the rule of God nor do they consider God's sommand
ments as the only valid basis of all laws; on the contrary 
they have established assemblies of men which have 

' absolute power to legislate laws, thuS/Usurping the rig~t 
which belongs to God alone. At the time of Revelation, 
the Qur'an classified them among those who associate 
others with God, as they had given their priests and rabbis 
the authority to devise laws in whatever way they pleased. 

·"They have taken their rabbis and priests as lords 
other than God, and the Messiah, son of Mary; 
and they were commanded to worship· none but 
One God. There is no deity but He, glory be to 
Him above what they associate with Him!" (5: 31) 

These people did not consider their priests or rabbl_s 
as Divine, nor did they worship them; but they gave 
them the authority to make laws, obeying laws which 
were made !:Jy them not permitted by God. If at that time 
the Qur'an called them associaters of others with God 
and rejectors of truth, then today they are also the same, 
. be<:&use today this authority is not in the hands of priests 
and mbblS but in the hands ~f individuals chosen from 

~ong them~elves. 

Lastly, all the existing so-called 'Muslim' societies 
are also jahili societies. 

We classify them among jahili societies not because 
they believe in other deities besides God or because they 
worship anyone other than God, but because their way 
of life is not based on submission to God alone. Although 
they believe in the Unity of God, still they have relegated 
the legislative attribute of God to others and submit 
to this authority, and from this authority th i!Y derive 
their_ systems, their traditions and customs, their laws, 
their values and standards, and almost every practice 
of life. God Most High says concerning rulers: 

"Those who do not judge according to what God 
has revealed are unbelievers." and concerning the ruled: 
(5 : 44) 

"Hast thou not seen those who assert that they 
believe in w+1at has been . sent down to thee and 
what was sent down before thee, desiring to take 
their disputes to idols, wile they were commanded 
to reject them?" (4 : 65) 

"But no, by thy Lord, they have not ~lieved until 
they make thee thee judge regarding thei_r disputes, 
and then do not find any resentment in their hearts 
against thy verdict, but submit in full submission." 
(4' : 65) 

Before this, God 'had accused the Jews and Chris

tians of committing Shirk, (association of other deities 
1with_ GOd) and of unt>elief, and of taking_ priests and 
rabbis as lords in addition to God, only because they 
had given certain rights and privileges to their · priests 
and rabbis, which today those who call themselves 
'Muslims' have given to some people among themselves. 
This action of the Jews and Christians was considered 
by God in the same category of Shirk as that of the • 
Christians' making Jesus into the Son of God and wor
shipping him. The latte~ is a rebellion against the Unity 
of God, while the former is a rebellion against His pres
cribed way of life and a denial of .. There is no deity 
except God". 

Among Muslim societies, some openly declare 
their 'secularism' and negate all their relationships 
with the religion ; some others pay respect to the religion 
only with their mouths, but in their social life they have 
completely abond!)ned it. They say that they do not 
believe in the 'Unseen' and want to construct their social 
system on the basis of 'seience', as science and the Unseen 
are contradictory ! This claim of theirs is mere ignorance, 
and only iggorant people can tal)c like this.< 0 There ' 
are sop}e other societies which have given the authority 
of legislation to others besides Gpd ; ·they make wha
tever laws they please and then say, .. This is the Shari'ah 
of God". All these societies are the same in 9ne res.,ect, 
that none of them is based on submission to God alone 

After explaining these facts, the· position of Islam 
in relatiqn to all these jahili societies can be described 
in one sentence : it considers all these societies unlslamic 
and illegal. · 

Islam does not look at the labels or tities which 
these societies have adopted; they all have one thing 
in common, and that is that their way of life is not based 
on complete submission to God alone. In this respect 
they share the same characteristic with a polytheistic 
societ'y; the characteristic of Jahiliyyab . 

• • • 

We have now come to the last of the points men
tioned in the beginning of this chapter, and that point 
concerns the method which Islam adopts- today, to
morrow or in the remote future - in confronting actual 
human conditions. This method has been described in 
our discussion on the nature . of the Muslim society, . 
which is, in summary, that a Muslim s~iety bases all 
its decisions on submission to God alone . 

· (I) Refer to the mscussion m Volume 7 of Fi-Zihiilnexplanation 
o(,.the verse : "He has the keys to the Unseen ; no one knows it except' 
Him". 

·". 
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After defimng this nature, we can imm;diately 

answer the following question: What is the principle 
-~which human hfe oughtto be-based: - God's .religion" 
and its system of l!fe, or some man-made system \ · 

Islam answers this question in a clear-cut:and. unam
biguous manner: ·The only principle on which the 
totality of human life is to b;e based is God's religion 
and its system of life. If this principle is absent, the very 
rust pillar of Islam- that is, bearing witness to "La 
... iDa AUah, Mubaimnadar Rasul ADab" - will not 

. be established nor its real influence felt. Unless this 
principle-is accepted without any question and followed · 

· faithfully, the complete submission to God as taught 
by the Messenger of God - peace be on him - cannot 
be fulfilled. 

"Whatever the Messenger gives you, accept it ; 
whatever he forbids you, refrain from it." (59 : 7) 

Furthermore, Islam asks: "Do you know better, 
or God?" and then answers it: "God knows and, yo~ 
do not know", and "You have been given only a little 
of the (true) knowledse" 

The One Who knows, Who has created man, and 
· Who is his Sustainer must be the Ruler, and His religion 

ought to be the way of life, and man should return to 
Him for guidance. As far as man-made theories and 
religions are concerned, they become outmoded and 
distorted, as·they are based on the knowledge of men
those who do not know, and to. whom only a little of 
.the true knowledge is giyen. 

, God's religion is not a maze nor is its way of life 
a fluid thing, as the second part of the declaration of 
faith, "Muhammad is- the Messenger of God", clearly 
limits it. It 'is bounded by those principles which have 
come from the-Messenger of God- peace be on him. If 
there is a clear text available from the Qur'an or from 
him, then that will be decisiv~ and there will be no 'room 
for Jjtillad (usins one's own judsement). If no such clel:l.r 
judgement is available, then the time comes for ljtihad -
and that according to well~defined principles which 
are consistent with God's religion and not merely follo
wing opinions or desires. 

"If you have difference of opinion co~cerning some
thing, refer to God and His Messenger." (4: 59) 

The principles of ljtihad and deduction are well-
known, and there is no vagueness or looseness in them. 
No one is allowed to devise a law and say that it is accor
ding to the Shari'ah of God· unless 'it iS(, declared that 
God is the Legislator, and that the source of authority 
is God Himself and not some nation or party or indivi
dual, and a sincere attempt is made to find out the will 
of God thn:wgh reference to His Book and the Sunnah 
of His Mes~nger- peace be on him. But this right 
cannot be delegated to a person or persons who' want 
to establish authority by taking the name of God, as 
was the case in Europe unde1 :1e guise of 'the Church'. 
Thel"e is no 'Church' in Islam; no one can speak in-the 
name of God ·except !-fis Messenger - peace be on him. 
There are clear injunctions which define the limits of the 
Divine Law, the Shari'ah. 

"Al-din lil-waq'i" ("the religion is for living") is a 
statement which is quite misunderstood and which is 
being used in a wrong sense. Certainly this religion is 
for living, but for what kind of life? This religion is for 
a life which is based on its principles, which is developed 
accOrding -to its methods. This life is completely harmo
nious with human nature and satisfies all human needs, 
needs which are determined·only by the One Who creates 
and Who knows His creatures : 

"Does He Who created not know His .~eatures ? 
He is the All-Subtle, the All-Aware." (67 : 14) . 

l.t is not the.'function of religion to provide- justifi-
c-.a rt~t 'w.hatever kind of life someone is leading and 
. to-~ • •lthority which he can use to justify his 
actions.' lteligion is to be a criterion, to approve what 
is good and to discard what is evil. If the whole system 

'of life is against the religion, then its function i~ to abo
Jish this system and to cunstruct a new one. This is the 
meaning, according to Islam, of the saying "the religion 
is for living;" one ought to understand it with its correct 
meaning. 

The question may be asked, "Is not the good of 
mankind the criterion for solving actual problems?" 
But again we will raise the question which Islam raises 
itself, and which it answers; that is, "Do you know 
better, or bod?" and, "God knows, and you do not 
know." 

The good of mankind is inherent in the Shari'ab 
sent down by God to the Prophet - peace be on him -
which has come to us through his life. If at any time men 
think that their good is in go,!ng against what God has 
legislated, then first of all, they are deluded in their 
thinking. 

"They follow but speculation and their own desires, 
although guidance has come to them from their 
Sustainer. Or shall man have whatever he fanctes ·? 
And to God belongs tlie first and the last." 
(53: 23-25) 

Second, they . are unbelievers. It is not possible 
that a person declare that in his opinion 'good lies in 
going against what God has legislated, and at the same 

' time follow this reiigion and is considered its scholar, 
even for a single moment. " 

CHAFfER 6 

mE UNIVERSAL LAW ·' ' 

Islam constructs its foundation '<>f belief and action 
on the principle of total submission to God alone. Its 
beliefs,f~r.ms of worship and rules of life are .uniformly 
ari expression ·of this submission. and are a pratical 
interpretation of th~ declaration that there is no deity 
except Allah. The d~ta~ls of life are derived from the 
practi~ of th~ Messeng~r of God :_ peace be on· him -
and are a practical conSequence of the declaration that 
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah. 

Islam builds its entire structure in such a way thai 
these two parts of the_ declaration determine its system 
and its characteristics. When Islam builds its structure 
in this manner, giving it a separate and unique position__ 
among all other systems known to man, then' Islam 
actually becomes harmonious with the universal law, 
which is operative not only in human existence but 
throughout the whole universe as well. 

' 
According .to the Islamic concept, the whole uni-

verse has been created by God. The univ~rse came into 
existence when God willed- it, and then He ordained 
certain natural laws which it follows and according to 
which all its various parts operate harmoniously : 

'"When We wish to bring something into existence, 
We say to it, 'Be', and it is." (16: 40) 

"And He created everything, and measured it in 
due proportion." (25 : 2) 

Behind this universe there is a Will which adminis
ters it, a Power which moves it, a Law which regulates 
it. This Power keeps a balance between the various parts 
of th~ universe and controls their motions ; thus they 
neither collide with each other nor is there any distur
bance in their system, nor do their regular motions come 
to a sudden · stop, nor do they become disorganised. 
This will continue as long as the Divine will wishes it 
to continue. The whole universe is obedient to God's 
Will, His Power and His Dominion ; it is not possible 
for it to disobey the Divine Will and its ordained law 
for a single moment. Due to this obedience and sub
mission, the universe continues to go on in a harmonions 
fashion, and no destruction or dispersion or disturbance : 

/ can enter into it unless God wills it,_ 

"Indeed, your Sustainer is God, Who created the 
heavens and the earth· in six periods and then es
tablished Himself upon the throne of sovereignty. 
He ~uses the night to cover up the day and the 
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day to follow the night. The sun and the moon and 
The stars are controlled by His command. The 
creation and the command are for Him alone. 
Glorious .is God, the Sustainer of the worlds." 
(7: 54) 

• • • . ·.': 

Man is a part of the universe; the laws whiCh govern 
human nature are no different from the laws governing 
the ·universe. God is Creator of the universe as well as 

1 
of man. Man's body is ~ade ·of earthly ~aterial, yet 
God has bestowed upon him certain characteristics 
which make him more than the earth from which he is 
made ; God provides him according to. a· measure. In 
his bodily functions man involun~ly follo~s the same 
laws of nature as other creatures. His creation is accor
ding to the will of God rather than of his father and 
mother. The father and mother are able to come toge
ther; yet they are not able to transform .a sperm into 
a human being. Man is born. according to the method 
of gestation and ·ihe method of birth which God has 
prescribed for him; he. breathes God's air in the quantity 
and fashion prescribed by God ; he has feelings and 
understanding, he experiences pain, becomes hungry and 
thirsty, eats and drinks- in short, he has to live according 
to the laws of God and ne he bas no choice'in the matter. 
In this respect there is no difference between him and 
other inanimate or ·animate objeCts of the universe.
All uncondition~lly submit to the Will of God and to 
the laws_ of. His cre,ation. 

·He Who has created the universe and man, and 
Who made-man obedient to the laws which also govern 
the universe, has' also prescribed -a Sbari'ab for his vo
luntary actions. If man follows this law, then his life 
is in harmony with his own nature. From this point of 
view, this Sbari'ab is also a part of that universal law 
which governs the entire universe, including the physical 

• ad biological aspects of man. 
! · ;, l'· 0~. JOY 

Each word of God, whether it is an injunction 
or a prohibition, a promise or an admonition, a rule 
or guidance, is a part of the universal law and i~ as ac
curate and true as any of the laws known as -the "laws 
ofnature'' - the DivinelY,-ordained laws for the universe
which we find to be operative every moment according 
to' what God has prescribed for them from the. dawn 
of creation. 

Thus the Shari'ah which God has given to man 
to organise his life is also a universal law, as .it is related 
to the general iaw of the universe. and is harmonious 
with it. Thus obedience to the Shari'ah becomes a ne
cessity for human beings so that their lives rhay beCome 
harmonious and in tune with the rest of the universe ; 
not ' only this, but the only way in which harmony can 
be brought about between the physical laws which are 
operative in the biological life of a man and the moral 
laws which govern his voluntary actipns is solely through 
obedience to the Shari'ah. Only in this way does man's 
personality, internal and external, become integrated. 

Man cannot understand all the laws of the universe, 
nor can he comprehend the unity of this system ; he 
cannot even understand the laws which govern his own 
person, from which he cannot deviate _by a hair's bre.adth. 
Thus he is incapable of making laws for a system of life 
which can be in complete harmony with the universe 

( 

or which can even harmonise his physical needs with 
his external .behaviour. This capability belongs solely 

to the Creator of the universe ·and of men, Who not 
only controls the universe but also human affairs, and 
Who implements a uniform law according to His will. 

Thus, obedience to the Shari'ah of God is necessary 
for the sake of this harmony, even more necessary than 
the establishment of the Islamic belief, as no· individual 
or group of individuals can be tr!Jiy Muslim unt1l they 
wholly submit to God alone in the manner taught by 
the Messenger of Allah - peace be on him, thus . te~ti
fying by · their actions that there is no deity except God 
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and that Muhammad is God's Mess.enger. 

Total harmony between human life and the law 
of the universe is entirely beneficial for mankind;- as 
this is the only guarantee against any kind' of discord 
in life. Only in this st~te will they be at peace with them
selves and at peace with the universe, being in accord 
with its laws and its movements. In the same way, they 
will have peace of mind~ as their actions will agree with 
their true natural demands, with no conflict . between 
the two. Indeed, the Shari'ah of God harmonises the 
external behaviour of man with his internal nature in 
an easy way. When a man makes peace with his own 
nature, peac~ and cooperation. among individuals follow 
automatically, as they all' live together under one system, 
which is a part of the general system of the universe. 

Thus, blessil}gs fall on ~ll mankind, as . this . 'way . 
leads in an easy manner to the knowledge .of the secrets 
of nature, its hidden forces, and tpe treasures . co11cealed 
in the expanses of the universe. ~an use.s: these for the . 
benefit of all manldnd, unde' the guidance of the. Sba~ 
ri'M of GOd, without ~y conflict or competiti~n. . . ,· 

I 

buff or_ its destruction and for vi~l~~~ against _others. 

., It becomes clear from the above discussiOn that the 
purpose of the establishment of God's law on earth is 
not merely for the- s~ke of the next world. This world 
and the next world are not two separate entitites, but 
are stages complementary to each other. The law given 
by God not only ha~onises these two stages but also 
bannonises human life; with the general law of the urii

. Verse. Thus, when. harm.ony between human life and th~ 
universe ensues, its resuits are not _postponed for the 
next world but are operative even in this world. However 
they will reach their perfection in the Hereafter. · ' 

• • • 
1,'9is, then, is the foundation of the Islamic concept 

of the universe and of human life as a part of this universe. · 
By its very nature, this .,~ncept is different from all . 
other concepts know to mankind. This is why this concept 

. implies certain res_ponsibilities and obligations which 
are rio~ found. in other concepts ~f life. -

· According to this concept, obedience to the Shari'ah 
of God is actually a consequence of the -need to harmo
nise human life with that law which is operative within 
man himself and in the rest of the universe. This need 

In contrast to the Sbari'ab of God are men's whims : · 

"H;d the ~~th. follow~d .thetr ~pinions, the ~~vens 
an .!I the earth and whospeve!. is in .. them would ' 
surely .9ave been corrupteq." (23: .71), . ,. 

. demands that the law• which governs the . social affairs 
ofhu.man beings ~hould.~ in accordance with the general 
law of the universe:; it demfl~ds that man Sl}bm.it to '• L 

From this we come · to know that the truth is one 
and not. many·. it 1is the foundation of this religion, the · 
heavens and earth are based upon 'it, all the affairS of 
this world and of the next are settled by It, .man will be 
ICCOuntable to God on the basis of it~- and those wpo ., 
deviate from t~e truth are p~nished bY. it, and people 
wUl be judged by God according to it. Truth is indivi-

. siblc, and· it is the name of that general law which God, 
bas ordained for all affairs; and everything in existence 
eitbcr ... follows it or is punished by it; 

''.-We have sent to you a Book which speaks about 
you; do you not· then uita~rsiana? ,. Marty :a · «.-re~t:ed''"' 
rtawn have We destroyed and have replaced them 
5with ·other people. When they felt Our grasp, they 
started to run. (It was said to them), 'Do not run ; 
return io the luxury that you-exulted in and to your 
homes', 1 rriaybe you :shall .,e · questioned'. They 
said: 'Woe upon us l We have been evil-doers'. So 
they did not stop crying until We made them stub
ble, silent and still. We did not create the heavens ;: 
an.d the earth and whatsoever ~s be~ween them ~ a 
sport. Had We desired to take to Us a diversion, 
We would have taken it to Us from Ourselves, 

bad We done io. Nay: but We liei4 the tnitii against 
falsehood, . and it prevails over it, and behold ! 
falsehood vanishes away • . Then,.~oe.~ t.o ·.Yo.u .for 
what you ascribe (to God). To Him belongs what
soever is in the heavens . and th~. earth, and those 
who are with Him do · not become too proud to 
worship Him ; neither do they grow W"eary of . 
glorifying Him by night and by day ' and never 
failing." (21 : 10-20) · 

Human nature in its dep_ths has full cognisance 
ofthis truth. Man's form and body, and the organisation 
of ~e vast universe around him, reminds him that this 
universe is based on truth, and truth is its es~nce, an~ 
it is related to a central law which sustains it. Thus, 
!here is no disturbance in it, no conflict between its parts ; 
it does not move at random, nor_ does it depend on 
chance, nor is it devoid of an overall plan ; . neither, is it 
'a sport in the hands of human caprices, but runs smoothly 
on a precise, detailed and prescribed course. Conflict 
begins when man deviates from the truth which is hidden 
in the depths of his own nature, under the influence 
of his desires, and whe_n he follows laws based on his 
own opinions instead of following God's commandJ11ents. 
Instead of submitting t~ his Sustainer with the rest of 
the universe, he rebels and revolts. 

When this conflict between man and. his own nature, 
and man and the universe, 'spreads to iiuman groups, 
nations and races, then all the forces and resources of 
the univer~ ~~e utilised not for the ben~-~.of.~ll. ~~~~ind, 

'God alone, with the r.est of the universe, and that no man 
should claim lordship. over · others: · '· '' · 

A suggestion of this 'need for . harmony which we 
have ~n talking -'bout· is_ found in the conversation 
between Abraham - peace be on him - 'the father of the 

' Muslim community, lind Nimrod. This _man was a 
tyrant and claimed absolute sovereignty over His subjects : 
yet he did not claim sovereignty over the heavens. the ·· 
planets and Stars. When the Prophet Abraham peace. 
.be on him - put forward 'the argument that He Who 
has authority ov'er uthe universe is'.the only One to have 
authority over' human --~ings· 'toJ~ he became 'sJle«h.:· ' 
.less : · ' -

"Have you ~onsidered the case of the man who 
argued witp Abraham concerning his Sustainer, 
~use God had given him rule over a country'! 

. \yhen Abraham said: 'My Lord is He Who gives life 
_and Who gives death,' he replied: 'I give life and I 
give death.' Abraham said: 'Indeed, God lVings out 
the sun from tfte east. Then do you bring it.uut from 
the ·wesf'. Then the unbdiever beq.me"' speechless. 
And Goddoes not guide the evil-doing people". 

. (2: 258) 

"Do they seek a religi9n, other than the religion 
of God, while whatever is in the heavens and the 
earth submits to Him willingly; and will return 
to Him?" (3 : 83) · 

CHAPTER 7 

ISLAM IS THE REAL CIVILISATION 

Islam knows only tw_o kinds of societies, the Islamic 
· 1nd the jabili. The Islamic society is that which follows 

Islam in belief and way~ of worship, in law and organi
>ation, in morals and manners. The jahili society is that 
.Vhic~ does 'not foflow Islam and in which neither the 
tslamic belief and concepts, nor Islamic values or stan
iards,' 'Islamic laws and regulations, · or Islamic ·morals 
'lnd manners are cared for. 

The Islamic society is not one in which people .call 
:hemselves 'Muslims' but in which the Islamic law has . . / 

no status, even though prayer, fasting and Hajj are 
~egularly observed; and the Islamic society is not one 
n which people invent thel!' own version of Islam, other 
·.han what God and His. Messenger - peace be on him -
tave prescribed and explained, and call it, for example, 
progressive Islam'. 

.. Jahili society appears _in various forms, all of them 
.gnorimt of the Divine guidance. , · · 
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Sometimes it takes the form of a society iit which 

:>elief in God is denied and human history is explained 
n terms of dialectic materialism, and 'scientific socialism' 

• becomes its system. 

"' Sometimes it appears in the form of a society in 
fihich God's existence is not denied, but His domain _ 
is restricted to the heavens and His rule on earth is sus
pended. Neither_ the ~ari'ah nor the values prescribed 

· . by God and ordained by Him as eternal and invariable 
find any place in this scheme of life. In this society, 
people are permitted to go to mosques, churches and 
synagogues ; yet it does not tolerate people's demanding 
that the Shari'ah of God be applied in their daily affairs . . 
Thus, such a society denies or suspends God's sovereignty · 

~ 

on earth, while God says plainly : 

"It is. -He Who is S~>Vereign in the heavens and 
Sovereign in the earth." (43 : 84) . -

Because of this behaviour, such a society does not
follow the religion of God as defined by Him_ : · 

.; .. 
"The command belongs t9 God alone. He commands '···::. 
you not to Worship anyone except Him. This is the 
right way ot:.life." (12 : 40) b 

Beciu.is~ , of ·this, such a society is to be counted 
among jahili soCieties: although it may proclaim belief 
in God iind ~rmit people to observe their devotions 
'in mosques, churches and synagogues. 

)he Islamic society is, _by its very nature, the . only 
civilised society, and the jahili societies, in all their va- . 

·rious forms, are ·backward societies. It is- necessary to 
elu<;:idate this great tr.uth. 

One I· announced as· the title of a book of mine 
which was in press, lbe Ci.vilised Society-of Islam; . but 
in my next announcement I dropped the word 'civilised' 
from it. At this change, an Algerian author (who writes 
in French) commented that ttie reason for this change 
is that Jjsychology which operates in a person's mind 
'while defending Islam. The· author expressed -~ 
that this was an expression of immaturity which was 

preventing me from facing reality ! . 

I excused this Algerian author because at one time 
;I myself was of the same opinion. At that time my thought 
processes were similar to his thought procesSes of today.' 
I encountered the same difficulty which he is encoun-
tering today; that is, to _ understand the meaning of 
'civilisation'. / 

. v 

l]ntil then, I had not gotten rid of the cultural 
influe~ces which had pene~rated ·my mind in spite of 
·my Islamic attitude and inclination. The source of these 
influences was foreign - alien to my Islamic conscious
ness, - yet these 'influences had clouded my intuition 
and concepts. The Western concept of civilisation was 
my . criterion ; it had· prevented me froin 1~ing with 
clear and penetrating vision. 

However, later I saw very clearly that th~ Muslim 
society was the civilised society. Hence the word 'civili
sed' in the title of my book was redundant and d~ot 
add anything new ; rather it would have obsc~red the 
thinking of the rl!ader in the same way as my own ideas 
had been obsured. · 

,; 

Now the question is, what is the meaning of 'civili
'sation ?' · Let us try to explain it. 

When, in a society, the sovereignty belongs to Go< 
alone, expressed in its obedience to the Divine Law. . . . 

only· then is· every person in that society free from servi-
, tude· to others, and only theri does he taste true freedoni. 
This alone is 'human civilisation', as the basis of a human 
civilisation is the complete and true freedom of every 
person and the full dignity of every individual of the 
society. On the other hand, in a ·society in ·which some 
people are lords who legislate and some others are slaves 
who obey them, then there is no fr~dom in the real 
sense, nor dignity for each and every individual. 

It is n'ecessary that we clarify the point that legislation 
·is riot limited only to legal lilatters, as some people 
assign this narrow meaning to the. Shari'ah. · The fact 

-

--

-
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is that attitudes, the-way of living, the values,criteria, 
habits and traditions, are all"legisiated and affect people. 
If a perticular group of people forges all these chains 
and imprisons others in them, this will not be a free 
society. In such a society some people have.the position 
of authority, while others are subservient to them ; 

· hence .this .society will be backward, and in Islamic 
terminology is called a 'jahili s iety'. 

Only Islamic society is unique in this respect, that 
in it the · authority belongs to God aiRne; and man, 
cutting off his chains of servitude to other human beings, 
enters into the service of God and ·thus attains that real 
and complete freedom which is the focus- _of human 
civilisation. In this society, the dignity and honour of 
man or respected according to what God has prescribed. 
He becomes the vice-gerent of God on earth, ~nd his 
position becomes even· higher than that of the ~angels. 

\ . 

• • • 
· In a society which bases its foundation on the ·con

_cept, belief and way of life which all originate from the 
One God, man's dignity is respected to the highest degree 
arid no one .is a slave to another, as they are in societies 
in which the concepts, beliefs and- way of life originate 
from human masters. In the former society, man's highest 
characteristics - those of the spirit and mind - are reflec
ted, while in a society in which human relationships are 
based on colour, race or nation, or similar criteria, these 
rc:lationships become a chain for human thought and 
prevent man's noble characteristics from coming to the 
fore. A person remains human· regardless of what colour, 

/ 

race or nation he belongs to, but he cannot be called 
1uman if ne is devoid of spirit and reason. Furthermore, 
he is able to change his beliefs, concepts a~d attitudes 
toward life, but he is incapable of changing his colour 
and race, nor can he decide in what place or nation to be 
born. Thus it is cJear that only such a society is civilised . 
in which human associations are based on free choice, ' 
and that society is backward .in which the basis of as
sociation is something other than free choice; in Islamic 
terminology, it is a 'jahili society'. 

Only Islam has the distinction of basing the funda
mental binding relationship in its society on belief ; 
and on the basis of this belief, black and white and red 
and yellow, Arabs and Greeks, Persians and Negroes, 
and all nations which inhabit the ..earth become · one 
community. In this society God is the Lord and only 
He is worshipped, the most honourable is the one who 
is noblest in character, and all individuals are equally 
subject to a law which is not man-made but made by 
their Creator. 

• * • 

A society which places the highest value on the 
'humanity' of man and honours the noble · 'human' 
characteristics is truly civilised. lf materialism, no matter 
in what form, is given the highest value, whetter it be 
in the form of a 'theory', such as in the Marxist inter
pretation of history, or in the form of material produc
tion, as is the case with the United States and European 
countries, and . all other human values are sacrificed 
at its altar, then such a society is a backward one or in 
Islamic terminology, is a 'jahili society' . - ' ' 

The civilised society - that is, the Islamic society -
does not downgrade matter, either in theory or in the 
form of material production, as it considers the universe 
in which we liVe, by which we are influenced, and which 
we influence, to ~ made of matter, and It considers 
material production to be the backbone of the . vice
gerency of God on earth. However, in the Islamic society 
material comforts are not made into· the highest value 
at . the expense of 'human' characteristics - freedom 
and honour, family and its obligations, morals and 
values, and so on - as is the case in jahili societies. 

If a society is based on 'human values' arid 'human 

morals' and these remain dominant in it then that 
·society will be civilised. Human values ~nd human 

-1( 

.morals are ·not something mysterious and undefinable, · 
nor are they 'progressive' and changeable, having no 
roots and stability, as is claimed by the exponents of the 
:materialistic interpretation of history or of 'scientific 
socialism.' They are the values and the morals which 
deyelop those characteristics in a human being which 
distinguish him from the animals. and which emphasize 
those aspects of his personality which raise him above 
the animals; these are not such values and morals which 
develop imd emphaisise those characteristics in man 
which are common with the animals. 

When the question is viewed in this manner, a 
fixed aiid well-defined ·line of separation is obtained 
Nhich cannot be erased by the inces.sant attempt of the 
'progressives' and the scientific societies to erase it. 
According to this view, moral standards are riot deter
mined .by the enviroment and changing conditions ; 
rather th_ey are fixed criteria above· and beyond the 
difference in environments. One cannot say that some 
moral values are 'agriCuLtural' an'd others 'industrial', . 
some are 'capitalistic' and some others 'socialistic', 
some are 'bourgeoise' and others 'proletarian'. Here, 
the standards of mo!_ality are · independant of the envi
ronment, the economic status, and the stage of develop
ment of a society; these are nothing but superficial 
variations. Beyond all these, we arrive at 'human' values 
and morals and at 'animalistic' values and morals, this 
being the correct demarcation, or, in Islamic terminology, 
'Islamic' values and morals and 'jahili' values and morals. 

Indeed, Islam establishes the values and morals 
which are 'human'- those which develop characteristics 
in a human being which distinguish him from the animals. 
In whatever society Islam is dominant, whether it is an 
agricultural or industrial society, nomadic and pastoral 

. or urban and settled, poor or rich, it implants these human 
values and morals, nurtures them and strengthens them ; 
it develops human characteristics progressively and 
guards against degeneration toward animalism. The 

· direction of the line which separates human values from 
those of animal characteristics is qpward ; but if this 
direction is reversed, then in spite of all material progress 
the civilisation will be 'retrogressive" and 'jahili' ! 

* * * 
If the ~~ity' is the basis of the society, and tlie basis 

of the family is the division of labour between husband· 
and wife, ana the upbringing of children is the most 
important function of the family, then such a society 
is indeed civilised. In the Islamic system of life, this 
kind of a family provides the environment under which 
human values and morals develop and grow in the new 
generation; these values and morals cannot exi:st apart 
from the family unit. If, on the other hand, free sexual 
relationships and illegitimate children become the basis 
of a society; and if the •relationship between man and 
woman is. based on lust, passion and impulse, and the 
division of ~ork is not based on family responsibility 
and natural gifts; if woman's role is merely to be attrac
tive, sexy and flirtatious, and if woman is freed from her 

~ • . . 
'basic· responsibility of bringing up children ; and if, 
on her own or under social demand, she prefers to become 
a ho~tess or a stewardess in a hotel or ship or air company, -
thus spending her ability for material productivity 
rather than in the training of human beings, because 
material production is considered• to be more important, 
.more valuable and more honourable than the develop
ment of human character, then such a civilisation is 
'backward' from the human point of view, or 'jahili' in 
Islamic terminology. 

The family system and the relationship between 
the sexes determine the whole character of a society 
and fhether it is backward or civilised, jahili or Islamic. 
Those societies which give ascendance to physical desires 
and animalistic morals cannot be considered civilised, 
no matter how much progress they may make in industry 
or science. This is the only measure which does not err 
in guaging true human progreSJ. 

•' 
'' 

AI:IILA.M 
In al.I modern jahili. societies, the meaning of 'mo

rality' is limited to such an extent that all those· aspects 
which distinguish man from animal are considered 
beyond its sphere. In these societies, illegitimate sexual 
relationships, even homosexuality, are not considered 
immoral. The meaning o( ethics is limited to economic 

'affairs or sometimes to political affairs which fall into 
the category 'or 'governm~nt · i~terests' .. For example, 

the scandal of Christine keeler and the Brithis .minister 
'Profumo ).VaS not . considered serious to British society 

· because ot1ts sexual asj>ect ; it was condemnabie because 
· Ch~istine Keeler was also involved with a naval attache 
·· -~f the 'Russ,ian Embasl!y, and thus her association with 

a cabinet minister was a danger to $late secrets ; on top 
of this, this minister lied· before ~he British Parliament ! 
Similar scandals come to light in the American Senate . 
Englishmen and Americans who get . involved in such 
spying scandals usually take refuge in Russia. These 
affairs . are not considered immoral because of sexual 
deviations, but because of the danger to state secrets ! 

Among jahili societies, writers, journalists and 
editors advise both married and unmarried people that 
free sexual relationships are nc;>t immoral. However, it is 
immoral.if a. boy uses his partner, or a girl uses her part
ner, for sex, . while feeling no love in his or her heart. 
It is bad if a wife continues to gul!rd her· chastity while 
her love for her husband has vanished; it is admirable 
if she finds another lover. Dozens of stories are written 
about this theme; many newspaper editorials, articles, 
cartoons, serious and light columns · all invite to this 
way of life. 

From the point of view of 'human' progress, all 
such societies are not civilised but are backward. 

The line of human progress goes upward from 
animal desires toward higher ·values. To control the 
animal desires, ·a progressive society lays down the 
'foundation of a family system in which human' desires1find 
satisfaction, as well as providing for the future generation 
to be brought up in such a manner that it will continue 
the human civilisation, in which human charaCteristics 
flower to their full bloom. Obviously a society which 
intends to control the animal characteristics, while 
providing full opportu1\ities . for the development and 

, perfection of. human characteristics, requin;s strong 
safeguards for tl!e peace and stability of the family, so 
that it may perform its basic task free from the influences 
of impulsive pas~ions. -On the other hand, ifjn a society 
immoral teachings and poisonous sugge~tions are ram
pant and sexual activity is considered outside the sphere 
of morality, then in that society the humanity of man 
can hardly find a place to develop. 

Thus, only Islamic values and morals, Islamic 
teachings and safeguards, are worthy of mankind, and 
from this unchanging and true measure of human pro
gress, Islam is the real civilisation and Islamic society 
is truly civilised. 

* * * 
Lastly, w.hen man establishes the vice-gerency of 

__... God on earth in all respects, by dedicating himself to 
the service of God and freeing_ himself from servitude to 
others, by establishing the system of life prescribed by 
God and rejecting all other systems, by, arranging his 
life according to the Shari'ah of God and giving up all 
other laws, by adopting the values and standards of 
morality which are ~leasing to God ana rejecting all 

•other standards and, after this, when he investigates the 
laws governing the universe and uses them for the benefit 
of all mankind, applies them to resources hidden in the 
.earth in accordaDce with the obligation imposed on him 
·by God as His vice-gerent oiYearth, unearths the trea
sures and resources of food and raw materials for indus
tries, and uses his technical and professional knowledge 
for the development of various .kinds of industries, 
doing all these things as a G~d-fearing person and as a 
·representative of God; and when his attitude toward 
the material and moral aspects of life is infused with this. 
spirit, only then does man become completely civilised 
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AL-ISLAM 
_ ~nd the society r7ach the height of civilisation, In Islam, 

mere material inventions are not considered as ·civilisa
tion, as a jahili society can also have material prosperity. · 
In many places in the Qur'an, God has described societies 
of this kind, which have attained material · prosperity 
while remaining jahili. · • 

.;r' 

(Hud said to his people): "What is the matter with 
you that you make a In~!llorial at every high place 
and ·build pala~s as if you are immortal? When 

_ you deal with others, you are tyrants. Then fear God, 
and obey me. Fear Him Who gave you whatever 
you know. He gave you animals, children, gardens 
and rivers. I fear for you the day of a severe chas
tisement." (26 : 128-135) 

(Salih said to his people): "Will you remain secure 
here among these things - among gardens and 
.fountains, the farmland and palm trees with juicy 
. fruit? You build houses skillfully out of the moun: . 
tains. So fear God and obey. me, and do ·not obey 
the advice of the wasteful, those. who make corru~~ 
tion in the earth and do not set things right." 
(26: 146-152) 

I 

"So when they forgot what they were reminded 
of, We opened unto them the gates of everything 
until, when they rejoiced in what they were given, 
We seized them suddenly, and benold !, :they were 
greatly conf~mnded. So . the last remnant of the 
people who did evil was cut off. Praise belongs to 
God, the Sustainer of the ~Worlds." (6 : 43-44) 

"When the earth has taken on its glitter and has 
decked itself fair, and its inhabitants think they 
have power over it, · Our~ command comes upon 
it by night or by day, and We make it as stubble, 
as if yesterday it had not flourished ." (I 0 : 24) 

But as we ·have said earlier, Islam does not look 
~ with contempt at. material progress and material inven-
;: - tions ;·, in fact, it considers them, when used under the 

Divine system of life, as God;s gifts. In the Qur'an we 
find that God promises His bounty to people when they 
~ 'l~ 

are qbed_ient to Him. 

(Noah said):"."! said to my 'people, 'Ask forgiveness 
from your Sustainer; indeed, He .accepts repen
tance. He will send upon you rain from the sky 
centinuously and will make you powerful through 
wealth and children, and He will raise for you gar
dens and make rivulets for you." (71 : 10-12) 

"Had the people of those towns believed and feared 
God, We would ha,·e opened blessings upon them 
from the skr an9 the earth, but they rejecfed t.he . 
tru~h; so for their evil deeds We took them to · 
account." (7 : 96) 

But the important thing is that foundation on wich . 
the industrial structure is built, and those values which 
bind a society, and through which a society acquires 
the characteristics of the 'human civilisation'. 

• • • 

Since the basis of the Islamic society and the nature 
of its growth, whic_!l give rise to its community, have a 
unique character, one cannot apply to it those tlreories 
which can explai'n the establishment and growth of jahili 
societies. The Islamic society is born out of a movement, 
and this movement continues within · it;. it determines 
the places and positions of individuals in the community 
and then assign them roles and responsibilities. 

The otigin of this movement, from which this 
community is born,' is outside the human sphere and 
outside this world. ·Its source is a belief which has come 
from God to mankind, and which gives them a particu
lar concept of the universe, of life of human history, of 
values and purposes, and which defines for them a way 

- of life reflecting this concept. Thus the initial imP.Ctus 
for the movement does not come from human minds, 
nor from the physical world, but, as we have stated , 
before, it comes from outside the earth and outside the 1 
- - ' . -

huinan sphere; and this ts the first distinctive feature 
. of the Islamic society and its organization. 

Indeed, .the origin of this movement is an ·elen-ient 
outside the sph;;.e of man and outside the phi sica I world.'. 
This element, . which comes into existence from God's: 
will. is not something expected by any human being or 
taken into consideration by anyone. and in the begin
ning. no human endeavour enters into it. This D!vine 
element sows the seed of the Islamic movement and 
simultaneously prepares the human being for action .:. 
the one who believes in the faith which comes to him: 
from the Divine source. As soon as this single individual' 
believes in this faith, the Islamic community comeS: 
into existence (potentiaiiJ). This individual doe~not; 
remain satisfied at having this faith, but stands up tol 
give its message. It is the · nature of. this faith that it is 
a virile and dynamic moveme~t; "the . power which 
lights up this faith in this heart knows that it will no.!, 
remain concealed but ·will come out into_the open and 
will spread to o_thers. 

When the number of Believers reaches three. then: 
this faith tells them : "Now you are a .community, a 
distinct Islamic community, distinct from that jahili 
society which does not. live according. to this belief or 
accept its basic pr~mise .. " . No_w the Islamic society has 
come, into existence ··(actually) .. 

These~ three individuals increase to ten, the ten to 
a hundred, the hundr<!d to a thousand. and the thousand 
increase t~ twelve thousand - and the Islamic society 
grows and becomes established. 

During the progress o~ t·his movement, a struggle 
would already . have started within the. jahili society. · 
On the one side is this new-born society, which in its 
belief and concepts, values and standards, existence 
.·and organisation has separated itself from the jahili 
s~iety, and on the other side, the jahili society, from 
which the Islamic ·society absorbs individuals. This 
movement, from· the moment of its inl:eption until 
the growth and permanent existence of its society comes 
about, , tests every in~ividual and assigns him a position 
of responsibility according to his capacity, as measur
ed by the Islamic balance and standards. The society 

' automatically recognises his capabilities, and h~ does 
not need to come forward and announce his candidacy .; 
in fact, his belief and the vaiues to which he and his 
society subscribe compel him to keep himself concealed 
from the eyes of those who want to give him a · responsi
ble position. -But the movement which . is a natural outgrowth 
of the Islamic belief and which is the essence of the 
Islamic society does not let any individual hide himself. 
Every individual of this society must move! There 
should be a movement in his be~ief, a movement ip his 
blood, a movement _in his community, and in .the struc
ture of this organic society, and as the Jahiliyyah Is all 
around him, and its residual influences in his mind 
and in the minds of those around him, the struggle 
goes on and the Jihaad continues until the Day of Re
-surrection. 

The ups and downs through which .the movement 
passes determine the pos.ition and . activity of every 
individual in the movement, and the organic body of 
this society is completed through the' harmony between 
its individuals and their activities ... 

This kind of beginning and this method of orga
nisation are two of the characteristics of the Islamic 
society which distinguish . it from other soei~ties i~ res
pect . of its existence and its structure, its nature and 
its form, its system and the method of regulating this 
system, and make it a unique and separate entity. It 
cannot be understood by social theories alien to it, 
nor can it be tau&~t by methods foreign to its nature, 
nor can it be brought into existenCe by .ways borrowed 
from other systems. 

• • • 
According to our up,varying definition of civili-

·pae.e11 

zation. the Islamic society is not filst an entity of the · · 
past, to be st!Jdi.ed in history, but it is-a demand of !he 
present and a hope of the future. Mankind can be digni~ · 
lied, today or tomorrow, by striving toward this noble ·
civilization, by pulling itself out of the abyss of Jahiliyyab. 
into which it is falling. This is true not only for the indus
trially and economically developed nations but also 
for the backward nations.~ 

The values to which we referred above as human 
values were never attained · by mankind except in the 
period of Islamic civilization·. We also ought to remember 
that by the term 'Islamic civilizatioo' we mean_ that 
civilization in which these values are foun_d to the highest 
degree, and not a civilization which may make progr~ss , · 
in industry, eeonomics and · science but in which these . 
values are suppressed.- · · 

These values are not idealistic bu.t are practical · 
values w.hich can be attained through human effort, 
by applying the teachings of Islam correctly. These 

. value• can be attained in any environment, whatever 
the level of indu .trial and scientific progress may be, 
as there is no contradiction ; in fact, material prosperity 
an~ scientific progress are encouraged by the teachings 
of Islam, as they pertain to man's role as the viee-gerent 
of Gpd on /earth. -

Similarly, in countries which are industrially and . 
scientifically backward, these values teach people not 
to remain just silent spectators but to strjve for industrial 
and scientific progress: A civilization with these values 
can develop anywhere ·and in any environment; however, · 
the actual form it takes is not one, but depends on the 
conditions and environment existing in the society in 
which these values develop. ... ~ 

The Islamic society, in its form and extent and its 
way of living, is not a fixed historic entity ; but its exis
tence and its civilization ·are based on· values which are 
fixed historical realities. The word 'historical' used in 
tbis context only means that these values took concrete 
form in a particular period of human history. In fact, 
these values, by their nature, do not belong to any parti
cular period ~. they are the truth which has come to man 
from the Divine source - beyond tbe sphere of mankind 
and beyond the sphere of the physical universe. 

The Islamic civilization can take various forms in ~ 
its material and organisational structure, but the priil- , 
ciples and :'values on which it ' is based are eternal and ' 
unchangeable. The~ are: the worship of God alone, : 
the foundation of human .relationships on the belief 
in the Unity·. of God, the supremacy of the humanity ; 
of man over-material things, the development of human ; 
values and the control · of animalistic desires, respect : 
for the family, the assumption of the vice-gerency of ~ 
God on earth according to His guidance and instruction, ; 
and in all affairs of this vice-gerency the rule of God's · 
law (al-Shari'ah) and the -<vay of life prescribed by Him. ! . . 

The forms of the Islamic civilization, constructed ; 
·on these fixed principles, depend on actual conditions .; 
a~d are influenced by and .change according to t~e stage : 
of industrial, economic or scientific progress. TheSe ' 
forms are necessarily different and are a 'consequence : 
of the fact that Islam possesses sufficient flexibility to : 
enter into any system and mould lhat sy~tem according ·: 
to its purposes ; but this flexibility in the autward forms 
of Islamic civilization does not mean any flexibility in , 
the IslamiC belief, which is the fountainhead of this • 
civifization; nor is it to be. considered as borrowed from. ' 
outside . for it is the character of this religion. However, 
flexibili~y is not -to be confused with fl'uidity. There is a · 
great differen~ · between these two. · 

Whe.n Isl~m entered the central part of Africa, it 
clothed nak~ human being$, ~ them, brou~t · 
thCm out or tlie deep m:Csses . of isolation, and taught ' 

· them the joy of work· for exploring material resources~ , 
Similarly, it brought. them out of the narrow circles pf 
tribe and clan into the vast circle of the· Islamic communi• 
ty, and out ofthe worship of pagan deities into ttie worship 
of the Creator of the worl~s. Jf this is not civil~tio~. 

--
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then what is it? This civilization was for this environ-
ment, and it used the actual resources which were avai
lable. ·Similarly, if Islam enters into some other environ
ment, then its civilization will take another form - but 
with values which are eternal, - based on the existing 
resources of that particular environment. 

Thus, the development of the civilization, according 
to the method and manner of Islam, does not depend 
on any particular level of industria~ economic or scien
tific progresS. Wherever this civilization is established, 

· it will use all the resources, will develop them, and if in a 
certain place- these resources are non-existent, then it 
will supply them and will provide the means for their 
growth and progress. But in all situations it will be based 
on its immutable and eternal principles, and wherever 
such an Islamic society comes into existence, its particu

·Jar character and its particular movement will also 
come into existence, and will make it distinguished 

I 

and distinct from all jahili societies. 

I' "The baptism of God - and who can baptize better 
than God? " (2 : 138) 

CHAPTER 8 

.t\ M\JSLIM'S NATIONALITY AND HIS BELIEF 

The day Islam gave a new concept of values 'and ~
standards to mankind and showed the way to learn 
these values and standards, it also provided it with a new 
concept of human relationships. Islam came to return 

\ . 
man to his Sustainer ~nd to make His guidance th only 
source from which values and standards are to be obtai
ned, as He is the Provider and Originator. All rela
tionships ought to be based through Him, as we came 
into being through His will and shall return to Him. 

J slam came to establish only one relationship which 
binds men together in the sight of God, and if this rela
tionship is firmly established, then all other relationships 
based on blood or other considerations become elimi
nated. 

"You will not find the people who believe in God 
and the Hereafter taking as allies the enemies of 
God and His Prophet, whethe.~ they be their fathers 
or sons or brothers or fellow t~ibesmen . " (58 : 22) 

ln the world there is only one p;.r:ty of God ; all 
others are parties of Satan and rebellion. 

"Those who believe fight in the cause of God, and 
those who disbelieve fight in the cause of rebellion. 

• Then fight the allies of Satan; indeed, Satan's 
strategy is weak." (3 : 78) ' 

\ 

There is only one way to reach God ; all other 
ways do not lead to Him. 

"This-is My straight path. Then follow it, and do 
not follow other ways which will scatter you from 
His path." (6 : 153) 

For hu~an l~fe , there Is only one true system, and 
· that is Islam ;. all other s~stems are Jahiliyyah. 

"Do they want a judgement of the Days of Igno
rance? Yet who is better in judgement than God, 
for a people having sure faith? (5 : 50) 

There is only one law which ought to be followed, 
and that i~ the Shari'ah from God; what is other than 
it is mere caprice. 

"We have set thee on a way ordained (QY God) ; 
then follow it, .and do not follow the desir~s of those 
who have no knowledge." (~ 18) 

The truth is one and indiv~n;l~ anything different 
from it is error. 

" Is anything left besides error, beyond the truth ? 
Then whither do you go?" (I 0 : 32) 

There is only one place on ·earth which can be called 
the home of Islam (Dar-ui-Islam), and it is that place 
where the Islamic state is established and the Shari'M 

, is the authority and God's limits are observed, and 

whercf all the Muslims administer the affairs of fh~_. sta/e 
with mutual consulation. The rest of the world is the 
home of hostility (Dar-ui-Harb). A Muslim can have 
only two possible relations with Dar-ui-Harb : peace 
with a contractual agreement, or war. A country with 
which there is a treaty will not be considered the home 
of Islam. 

"Those who believed, and migrated, and strove 
with their wealth and their persons in the cause 
of God, and those who gave them refuge and helped 
them, are the protectors of each other. As to those 

- who believed but did not emigrate, yo,u have no 
, responsibility for their protection until they emi

grate ; but if they ask your help in religion, it is 
your duty to help them, except against a people 
between whom and you there is a treaty ; and God 
sees whatever you do. Those who disbelieve . are 
the allies of each other. I'f you do not do this, there 
will be oppression in the earth and a great distru
bance. Those who believe, and migrate, and fight , 
in the cause-of God, and those who give them refuge 
and help them, are in truth Believers. For them is 
forgiveness and generous provision. And those 

. who accept ~Faith afterwards and migrate and 
strive along with 'you, they are of you." (8 : ~2-75) 
Islam came with this total guidance and decisive 

teaching. It came to elevate .man ~bove, and release him 
from, the bonds of the earth and soil, the bonds of flesh 
and blood - which are also the bonds of the earth and 
soil. A Muslim has no country except that part of the 
earth where the Sbari'ah of God is established and-human 
relationships are based on the foundation of relationship 
with God; a Muslim has no nationality except his belief, 
.Which makes him a member of the Muslim community 
in Dar-til-Islam; a Muslim has no relatives except 
those who share the belief in God, and thus a bond' is 
established between him and other Believers through 
their relationship with God. 

A Muslim has no relationship with his mother, 
father, brother, wiff'and ottier-family ~~mbers ekcept 
through t~eir relationship with the Creator, and then 
they are also joined through blood. 

"0 mankind, remain conscious of your Sustainer, 
Who creatett you from one soul and crea~ed from 
it its mate, and from the two of them scattere.d a 
great many men and _women. Remain conscious 
of God, from Whose a·uthority you make demands, 
and teverence the wombs which bore." (4: l) 

However, Divine relationship does not prohibit 
a Muslim from treating his parents with kindness ·and 
consideration, in spite of differences of belief, as. long 
as they do not join the front lines of the enemies of Islam. 
However, if they openly declare their alliance with the 
enemies of Islam, then all the filial relationships of a 
Muslim are cut off and he is not bound to be kind and 
considerate to them. Abdullah, son of Abduflah bin 
Ubayy, has presented us with a bright exemple in this 
respect. 

. Ibn Jarir, on the authority of Ibn Ziad, has reported 

that the Prophet called Abdullah, . son of Abdullah 
bin Ubayy, and said, "Do you kngw what your father 

\ aid ? " Abdullah asked, "May my parents be a ransom 
fo~ you ; what did my father say?" The Prophet replied, 
"He said, 'If· we return to Medina (from the battle), 
the one .With honour will throw out the one who is des
pised." Abdullah then said, "0 Messenger of God, by 
God, he told the truth . You are the one with honour 
and he is the one who is despised. 0 Messenger of God, 
the people of Medina know that before you came to 
Medina, no one was more obedient to his father than I 
was. But now, if it is the pleasure ofGod and His Prophet 
that I cut off his head, then I shall do so." The Prophet 
replied, "No". When the Muslims r~turned to Medina, 

,Abdullah stood in front of the gate with his swo~~ 
over ~ather's head, telling him, "Di~ you. ~t. 
if we return to Medina then !he one w1th honour :Will · 
th\-ow out the one who is despised? By God, oo1i }lou 
wili"know whether you have honour_, or God) ~e_!se{l~ 

ger ! By God, until God and His Messenger give permis
sion, you cannot enter Medina, nor will you have refuge 
from me!" Ibn Ubayy cried aloud and said twice, '"Peo
ple of khazraj, see how my son is preventing me from 
entering my home!" But his son Abdullah kept repeating 
that unless the Prophet gave permission he would not 
let him enter Medina. Hearing this noise, some- people 
gathered aroud and started pleading _ with- Abdullah, 
but he stood his ground. Some people went to the Prophet 
and reported this incident. He told them, "Tell Abdullah 
to let his father enter". When Abdullah got this message, 

he then told his father, "Since the Prophet bas given 
permission, you. can enter now." 

When the relationship of the belief :s established, 
whether there by any relationship of blood or not, the< 
Believers become like brothers. God Most High says, 
"Indeed,_ the Believer~ are brothers," whi<:h is a limitation 
as well as _a prescription. He also says : 

"Those who believed, ·and migrated, and strove 
with their wealth and their persons in the cause of 
God, and those ;who gave them refuge and helped 
them; are the pr()tectors of each other." (8 : 72) 

The protection which is referred to in this verse is 
not limited to ·:1 single generation, but encompasses 
future generations as well, thus linking the future genera
tions with the peast . generation in a sacred and eternal 
bond of love, loyalty and Jsindness. -

"Those who lived (in Medina) before the Emigrants 
and believed, love the E-migrants and do not find 
iri' their hearts any grudge when thou givest them 
something, but give them preference over themselves, 
even though they may be poor. l~deeq, the ones 
who restrain themselves from gree<,l. achieve· pros-
perity. Those who came after them (the Emigrant~) 
say; 'Our Lord! Forgive us and our brothers 
who entered the Faith before us, and leave not in 
our hearts any grievance against th0se who belie
ved. Our Lord) Thou .att indeed Most Kind, Most 
Merciful." (S9 : 9-10) . 

• • • 
• , ' J V 

God Most High has related the stories of ·earlier 
• I 

Prophets in the Qur'an as an example fw· the Believers. 
In various periods the Prophets of God lighted the flame 
of faith and guided the Believers. · · 

"And Noah called upon tifS Lord (lnd said, '0 my 
Lord, surely my son is of my family, and thy promise 
is true, and thou art the Jus test of Judges' . He said, 
'0 Noah, he is not of thy family, as his conduct is 
unrighteous ; so do not ask of me that -of which 
thou hast no knowledge. I give thee the counsel not 
to act like the ignorant.' Noah said, '0 my Lord, I 
seek refuge with thee lest ·I ask thee for that of 
which I have no knowledge, and unless thou forgive 
me and have mercy on me, I shall be lost": 
(II : 45-47) 

"And when his Lord tried Abniham with eertain 
commands which he fulfilled, he said, 'I will make 
thee a leader of people'. He said, 'And also those 
from among my offspring' ? He answered, 'My 
promise does not extent to the evildoers". (1 : 124) 

"And when Abraham satd, 'My Lord! Make this 
a city of peace and feed its people with fruits, such 
of them as believe in God and the Last Day'. He 
said, 'And those who reject faith, I will grant them 
their pleasure for a while, but will eventual!y drive 
them to the chastisement of the Fire. What an evil 

_ destination!" (2 : 126) 

When the Prophet Abraham saw his father and his 
' people persistent in their error, he turned away from 
them and said, ' 

"I leave thee and those upon whom thou callest 
besides God. I will only call upon my Sustainer, 
and hope that my Lord will not disappoint me'' · 



' 

· ·JilL&M ·Mt-~ ·· 
(19: 48) 

In relating the storY of Abraham and his peo~ie, 
God has highlighted those aspects which are to be an 
example for the Believers. 

"Indeed, Abraham and his companions are. an 
example for you, when they toid their people, 'We 
have nothing to do with you and with whatever you 
worship besides God. We reject them; and now 
there is perpetual emmty and anger betWe:en you 
and tis unless "you believe in One God." (60: 4) 

When those yo\m.g and eourageous friends who 
are known as the Companions of the Cave saw that their 
country among their f'amiiy and tribe, they left them 
Ill, migrated from their country, and ran toward their 

· Sustainer so that they oould live as His servants. 

"They were youths . who believed in their Lord, 
and We adva~ced them· in guidance. We -gave 
strength to hearts, so that they stood up and said, 
'Our Lord is the Lord of the heavens and the earth. 

· We shall not call upon any_. god apart from Him .. · 
If we did, we should indeed . have said an. awful 
thing. 1bese our people .have ~en · for worship 

. gQds other than. Him . . WhY dQ _ tllFY not . brina a
dear proof for what-they.~do? Who can-be -mQre . 
wrong than such as iqvert a falsehood against God ? 
So, when you turn away from them and the things 

. they worship other than God, ~ke refuge in the 
cave. Your: Lord will shower mercies on you and 
will provide ease and comfort fQr your affairs" ! 
(18 : !3-16) . . 

/ 
The wife of Noah and the wife of Lot were separated 

from their · husbands only becabse their beliefs were 
~ifferent. · · · 

'~ ."God gives as- an example for the unbelievers the 
:. i OJ,~e of Noah and the wife of Lot. They were married 

l?:w t~}:-'!? . 8!. Oarlj.~hff.?US, ,servanJ,; bu~ they W~re . 
false to tlieir husbands, and they pr«?fited nothing 
before God on their account, but were told, ··Enter 
you both into the fire-alOng with those who enter it." . 
(66: 10) 

Then 'there is another kind of example in the wife 
of Pharoah. 

. "And God gives as an example to those who believe 
the wife of Pharoah. -Behold, she said, 'My Lord, 
build for me in nearness. to thee a mansion in ~ven, 
and save me from Pharoah and his doings, ·and 
save me froni those who do Wrong.'~_ (66 : 11) . 

Similarly, the Qur' an .describeS exlmtPlCS of different 
kinds of relationships. In the storr .of}lioah we liave an 
example ~f the . paternal· relationship ; in the story of 
Abraham, an example of the · 8ori and of the country ; 

~ 'Hi;stofyOf the CompaiiiOns' of the Cave a cornpre
beilsive example of relatives, tribe and home coun~. 
In' the stories . of Noah, Lot and Pharoah there is an 
example of marital relationships. . 

After a description or'the lives of the great Prophets 
· .and therr relationships, · we now tum to the · Middle 
Comm~ty, that is, _that of the early _Muslinis. We find 
•Similar examples and experiences in ·this community in 
great · numbers. This community followed the Divine 
path which God . has chosen for the Believers. When 
the relationship of common belief was broken - in other 
words, when the very fi~t relationship joining one man . 
with another waS-broken, - then persons of the same 

jfamily or tri~ were divided int~ -dirfere.nt was bro~~n,...:. 
then persons~of the same family, or tnbe were dtv1ded 
into different groups. God · Most High . says in praise 
of the Believers : . · · 

")" ou will no~ find any people. w~o believe in God 
and the Last Day loving those wbo fight God and · 
His Messanger, eyen though they be their fathers, 
or their sons, or their brothers, .or their kindred. 
These are the people on . whose hearts God has 

· imprinted faith and strengthened them ·with a_ 

- . 
spirit. from Himself. ADd He . will ·admit them . to 

Gardens beneath which rivers flow, to dwell therein. 
God will be well-pleased with the~ and they with 
Him. They are the party of Ood; truly the PartY 
of God Win _ prosper.' (58 : 22) -.... 
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t~ G~. is ·not a military victory. It is what G~ Jtas 
described : - . ' ' 

' 'When G<id's help and victory comes, and thou , 
seest people entering into God's religion in multi-- · 
tudes, then celebrate the praises of thy Lord and 
ask His forgiveness. Indeed, He is the Acceptor 
of ~e~ntance.'' (110 : 1-3) 
·The victory ·is achieved under the banner · of faith,:we~ that the blood relationships between Muhim-

. . . . .. and under no other banners ; the striving is purely for mad--peace be on him-and his uncle Abu ·Lahab 
and his cousi~ , Ainr bin Hishan:i ·(Abu 'Jahl) were ·bro- · the sake of God, for the success df -His religion and His 
ken, and that the Emigfants from Mecca we~ figli- law, for the protection oJ Dar-ul-fslam, the partj<;ulars 
ting agai~sttherr families and relati.ves and were in the of which .we have ,described aQ9ve, ~nd for no other ( 

purpose. ltis not forthe spoils or for fame, nor for the · 
front lines ofBadr, while on the other hand their relations . ~onour ~fthe country or nation, nor for the me_re pr~~-
with -the Helpers of Medina became strengthened on the 

. 'tiqn of one's family except when supporting them against 
b~is of a oommon faith. "They became

1
· l~e bhi~othelars, , _ reli@ioo&.~.pe~ution. · . · , . · --· ~ . 

even more than blood relatives. This re attons Pes - · · · The honour of martyrdom is achieved oilly· when 
blished a new brotherhood of Muslims in .which were . one is fighting in tJie ~use of GOd, and if one is killed 
included Arabs and non-Arabs. Suhaib from Rome and · . for any other pui-po5e this honour wilt not. ~ at~~ . l 
Biial from Abyssinia and ~lman from Persia were all . -_. Any country which fights the ,Muslim becaUse ~r I 
brothers. There was no tribal partisanship among them. hiS belief and preventS hinl Jrom praCticing his religion, t 

The pride of lineage was ended, the voice of nationalism ·and in which' the Sllari'alt is suspended, is :Dar~Harb, I 
was silenced, and the Messenger of God addr:essedthem : . even though his family or his relatives or his people . 
"Get rid of these pat1is.an'sblpi; these are foul things;;' . Jive in it, or his capital is invested and his~ or commer- I 
and ''He is not' one of us who calls toward 'partisanship, ce is in that oountcy; ·and· any count~ where the Islamic t 
who ft_ahts for _parti~shio • . and_ wh~ dies for parti- ·faith is dominant and its Shari'ab is operativel s Dar-al-
sanShip.'! . ; · - . - .. -·- · · · . ·-ISlam, ev~n-· though tbC Muslim's ~fanilly or- -relatives· ~ 

. Thus this partisanship - the partisanship oflineage - · · 
ended; and .. this slogan - the . slogan of race - died; . 

. and this pride - the pride of nationality - vanished ; 
· and man's spirit soared to higher horizons, freed from 

the bondage of flesh and blood and the pride of soil 
~d coUntry. From thai day, the Muslim'~ country has 
not been a piece of land, but the homeland of Islam 
(Dar-ui-Islam) - the homeland where · faith rules and 
the Shari'ab of God holds sway, the homeland ·in which· 
he took refuge and which he defended, a~<f in trying_ to 
extend it, he become' martyred. This Islamic homeland . 
is ·a refuge for any wlio accepts the Islamic Sbart'ab to 

" Q.e_the 1~,\:V o(_th~. statet ~s)s the cci'se with t!te Dhimmla ~ 
But any place where the Islamic S hari'ab is not enforced 
and where Islam is not dominant becomes the .home of 
hostility (Dar-ul-Harb) for both the Muslim and the 
Dbimmi. A Muslim will ·remain prepared to fight against 
it, whether it be his birthplace or a place where his rela- . 
tives reside or where hi_s property or any other materiaJ 
interests are loeated . 

And thus Muhammad - peace be on him- fough~ 
against the city of Mecca, although it was his birthplace, 
and his relatives lived there, and he and his Companions 
had houses and property there which they had left when 

. they migrated ; yet the soil of Mecca did' not become 
Dar-UI-Islam for him and his followers until it surren

·. dered to Islam 'and the Shari'~ became ojJerative in it. 
•· .. 

This, and only this, is Islam. Islam is not a few words 
pronounced by the tongue, or birth in a country called 
Islamic, or an inheritance from a Muslim ·rather. 

"No, by thy Sustainer, they have not believed 
until they make thee the arbiter of their disputes, 
and then do not fi nd any gnevance against thy . 
decision but submit with full submis~ion.'' (4 : 65) 

Only this is Islam, and only this is Dar-ul-:Jslam-
. not the-soil , not the race, not the lineage, not the tribe, 

and not the ;family. 

Islam freed all humanity from the ties of the earth 
so "thai they ID'i~itsoar toward the skies, and fre¢ them 
:rrom the chains of blood relationships- the biological 
chains- so that they ·might rise above the angels . . 

The homeland of the Muslim, in wlllch he lives 
and which he defends, is not a piece of land ; the natio

' nality of the Muslim, by which he is identified, is not the 
nationality determined by a government; the family 

. o(the Muslim, in which he finds solace and which he 
defends, -is not blood relationships ; the flag of the 
Muslim, which he honours and under which he is marty
red, is not the flag of a: country; and the victory of the 
Muslim, which he celebrates and for which he is thankful 

- ~\ ... ~. . . " · . 

. or his people do not live there, and he . d~ no:t llave 
any commercial rela~ons' wi_th it.. . - . 

Th~ fatherland is that place where the Islamic 
faith, the Islainic way. of. life, and the Slwi'ab of God is 
donUiiani; only ttiis meaning of 'fatherland' is . worthy 
of · the . human ;: being: Similarly, 'nationality' means . 
belief and a way of life, and oilly this · relationship is 
worthy of man's dignity. r · 

Grouping according to family and "tri~ and nation, 
and race and colour and eountry, are residues of the .. 
priniitive state of man ; these )lhili groupin~ are from 
a period when man's spiritual values were at a low stage. 

· The Propllet ~ peace be on him.- has called them "dead 
. things" against which lll_!ll•s spirit shoul_d reyolt. . · : · 
· · · ·When--ihe .. 1ews cl~ed to De"the chose~""~ 
of God on the basis of their . race aild nationality, God ·· 
M9st High rejected their claim and declared that in · 

. every period, in every . race . and in every. nation, thiltre ' 
is·only one criterion: that of faith. . . . . . . 

"And they say ; 'Be Jews, or ChriStians ; then you 

wilf be guided'. Say· ~'Not so : The way t>r"Abraham, 1 
- th.e pure in faith ; af1d he was not among ihe poly

theists'. Say : 'We believe in God, and what has 
oome do~ to ~; an4 ~~t has come dowri to 
Abraha,in. Ismail and Isaac · ~ Jacob and the 
Tribe~ :(of lsi'aelites), and what·was given to Moses 
a,n~Uesus and io other Prophets by their Sustainer. 
. w~ do not make any distincii()n among them, and 
we have sublili,tted to . Him. If ·the.n they believe as . 
you ha\'e . believed, ihey are guided ; but if they 
tum away, then· indeed they are stubborn. Then 
God suffices for . you, and ;Hc is All-Hearing, Al}~ 
Knowing. 'l]le baptism of God and who can baptise 

-better than God? And . we . worship Him atone.;; 
(2 ;_135-138) 

The people who are really chosen by God are the 
Muslim commuQity which has gathered under God's 
banner without regai:d to differences of races, nations, 
OOaours and countries: · 

"You are the best eommunity raised for the goOd, 
of mankind. You enjpin what is good and forbid: 
what is evil, and you. believe in God." (3 : 11 0) . 

This is that commuiilfy iii tne tim gefieration 01 • 

~hich ~ere. were Abu Ba~ from . Arabia, Bilal from 
Abyssinia, Su:haib from Syria, Selman. from Persia, 
arid their brotherS in faith. ;The generations ~hi~b fPU.o
wed them were similar. Nationalism .here is belief', _ 
homeland here is Dar-ui-Islam, the ruler here is God:, 1 
and the constitution here is the Qur'an. 

- - This-noble conceptiOn of homeland, of D'ationaliiy, .. 
and of relation'ship should become imprinted ·ori the; ' . . . .. . . . . " . . I 

' 

-
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hearts.. of those. who invite others toward God. They 
should remove .all influences of Jaldliyyah which male. 
this concept impure and which may have the slightest 
element of hidden Shirk, such as Shirk in relation tc 
homeland,' or in relation to race or nation, or in relation 
to lineage or material interests. All these have been 
mention~d by God Most High iri one verse, ·in which ·' 
He has placed them in one side of the balance and the 
belief and its resp011~ibiJities in th~ Other side, and 1 

invit~s people to choose. 
''Say : If your fathers and your sons and you1 
brothers and your spouses and your relatives, and 
the wealth which yc 'u have acqui~ed, and the com
merce in which you fear decline, and the homes 
in which you l:tkL' delight, are de3:rer to you thar_ 
God ~nd His Ml·sst>nger and striving in His c~use · 
the.f wait until G1kl !?rings . His judgment; and 

9<>d does not guide th.: rebellious peOple." (9 : 24) 
!)imtlarly, the ca.llers "' lslam should not have any 

superficial doubts in their hearts concerning the natu~e 
of Jahillyyah and the nature of Islam, and the charac
teristics of Dar-ui-Harb and of Dar-ul-.islam, for through 
these doubts many arc led io confusion. Indeed, there 
is no Islam in a land where Islam is not dominant and 
where its Shari'ah is not established ; and that place is 
not Dar-ul-Islam where Islam's way of life and its law!> 
are Aot practiced. There is ~othing beyond faith ex~pt 
unbelief, nothing beyond Islam except Jahiliyyah, nothing 
beyond the truth except falsehood. 

C ... APTER 9 

FAR-REACHING-CHANGES 
. When we invite people to Jslam, whether they an 

Believers or non-believers, we should keep in mind one 
fact, a fact which is a characteristic of Islam itself anrl 
which can be seen in-its history. Islam is a comprehensive 
concept of life and the universe with its own unique 
characteristics. The concept of human life · in ali its 
aspects and relationships which are derived from it is 
also a complete system which .has its particular character
istics. 

1
This concept is basically against all the new or 

9ld jahili concepts. Although there rriight be some details 
in which there are similarities between Islam and the 

: jahili concepts, in relation to the principles from which 
these particulars are derived, the Islamic concept is 
different from all other theories with which man has 
been f~miliar. 

The first function of Islam is that it moulds human 
life according to this concept anQ gives it a practical 
form, and establishes a system in the world which has 
been prescribed by God ; and for this very purpose 

· God has raised this Muslim nation to bea practical 
example for mankind. God Most High says : 

"You are the best community raised for the good 
of mankind. You enjoin what is good and forbid 
what is evil, and you believe in God". (3 : 110) 
and He characterizes this comm!Jnity .as follo:.v :. 

"Those who, if We givw them authority in the land, 
establish regular prayers, >ay Zakat, enjoin good, 
and forbid c\·il." (22 : 41) 

It is not the function of Islam tb compromise with ' 
the concepts of Jahiliyyah which are current in· the 
world or to co-exist in the same land together / with a 
jahili system. This was not the case when it first appeared 
in the wo~ld, nor will it be today or in the future. ·Jahil- _ 
iyyah, to whatever period it belongs, is Jabiliyyah; that • 
is, deviation from the worship. of One God and the way 

o{life pr;scri~d by God. It derives it~ s;rem a~d Ia~~ 
and regulations and habits and standards and values 
from a source other than God. On the other hand, Islam 
is submission to God, and its function is to invite people 

·away from Jalliliyyah toward Islam. · · 
.. . Jahiliyy~h is the ~~rship'of some peopli 0) ottiersi~ 

that is to say, some people become do~inant and make 
iaws for others, regardless of whether these laws are ;· 
agai~t God's injunctions and .without caring for_ the· 
use or misuse of their authority. · 

Islam: on the other tian.\i. 'ls people's worshipping 
God alone, and d~riving concepts and beliefs, laws and: 
Jesulations and values from the authority of God, and· 
~ - . 

•""reeing themselves from. servitude to God's servants. 
fhis is the very nature of Islam and the nature of its 
~·ole on the. earth. This point should be emphasised to 
anyone whomsoever we invite to Islam, · whether they 
be Muslims or non-Muslims. 
· Islam cannot accept any mixing with Jahihyyah, 
either in its concept or in· the modes of living which are · 
derived from this coneept. Either ' Islam will remain, 
·or-Jahiliyyah; Islam cannot accept or agree to a situation 
which is half-Islam and half-Jabiliyyah. In this . respect 
·Islam's stand is very clear. ·It says that the truth is one 
and cannot be divided; · if it is not the truth, then it , 
must be falsehood. the mixing and co-existence of the 
truth and falsehood is impossible. Command belongs 
to God, or otherwise to .Jabiliyyah; God's Shari'ah 
will prevail, or e_lse people's desires. 
· "An~ Judge between them according to what God 

has revealed, and do not follow their opinions, and 

/ 

· beware of them lest they confuse thee in matters 
which God has revealed to thee." (5 : 49) 

"Thdn invite them to this, and remain steadfast 
to what thou hast been commanded, and do not · 

. I 

follow their desires." (42 : 15) 
"Do they want a judgment from the Days of Igno
rance? Yet who is better in 'judgment than God, 
for a people having sure faith? (5 : 50) 
"And if they do not respond to thee, then know 
that they are following their own opinions ; and 
who can be more misguided than one who follows 
his own opinion agai9st the guidance from God ? 

. Indeed, God does not guide the wicked people". 
(28: 50) 
·· "We. have set thee on a way ordained (by God) ; 
then follow it, and do not follow the desires of 
those who have no knowledge. They wili not avait 
thee anything before God. Surely the evil-doen: 
are friends of one another, and God is the Friend 
of the Godfearing." (45 : 18) 
These verses make it clear that there are only two 

ways, and no third possibility exists: either to submit 
to God and His Messenger - peace be on him - or else 
to follow Jahiliyyah. If the law given by 'God is not 
made the arbiter, theh naturally one will deviate from it. 
After this clear and decisive injunction frol!l God Most 
High there is no room _for any controversy or excuse-
making. _ 

The foremost duty of I slain in this-world is to depose 
Jahiliyyah from the leadership of man, and to ·take tlfe 
leadership into its own hands and enforce the particular 
way of life which is its permanent feature. The purpose 
of this rightly guided leadership is the good and success 
of mankind, the good which ·proceeds from returmng 
to the Creator and the success which comes from being 
in harmony with the rest of the universe. The intention 
is to raise human beings to that high position which 
God has chosen for them and to free them from the 
siavery of desires. This purpose is explained by Raba'i 
bin 'Amer, whert he replied to the co~mander-in-chief 
of the Persian army, Rustum. Rustum asked, "For 
what purpose have you come?" Raba'i answered,_ 

. "God has sent us to bring anyone who wishes from · 
servitude to men ' into the service of God alone, from 
the narrowness of this world into the vastness . .9f _t!:tis 

·-wo-rld-a~d the He~e~fter, from the tyranny of r~ligions 
into the justi_ce of Islam." . 
· Islam d1d not come to support people s ~Sire;-

. which are expressed in their concepts, institutions, mode~ 
of living, ~nd habits and traditions, whether they were. 
prevalent at the advent of Islam or are prevalent now, 
both in the East and in the West. Islam does not sanction 
the rule of selfish desires. It has come to abolish all 
such concepts, laws, customs and traditions, and to 
replace them with a. new concept of human life, to creatt 
a new world.on..J.be foundation_ of submis.sion _to Vu. 

Creator. Sometimes it appears tbal some parts VI ISJillil 
resemble some aspects of the life of people in Jahiliyyah ; 
but these aspects are not jahili nor are they from Jahi-. 
liyyah. This apparent ressemblance in some minor 
aspects is - a mPre coincidence; the ·roots of th~ two 

.. - trees ~-re em;re1y different. The. tree . cif lslam has been. · 
s~ ·vn and nurtured by the wisd'!m of God, while -~~e tree 

/ 

J 

AL -ISLAM 
of Jahiliyyah is the product of the soil of human desires. 

"The f~;rtile piece of land grows good· vegetation 
with the permission of its Lord, while the bad land 
brings forth but little." (7 : 58) 
Jahiliyyah is evil and corrupt, whether it be of the 

ancient or modern variety. Its outward manifestations 
may be different during different epochs, yet its roots 
are the same. Its roots are in human desires, which do 
not let people come out of their ignorance and self
importance, or in the interests of some persons or some 
classes or some nations or some . races, which interests 
prevail over the demand for justice, truth and goodness. 
But the pure law of God cuts through these roots and 
provides a system of laws which has no human inter
ference, and it is not influenced by human ignorance 
or human desire or the interests of a particular group of 
people. · . 

This is. the b_asic difference between""the concept of 
life taught by GOd and man made theories, and hence 
it is impossible to gather them together under one system. 
It is fruitless to try to construct a system of life which 
is half-Islam and half-Jahiliyyah. God does not forgive 
any association with His person, and He does not accept 
any association with His revealed way of life. Both are 
equally Shirk in the sight of God: as both are the product 
of the .same mentality. · 

This truth ought to be firmly an!i dearly impressed 
on our minds, and when we present Islam to people 
our tongues . should not hesitate to pronounce it, nor 
should we be ashamed, nor should we leave any doubt · 
in people's minds, nor leave· them until they are assured 
that if they follow Islam their lives will be completely 
changed. Islam will change their concepts of life as well 
as their modes ·of. behaviour completely. As it changes 
thetn, it bestows on them blessings beyond imagination 

. by uplifting their concepts, improving their modes ot 
behaviour, and bringing them closer to the position 
of dignity worthy of human life. Nothing will remain 
of the modes of Jahiliyyah in which they were steeped, 
·except some miri~r aspects- which by accident"'appeaV 
simil~r to some . aspects of Islam. Even these will not ·:r 
remain exactly the same as they become joined to ,Jhe 
great root of Islam, which is clearly different from the 
root to which they had been joined so far, the fruitless 
and evil root of Jahiliyyah. During this process it will 
not deprive them of any of the knowledge based on 
scientific ob~ervation ; indeed, it gives a great impetus 
in this direction. . 

When we call people to Islam, it is our duty to mal<e 
them understand that it is not one of the ·man-made 
religions or ideologies, nor is it a man-made system -
with various names, banners and paraphernalia,- but 
it is Islam, and nothing else. Islam has its own permanent 
personality and permanent concept and permanent 

· modes. Islam guarantees for mankind a blessing greater 
than all these man-made systems. Islam is noble, pure, 

· just, beautiful, 'springing from the souree of the Most 
High, the Most Great God. · 

When we understand the essence of Islam in th1s 
manner, this understanding in itself creates in us confi
dence and power, compassion and sympathy, while 
p~esenting Islam to the people : the confidence of a man 
"Y_ho . knows that he is with thy truth, whiie what the 
people have 1s 1a1senood; and the compassiOn of a 
person who sees the suffering of mankind al)d knows 

. how to bring them to ease; and the sympathy of a person 
who sees the error of the people and knows what suprem( 

guida,n~e is. 

We need not rationalize Islam to them, need riot 
· appease their desires and distorted concepts. We will 
be extremely, outspoken with them : ~'The ignorance in 
which you are living makes you impure, and God wants 
~o purify you; the c.ustoms which you follow are defiling, 
and God wants to cleanse you; the life you are living 
is low,. aria God . wants to .uplift _you; . the conditio.n 
whiCh you are in is troubl~so~e,. d~pre~si~~ -and. b~s;, 
and God wants to 'give you ease, mercy an<f goodne_ss . 
Js!am wi~l change yoor concepts, your m<?~~s of livin~ · 
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and your values; will raise, you to another life so that you 
~I look upon the I if~ -you are now living with disgust ; 
:~1 show you . modes of living such that you will look 
upon aU other modes, whether Eastern or· Western, 
;witfi cqnternpt ; and will introduce you to values such 
,that you will look. upon all current values in the world 
with disdaifl . And if, because of the sorry state you are 
.in, you cannot· see the true picture of the Islamic life, 
;since your ene':llies - the enemies of this religio~ - are 
iall united against the establishment of this way of life, 
against its taking .a practical form, then let us .show it to 
you; and, thank God, its picture is in our hearts, seen 
through the windows of our Qur'an, of our Shari'ah, 'of 
our history; of our concept of the future, whose coming 
we'do not doubt!" 

This is the way in which ~e ought to address people · 
!Wbile presenting Islam. This is the truth, and this was 
'the form in which Islam addressed people for the first 
lime; this was the form; wh~ther it was in the Arabian 
~sula,J in Persia or in ·the Roman provinces, or' in 
!whatever other places it went. · 

1 

Islam looked a! them from a height, as this is its 
·true position, and . addressed them with extreme love 
aod kindess, as this is its true temperament, and exphiined 
-everything ·to• them with complete clarity, without any 
'ambiguity, as this is its method. It never said to them that 
it would noL touch . their way ·or iiving, their modes, 
their concepts and their values except perhaps slightly ; 
.it did not propose similarities with their system or man
~ to please them, as some do today when they p{esent 
·Islam to the people under the names ~f 'Islamic Demo
'aacy' or. 'Islamic, Socialism', or sometimes by saying· 
Jbat the current ~onomic or p()litical or legal systems 
in the world ~eed not be cha.nged except a little to be 
JCCeptable Islamically. The purpose

1 
of all this rationa- · 

tisation is to appease people's d~sires ., . ' 

Indeed, the matter is entirely different! The change 
;from this Jahiliyyah, which has encompassed the earth, 
lto Islam is vast and far-:reaching; ·and the Isl~ic life 
is the opposite of air modes of jahili life, whether ancient 
,or'modern. The miserable state of mankind is not alle
:m~ by a few minor changes in current systems and 
~s.)dankind w.ill never. come. out of it without this 
!Wt and far-reaching change - the change from the -

E
ys ot ttie created to the way of the Creator, froni the ) 
tems of men to the system of the Lord of men, and 
m the commands of servants to the command of the 
rd of servants. · " · 

This is a fact - a fact which we proclaim, and pro
claim loudly, without leaving any doubt or ambiguity 
'in the minds of people. 

I 
In the beginning, people may dislike this method 

b( giving the message, may run away from it. and may 
be afraid of it. But the people disliked it, ran away from 
It, and were afraid of it when Islam was presented to 
them for the first time. They hated it and were hurt when 
J\{uhammad - peace be on him - criticised their con
cepts, derided their deities, rejected their modes of 
llehaviour, .turned away from their habits and customs, 
and adopted for himself and for the few Believers who . 
~ with him modes of behaviour, values and customs 
pther than the modes, values and .customs of Jahiliyyah. 

Then what happened? They loved the same truth 
which at first seemc!d to strange to them, from which 
Uley ran a~ay "as if they were startled donkeys fleeing 
before a lion .. .'' (74 : 50-51), against which they fought 
~ all their power and strategy, greviously torturing 
its adherents when they were weak in Mecca and figh
~g with them incessantly when they were strong in 
Medina. 

The conditions which the Islamic Call had to face 
in its first period were not more favourable or better 
~the conditions of,{oday. It was an unknown thing, _ 
RJCCtCa t>y Jiihlliyyah ; it was confined to the valley-of 
;Mecca, hounded by the people in power and authority ; 
land, at that time, it was a complete stranger to the whole 
!world. It was surrounded by mighty and proud empires 

which were against 1ts basic teachings and purposes. In 
spite of all this it was a powerful Call, as it is powerful 
today and will remain powerful tomorrow. The source 
of its real power is hidden in the very nature of this belief ; 
that is why it ean operate under the worst conditions 
·and in the face of the most severe oppositi~n. It derives 
its power from the simple and clear truth on which it 
stands. Its balanced teachings are according to human 
nature - that nature which cannot tolerate any resistance 
for Ve[._Y long - and it is in its power to lead mankind 

·ever toward progress, no matter in what stage of econo: 
mic, social, scientific or intellectual backwardness or 
:development it may be. Another secret of its power is 
.that is challenges Jahiliyyah and its physical power 
:without -agreeing to chal\ge even a single letter of its 
!principles. It does not compromise with jahili inclina
~ions nor does it use rationalisations. It proclaims the 
~ruth bodly so that people may understand that it is good, 
~hat it is a mercy and a blessing. . 

It is God Who created nTen and Who knows their 
nature and the passages to their hearts. He knows how 
~hey accept the truth when it is proclaimed boldly, 
:clearly, forcefully, and without hesitation and doubt f 

Indeed, the capacity exists in human nature to change 
.completely from one way of life to another ; and this is 
much easier for it than many partial changes. And if 
:the complete change ~re to be from one system of life 
to another which' is higher, more perfect and purer than 
;the former, this complete change is agreeable to human 
psychology. But who would be agreeable to changing 
.from a system of Jahiliyyab to, the system of Islam if 
~he Islamic system were no more than a little change 
,here and a little variation there? To continue with the 
former system is more logical. At least it is an established 
order, amenable to reform and change ; then what ·is the 
1need to abandon it for an order not yet established or 
applied, while it continues to resemble the old order in 
~II its major char,acteristics ? 

Similarly, we find some people who, when talking 
. ~bout Islam, present it to ·the people as if it were some
~hing which is being accused and they want to defend 
/it aga~nst t~e accus~tion.' . Aniting their defenses, one 
Eoes hke · th1s : "It IS sa1d that modern systems have 
~~one such and such, while Islam did not do anything 
comparable. But listen! It diq all this some fourteen 
1
hundred years before modern civilizations!" 

·woe to such a defense! Shame on such a defense ! 

Indeed, Islam does not take its justifications from 
the jahili system and its evil derivatives. And these 'civi
.Jizations', which have dazzled' many and have defeated 
:their spirits, are nothing bur a jahili system at heart~" 
l~nd this system is erroneous, hollow and worthless in 
!comparison with Islam:. The argument that the_oeoole. 
~1ving under it are in a better condition than the people 
!or a so-called Isl~ic country or 'the Islamic world' 
has no weight. The people in these countri~s have reached 
ithis wretched state by abandoning Islam, and not because 
t hey are Muslims; The argumant which Islam presents 

~
. o people is this : Most certainly Islam is better be'yond 
magination. It has come to ~change Jahiliyyah, not to 
ontinue it; to elevate mankind from its depravity, 
~nd not •to bless its manifestations which have taken 
~he garb of 'civilization'. . ' 

· We ought not to~ defeated to such an extent that 
we starr looking for similarities with Islam in the current 
~ystems or in some current religions or in some current 
ideas ; we reject . ~hese systems in the East as well as in 
the West. We reject !hem all,-as indeed they are retro
gressive and in opposition to the direction toward which 
Islam intends to take mankind. ,- · 

When we address people in this fashin and present 
to them the ba,sic message of the comprehensive concept 
of Islam, the justification for changing froni one concept 
to another, from one mode of living to another, will 
come from the very depths of their being. But we will . 
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not a_ddress them with this ineffective argument, saying : 
"Come from a system which is currently established to 
1to a system not yet applied ; it will make only a little 
change in the established order. You should have no 
objection ; you can continue to do what you have been 
doing. It will not bother you except to ask for a few 
changes. in your habits, manners arid inclinations, and ~II 
;preserve for you whatever pleases you and will not 
touch it except very slightly." 

' .......... 
On the surface this method seems easy, but there 

is no attraction in. it; moreover, it is not based on the 
truth. The truth is that Islam not only changes concepts 
1and attitudes, but also the •system and modes, laws 
and customs, since this change is so fundamental that . 
no relationship can remain with the jahili way of life, 
the life whieh mankind is living. It is sufficient to say 
that it brings them both in general and in particular 
from servitude to men into the service of God, Who is 
One: 

"Believe if one wishes or reject if one wishes." 

"And if one rejects, then God is independent of His 
creation." 

The question in essence is that of unbelief an<f 
belief, of association with God and the Unity of God, 
and of Jahiliyyah and Islam. This ought to be made 
clear. Indeed, people are not Muslims, as they proclaim 
to be, as long as. they live the life of Jahiliyyah. If someone 
loves to deceive himself or to deceive others by believing 
that Islam can be brought in line with this Jahiliyyah, 
it is up to him. But whether this deception is for others, 
•it cannot change anything of the actual reality. This is 
not Islam, and they are not Muslims. Today the taSk 
of the Call is ' to return these ignorant people to Islam 
.and make them into Muslims all over again. 

We are not inviting people to Islam. to obtain .~9Jlle 
reward from them ; we do not desire anything at all 
ror ourselves, nor is our accounting an_d .reward with 
lthe people. Indeed, ~- invite people' to Islam because 

. jWe love them and we wish them well, although they may 
~orture us; and this is· the characteristic Of the caller to 
ilslam and this is his motivation. The·people are entitled 
l~o learn from us the nature of Islam and the nature of 
~he obligations it imposes on them, as well as the great 
!blessing which it bestows on them. They are also entitled 
/to know that ttie nature of what they are doing is nothing 
:but · Jahiliyyah ; it is ·indeed Jahiliyyah, with nothing 
:in it from Islam. It is mere desire as long as it is not the . 
'Sbari'ah; and it is error as long as it is not the truth - · 
'and what is beyond the-truth but error! · 

r • • • 
There is nothing in our Islam of which we are asha~ 

'med or anxious about defending; there is nothing in it to 
be smuggled to the people with deception, nor do we · 
·muffie the loud truth which it proclaims. This is the 
defeated mentality, defeated before the West and before 
~he East and before this and that mode of Jahiliyyah, 
!which is found in some people- 'Musltms'- who search 
:for resemblances to I~lam in man-made systems, or who 

. find justification for the actions of Islam arid its decisjon 
(;oncerning certain matters by means of the actions of 

-~ahili civilisation. 

A person who feels the need of defense, justification 
and apolc;>gy is not capable of presenting Islam to people. 
Indeec:l .. he is a person ·who lives tile life of Jahiliyyah, 
hollow and full of contradictions, defects and evils, and 
intends ' to provide justification for the Jabillyyah he is 
in. These are the offenders against Islam and they distract 
_some sincere persons. They confuse Islam's true nature 
l>y their defense, as if Islam were something accused 
IS~nding at trial, anxious for its own defense. 

·• 

During my stay in the United States, there were · 
some people of this kind who used to argue with us - with 
us few who were considered to be on the side of Islam. 
:Some of them took the position of defense and justifi- ' 
Cation. I, on the other hand, took .the position of attacking 
:the Western Jahilin'ah, its sri~ky religious beliefs, its 

. ' 

• i 
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.social and economic modes, and its immoralities : 
'"Look at these conCepts of the Trinity, briginal Sin', 
Sacrifice and Redemption, which are agreeable neither · 

' to reason nor to conscience. Look at this capitalism 
,with its monopolies, its usury and whatever else is unjus~ 
in it; ' at this ·individual freedom, devoid of human 
sympathy and responsibility Jor relatives except under 
the force of law; at this _materialistic attitude which 
deadens the spirit ; at this behaviour, like animals, which 
you call 'free mixing of the sexes ; at this vulgarity 
which you· call 'emancipation of women;' at these 
unfair and cumbersome laws of marriage and divorce, 
which are contrary to the demands of practical life ; 
and at this evil and fanatic' racial discrimination. Then 
look at Islam, with its logic, beauty, humanity and 
happiness, which reaches the horizons to which man 
strives but does n~t reach. It is a practical way of life 
and its solutions are based on the foundation of the 
wholesome nature of man." 

These were the realities of Western life which we 
·encountered. These facts, when seen in the light of Islam, 
made the American people blush. Yet th~re are people 
- exponents of Islam - who are defeated bef.ore this • 
filth in which Jahiliyyah is s.teeped, even to the extent thar 
they search for resemblances to Islam among this· rubbish 
heap of the West. and also among the evil and dirty 
materialism of the__ East. 

* * * 
After this. there is no need for me to say: Certainly 

we who present Islam to the people are not the ones 
to go along with any of the concepts. modes and tradi

.. tions of Jahiliyyah, however great its pressure on us 
may be. 

Our first task is to replace this Jahiliyyah with 
Islamic ideas and traditions. This cannot be brought 
about by agreeing with Jahiliyyah and going along a few 
steps with it from the very beginning, as some of us 
think we ought to do, for this will simply mean that 
from the very beginning we have accepted defeat. 

· Of course the current ideas of the society and its 
prevalent traditions apply great pressure -:back-breaking 

; pressure, especjally in the case of .women ; the Muslim 
woman is really under extreme and oppressive pressure -

' but this is the situation and we have to face it. First we 
must be steadfast; next we must prevail upon it ; then 
we must show Jahiliyyah the low state it is reallv in 
compared to the lofty and bright horizons of Islamic 
life which we wish to attain. 

This cannot come about by going along a few steps 
with Jahiliyyah, nor by now severing relations with it 
and removing ourselves to a separate corner; never. The 
correct procedure is to mix with discretion, give and 
take with dignity, speak the truth with love, and show '
the superiority of the Faith with humility. After all -
this, we must realise fhe fact that we live in the midst of 

Jahiliyyah, that our way of life is straighter than that of 
.Jahiliyyah, and that the change from Jahiliyyah to Islam 
is vast and far-reaching. The chasm between Islam and 
Jahiliyyah is great, and a bridge is not to be built across 
it so that the people on the .two sides may mix with each 
other, but only so that the people of J~hiliyyah may 
come over to Islam, whether they reside in a so-called 
Islamic country and consider themselves Muslims or 
they are outside the 'Islamic' country, in orqer that 
they may cgme out of darkness into light and may get 
rid of their miserable c.mdition, and enjoy Jhose blessings 
which we have tasted - we who have understood Islam · 
and live in its atmosphere-:- If not, then we shall say to 
them what God commanded His Messenger- peace 
.be_ -on him - to say : · 

"For you your way, for me mine." (109 : 6) 

CHAPTER fO 

THE FAITH TRIUMPHANT 

"Do f!Ot be dejected nor grieve. You shall he the 
uppermost if you are Believers." (3 : 139) 

. The first thought which comes to mind on ,reading 
;this verse is that it relates to the form of Jihaad which is 
.actual fighting; but the spirit of this message and its 
.application, with its manifold implications, is greater 
an~ wider than this particular aspect. Indeed, it describes 
that eternal state of mind which ought to inspire the 

- Believer's c~nsci~usness·, his thoughts, his estimates M 
things, events, values and persons. 

It describes a triumpha~t state which should remain 
fixed in the Believer's heart in the face of every thing. 

every condition, .every standard and every person ; 
the superiority of the Faith and its value a hove all values 
which . are derived from a source other than the source 
of the Faith . 

It ineans to be ahove all the powers of the earth 
which have deviated from the way of the Faith, above 
all the values of the earth not ~erived from the source of 
the Faith, above all the customs of the earth not coloured 
with the colouring of the Faith, above all the laws of 
the laws of the earth not sanctioned by ihe Faith, and 
above all traditions not originating ih the Faith. 

It means to feel superior to others when weak~ few 
and poor, as well as when strong, many and rich. 

It means the sense of supremacy which does not 
give in before any rebellious force, befote any social 
custom and erroneous tradition, before any behaviour 
which may be popular among people but which has no 
authority in the Faith. 

Steadfastness and strength on the battlefield are 
but one expression among many of the triumphant 
spirit which is included in this statement of Almighty 
God. 

• • • 

The superiority through faith is not a mere single 
act _of will nor a passing euphoria nor a momentary 
passion, but is a sense of superiority based on the perma
nent truth centered in the, very nature of existence. This 
eternal truth is above the Iogjc of force, the concept of 
environment, the terminology of'Society, and the customs 
o( people, as indeed it is joined with the Living God 
Who does not die. 

A society has a governing logic and- a common 
mode, and its pressure is strong and its weight heavy 
on anyone who is not protected by some powerful member 
of the society oi: who challenges it without a strong force . 
Accepted concepts and current ideas have a climate of 
their own, and it is difficult to get rid of them . without 
a deep ~ns~ of truth, in the light of which all these con!. 
cepts and ideas shrink to nothingness, and without the 
help of a source which is superior, greater and stronger 
than the source of these concepts and ideas. 

The person who takes a stand again&t. the direction 
of the society - its governing logic, its common mode, 
its values and standards, its ideas and concepts, its error 
and deviations- will find himself a stranger, as well as 
heiPL.ess, unless his authority comes from a source which 
is mo~e powerful than the people, more permanent than 
the earth, and nobler than life. 

Indeed, ·God does not leave the Believer alone in 
the face of oppression to whimper under its weight, to 
suffer dejection and grief, but relieves him ·of all this 

__ with the message : 

"Do not be dejected nor grieve; you shall be the 
uppermost if you are Believers." ( 13 : '139) 

This message relieves him from both dejection and , 
grief; these two feelings being natural for a human being 
in this situation. It relieves him of both, not merely 
through patience and steadfastness,- but also through a , 
sense of superiority from whose- heights the power of 
oppression, the dominant values, the current concepts, 

· the standards; the rules, the ·customs and habits, and 
• the people steeped in error, all seem low. 

Indeed, the Believer is uppermost - uppermost on 
)he basis of the authority which is behind him and his 

•..:::rsuli 
·source of guidance. Then, what is to be said of this earth, 
'What of the people, what of the dominant values of the 
•world, the standards current amon~ people. while he is 
-inspired by' God, returns to God for gilidance, and 
travels on His path ? 

The Believer is most superior in his understanding 
and his concept of the nature of the world, for the belief 
in One God, in . the form which has come to him from 
Islam; is th~ most perfect form of understanding the 
greatest truth. The picture of the world which this Faith 
presents is far above the heaps of concepts, beliefs and 
religions, and is not reached by any great philosophers, 
ancient or modern, nor attained by . idolaters or the 
followers of distorted scriptures, nor approached · by 
the base materialists. This picture is so bright, clear, 
beautiful and balanced that the glory of the Islamic 
belief shines forth as never before. And witho1,1t doubt 
those who have gt':asped this knowledge are superim.: 
to all others< 0 . 

The Believer is most superior in his values and 
standards, by means of which he measures life, events, 
things and persons. The source of his belief is the know
ledge of God and His attributes as described by Islam, 
and the knowledge of the realities prevalent in the universe 
at large, not merely on the small earth. This belief with 
its . grandeur provides the Believer with values which 
are superior to and firmer than the defective standards 
made by men, who do not know anything except what 
is under their feet. They do not agree on the same standard 
within the same generation ; even the same person 
changes his standard from moment to moment. 

He is most superior in his conscience and understan
ding, in his morals and manners; as he believes in God 

' Who has ·excellent names an~ attributes. This by itself 
creates in him a sense of dignity, purity and cleanliness, 
modesty and piety, and a desire for good deeds, and of 
being a rightly-guided vice-gerent of God on eart_h. 
Furthermore, this -belief gives him the assurance that_. 
the reward is in the Hereafter, the reward before which 
the troubles of the world and all its sorrows become 
insignificant. The heart of the Believer is content with 
it, although he may pass through this life without apparent 
success. 

And he is most sur'erior in his law a~d ~ystem of 
life. When the .Believer scans whatever man, ancient 
or modern, has known, and compares it with his own 
law and system, he realizes that all this is like the play
things of children or the searchings of blind men in 
comparison with the perfect system and the complete 
law of Islam. And when he looks from his height at, 
erri~g mankind ·with compassion and sympathy at its 
helplessness and error, ' he finds nothing in his heart 
except a sense of triumph ov~~ 'error. a~d folly. 

• • • 
This was the attitude of the early Muslims t~ward 

the hollow expressions of pomp and power ·and the 
traditions which had enslaved the people of the Days of · 
lgnorance. Ignorance is not limited to ariy particular 
age, but is a condition which reappears whenever people 
~viate from the way of Islain, whether in the past, the 
present or the future. 

This· was the ·response of al-Mughira ibn Sh'uba. 
when he encountered the forms, manners, staneards 
and expressions of Jahiliyyab in the camp of Rustum, 
the famous Persian general. 

"Abi Uthman ai-Nahdi reports: When al-Mghira 
crossed the bridge and reached the Persian army, they 
seated him and asked Rustum's permission for an au
dience. In spite _ of their defeat, they had not changed 
any of their show of pomp. Al-Mughira proceeded. The 
people were all in their military uniforms, many wearing 
crowns, and' clothed in gold-threaded garments. The 
floor was thickly carpeted (the carpet extending to 
three hundred or four hundred steps) and was to be 

~I) See the chapter "Teeh wa rukam.' in the book, "Khasais al- · 
Tasawwar al-lslanli wa Muqaww.imatuhu", by the author: 
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triVersed to reach the general. Al-Mughira proceeded, 
his hair braided in four braids, and climbed on the dais 
and sat beside Rustum. The ~ttendants jumped on him 
and pulled him down. He then said, 'We had heard 
that you were a sensible people, but I see that you are 
the most foolisl.J nation. Among Arabs all are equal 
and ilO one is slave to another, except when one is cap
tured on the battlefield. I imagined that you treated 
each other equally as we do. It would have bee better. 
if you had informed me that some of you lord ov~r 
others rather than trejlting me like this. Thi is not good 
manners, and we do not do it. I h~ve come at your request 
and rot on my own. I know now that your situation is 
.weak and that you will be defeated. No kingdom can 
survive w~th this character and me~tality." 

A similar ·attitude was shown by Raba'i bin 'Am'er 
in front of Rustum and his courtiers before the battle 
or al-Qadisyyah : . . . . . 

"Before the battle of al-Qidisyyah, S'ad bin Waqqas 
sent Raba'i bin 'Amer as a messenger to Rustuin, the . 
commander of the Persian army -' and their ruler.'- He 
entered the tent, which w~s all caqjeted and curtained 
with silk and velvet. Rustum sat on a golden th'rone, 
crowned and wearingl,recious stones ana pearls. Raba'i, · · 
in tattered ciothes, with a sh'ield, sittln~ on a small horse, · · 
entered: He did not alight from' his horse for some dis
tance ;. then he alighted and tied' the horSe to a iarge 
pillow: He prOCeeded armed and helmet~d. They said 
to him : 'Take off y6ur arms' . He replied : 'I have n?t 
come on my own but on your request. If,You ~o g~t 
like it, then I go back'. Rustum said: .'LeLhim come; . . 
He came forward leaning on his spear, making holes 
an the carpet, Rustum asked him ~ 'for what purpose 
you have come?' He replied: 'God 'has sent us to bring ; 
!whoever wishes from servi~ude to men into the service of 
God alone, from the narrowness of this world into the 
vastness;Ofthis world and the Hereafter, from the tyranny 
l>f religions int~ the justice of I siam". (Ibn Kathir : 

}. AJ-Bidayah wa al-Nihayah) .- . _ , ., . . .. . 

<;p_nditions (!hange, the Muslim loses his physical 
power and is conque~ed; yet the consciousness_ does 
not depart from him that he is the most superior. If he 
remains a ' Ifetiever, he looks upon his conqueror fro!Jl 
a superior position. He remains certain that this is a 
temporary condition which will pass away and that · 
faith will turn the tide from which there is no' escape. · 
Even if death is his portion, he will never bow his head. 
Death comes to all, but for him there is martyrdom. 
He will proceed to the Garden, while his conquerors 
go to the Fire. What a difference! And he hears the 
voice of his Generous lord : 

"Let it not deceive thee that the unbelievers walk 
about in the land. A little respite and their abode 
is Hell, and what an evil place! But for those who 
fear their Lord are Gardens through which rivers 
flow, to abide therein - a hospi~ality from God ; 
and that which is with God is best for the righteous." 
(3: 196-198) 

The society may be dominated by beliefs, concepts, 
'-

values and customs which are entirely opposite tb his 
belief, his concept, his· 'value and his standards ; yet 
the consciousness. does not depart from him that he is 
the most superior and that the rest are all in an inferior 
position. From his height he looks at them with dignity 
and honour, and with compassion and sympathy for 
their condition, and with a desi~e to guide them to the 
good which he has and to lift them UJ? to the horizon 
where he lives. · 

Falsehood screams and roars, raises its voice a'rid 
strokes its beard, and surrounds 'itself with such artificaJ 
haloes as blind the sight and insight, so that others 
cannot see that beyond the halo-es it has an ugly face 
and a ·vicious appearance. The Believer, from his height, 
looks at falsehood in its; ptendour, ~t the people decei
ved · but he is not dejected nor gneved, nor 1 does he 
diminish his insistence on the truth which he has, or his 

/ 

'steadfastne s in the way which he follows, nor does he 
weaken his desire to guide t~e misguided and the deceived. 

The society may be drowned in lusts, steeped in 
low passions, rolling in filth and dirt, thinking ' that it 
has enjoyment and freedom from chains ana restrictions. ' 
Such a society may become devoid of any clean enjoyment 
·and even of lawful food, and nothing may remain except 
a rubbish heap, or dirt and mud. llhe Believer from 
his height looks at the people drowning in dirt and mud. 
He may be the only one: yet he is not dejected nor 
grieved, nor does his heart desire that he take off his 
neat and immaculate garments and join the crowd. He 
remains the uppermost with the enjoyment of faith and 
the taste of belief. 

The Believer holds on to his relig~on like the holder 
of a precious stone in the society devoid of religion, of 
character, of high values, of noble manners and of 
whatever is clean, pure and beautiful. The others mock 
his tenacity, ridicule his ideas, laugh at his values, but 
this does not make the Believer weak of heart : and he 
looks from his height at those who mock, ridicule and 
laugh, and he says,' as one of the great souls - those who 
preceded him on the' long and bright path of faith, -
Noah (peace be on h'im), said : 

"You ridicule us! Yet indeed we shall ridicule 
you as you ridicule." (11 : 38) 

/ . 
And he sees the end . of this bright path, and al~o 

the end of the dark path in the words of God ;. 

"The criminals used to laugh at the Believers, wink 
at them in passing, and joke a}Jout them when they 
returned to tlfeir famil_ies. When they saw them, 
they used to say: 'Certainly these people are astray' . 
Yet they were not sent ~~ watchers over them. 
Today the Believers laugh at the unbelievers, and 
watch them while sitting on couches. Did the unbe-

, lievers get thejr reward aceording to what they . 
used to do" ? .(83 : 29-36) 

Before this, the HolY, Qur'an fbld us what the unbe
lievers said to the Believers: · •· 

"When Our clear verses are recited to them, the 
unbelievers say to the Believers : 'Which of the 
two parties is superior in station, better iR ~ssem

bly ?" (19: 73) 

·which of the two parties ? The great men who dp 
not believe in ¥uhammad, or the poor who assemble 

' ·around him? W•hich of the two parties? ~1-Nadr bin 
al-Harith and 'Amr bin Hisham and al-Walid bin al
Mughira and Abu Sufyan bin Harb ? Or Bilal and 
'Ammar and Khabbab? If fhe call of Muhammad had 
been better, would only such people have followed him 
who did not have any power or position among the 
Quraish, who assembled in such ·· a lowly place as the 

house of al-Arqam, while their ,opponents ~ere the 
'lords of al-Nadwah, the great and glorious assembly 
.hall, and they possessed power; authority and grandeur ? 

This is the logic of this world, the logic of those of 
any age or any place who cann·ot see the higher horizons. 
.It is the wisdom of God that belief remains independent 
,of the glitter and glamour of wordly allurements, such 
;as closeness to the ruler, favour from the· government, 
papularity among the people or the satisfaction of desire. 
,Jt is only striving, hard work, fighting and martydom. 
'Let him accept it who may accept, who has the certainty · 
in his heart that this is purely for the sake of God and 
'not for the sake of people, or for the allurements and 
:attractions so dear to people. Let him stay away from 
it who desires pleasures and benefits, and who is greedy 
Tor pomp a11d show, and who is after wealth and posses
.sions, and who gives · weight to the considerations of 
men although these may be light in the balance of Go<!. 

Indeed, the Believer does not borrow his values, 
:concepts and standards from people so that he is depen
:dent on the estimation of people; he takes them from 
the"Sustainer of the people, and that is sufficient for him . . 
iHe does not follow the desires of men so that he has to 
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fluctuate with their changing desires ; he depends . on 
the firm balance of the truth which does not fluctuate or 
lean to one side. Indeed, his inspiration_ does nbt come 
ifrom this passing and finite world ; the inspiration to 
'his soul comes from the fountaivheads of the universe. 
:Then how can he find dejection in his soul or grief in 

his heart, while he is linked to the Sustainer of the 'people, 
and :the balance of truth, and the fountainheads of the 
universe ·? 

Indeed, he is with the . tn~th - and what is beyond 
the truth but error? Let error have power, let it have its 
drums and banners, and te't it have its throngs and mobs ; 
all this cannot change anything of the truth. Indeed, 
he is with the truth, and nothing is beyond the truth 
except error, and th~ Believer cannot prefer error to the 
truth. He is a Believer, and whatever be the conditions 
and the situation, he cannot exch'ange error for the 
truth. 

"Our Sustainer! Let not our hearts waver after 
Thou hast guided us, and bestow on us mercy from 
~hyself; indeed Thou art the Bestower. Our 
Sustainer! Th_ou wilt gather mankind on the Day 

~ about which there is no doubt; indeed God does 
not fail in His promise." (3 : 8-9) 

CHAPTER 11 
.. 

THIS IS THE ROAD 

"By the heavens with constellations ; by t 1e Pro1 
mised Day; by the witness and the wi tnessed :: 
doomed were the makers of the pit, abundanti~ 
supplied with fuel, as they sat by it and watched 

• I 

what they did with the Believers. They were o utraged 
with them only because they believed in God, the: 
All-Powerful, the All-Praiseworthy, He to -whom 
belongs the dominion of the heaven and the earth .· 
And God is Witness over everything . 

"Indeed, for those who persecute the believing men1 
and women, and later do not repen , is the penaltY, 
of Hell; for them is the penalty of burning. As~ 
for those who believe and do good deeds, there; 
are Gardens through which rivers now, and that is· 
the great triumph . 

" Most certainlY, strong is 'the grip of th y Lord . 
It is He Wbo originates and n:peats. And He is the 
Forgiving, the Loving, the Lord of the Throne, 
Performer of what He desires." (85 : 1-16) 

The story of the Makers of the Pit as told in the 
chapter " AI-Buruj" ("The Constellations" ) requi res deep! 
thought by those among the Believers, to whatever' 

ume and place. they belong, who invite people to God. 
The story, with its introduction, description, comments 
and moral, as related in the Qur'an, points out some 
profound truths concerning the nature of the Call toward 
God, the reaction of people to this Call, and the conse
quences which are possible in the vast scope of this 
Call ~ the scope whose vastness encompasses the whole 
world, this life and the life beyond it. The Qur'an, 
through this story, points out to the Believers the road 
which lies before them and prepares them to accept · 
with fortitude whatever comes their way, as~yet unknow 
to them, with the permission of the All-Wise God. 

This is the story of a group of people who believed 
.in God and openly proclaimed their belief. They encoun
tered tyrannical and oppressive enemies who were bent 
upon denying the right of a human being to believe in 
the All-Mighty, the All-Praiseworthy God. They inten
ded to depriye man of that dignity which has been besto
wed upon him by God aqd without which he is reduced 
to a mere plaything in the hands of tyrants, to be tortured, 
burned alive, and provide entertainment to his tormen
tors by his cries of agony. 

But the' faith in the hearts of the Believers raised 
them above all persecution. Belief triumphed over life. 

- The threat of torture did not shake them, they never 
recanted, and they burned in the fire until death . 

\I 
! 
I 
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Indeed, their hearts were liberated from the worship 

of this life. Neither the love of life nor the fear of an 
agonizing death could make them yield to accept disho" 
nour. They freed themselves from this earth and all its ...:. 
attractions, triumphing over life through a sublime faith. 

Against these believing, righteous, sublime an(i 
honorable souls were. pitted arrogant, mischievous, 
criminal and degrated people. And these criminals sat 
by the pit of fire, watching how the Believers- suffered 
and writhed in pain. They sat there to enjoy the sight 
of ~ow· fire consumes living beings and how the bodies of 
these noble souls were reauced to cinders and ashes. 
And when some young man or woman, some child or 
old man from among these righ.teous Believers was 
thrown into the fire, their diabolical pleasure would 
reach a new h~ight , and shouts of mad joy would escape 
their lips at the sight of blood and pieces of flesh . 

This hair-raising. incident shows that these rebel.
lious people had sunk to those levels of depravity, seeking 
pleasure throught . torturing others, which are not even 
reached by any wild beast. A wild beast kills its prey 
for food , never to derive pleasure through tormenting 
it. 

The same incident also shows the height to which 
the_ spirit of a Believer can ·soar, liberated and free - that 

- height, the attainment of ~hich has been the highest 
honour in all generations and in all periods. 

By earthly reckoning, tyranny triumphed over 
faith : and this faith, although it reached its zenith in_the 
hearts of this righteous, noble, steadfast and sublime 
group, had no weight in' the struggle between tyranny 
and faith. 

The traditions relating to ..this incident, like the 
text of the Qur'an, say nothing concerning whether 
God punished these tyrants in this life for their crimes 
as He punished the people of Noah, thepeople of Hud, 
the people of Saleh, the people of Sh'uaib, and the people 
of Lot, or as He caught Pharaon with his army in all 
his splendor _and power. 

' '. 
Thus -from the earthly point of view, the end was 

pitiful and tragic. 

But did this matter finish here? Did the group of 
.Believers, with aU- the sublimity of their faith, vanish -
vanish in the pit of fire with their torments? And did 
the group of criminals, with all the depravity of their 

:rime, go unpunished ? · ' 

From the earthly point of view, this tragic · end 
troubles the heart ! 

But the ·Qur'an t~aches the Believers something 
else, reveals to them another reality, shows them another 
scale with which !O weight all matters, and enlightens 
them concerning the scope of the struggle. 

Life's pleasures and pains, achievements and frus
trations, do not have any great weight in the .scale, and 
do not determine the profit or loss. Triumph is not 
limited to immediate victory,,.. which is but one of the 
many forms of triumph. 

In the scale of God, the true weight is the weight 
of faith; in God's market the only commodity in demand 
is the commodity of faith . The highest form· of triumph 
'is the victory of soul over matter, the victory of belief 
,over pain, and the victory of faith over per'secution. In 
the incident described above, the souls of the Believers 
,were victorious over fear and pain, over the allurements 
of the earth and of life, and they gained such victory 

· over torture which_ is an honour for all mankind for all 
~times- and this is the true victory. · 

All men die, and of various causes ; but not all gairi 
~uch victory, nor reach such heights, nor taste such 
freedom, nor soar to such limits of the horizon. It is 
bod's cho~sing and honouring a group of people who 
~hare death with the rest of mankind but who are singled 
~ut from other people for honour - honour among the 
poblest angels, n'ay, even among all mankind, if we 
~easure them by the standards-of the total history of 

igeneraiions .. of men. 

lt was P.ossible for these· Believers to save their 
lives by giving up their faith ; but with how much loss 
to themselves, and with what a great loss to all mankind ? 

~ They would have lost and would have killed this great 
truth, that life without belief is worthless, without free- · 
dom is degrading, and if tyrants are allowed to dominate 
!ffien's souls as well as tht"ir bodies, then it is entirely 
depraved. 

This was that nobre truth, the great truth, which 
~he Believers realised while they were alive on the earth ; 
they realised and found it while the fire was licking them 
and burning their mortal their mortal frames. This 
noble truth triumphed over the torment of the fire. · 

. . 
The sco{>e of this struggle is not limited to this 

earth or to this life. The observers of this struggle are 
not merely a generation of men. The angels are also 
participants in the happenings on earth ·; they observe 
them and are a . witness to them, and they weigh tHem 
in a scale which is other than the scale of a generation 
or even of all generations of men. The angels ·are noble . 
souls who number many times more than the people 
on the earth. Without question the praise and respect 
of the angels is far greater in this scale than the opini~n 
and judgment of the people on the earth. 

And then there is the Hereaf!er. That will be ti)e 
·real' sphere which is contiguous to the earthly sphere 
and is not separated from it, in actuality as well as in 
the believers' perception of this reality. 

Thus the struggle does not end here, and the real 
decision cannot be reached here. Any judgment based 

· on that part of it which took place on earth is therefore 
incorrect, as this judgment will concern only a small 
and rather insignificant part of this struggle. 

* * * 
The former viewpoint, that is, that of the earthly 

:scale, is limited an<l narrow, entertained by a hasty man. 
The latter viewpoint is comprehensive and far~sighted,. _ 
and such a viewpoint is nutured in a believer by the 
·teachings of the Qur'an, as it is the mirror of reality and 
the basis of correct belief. 

Among the rewards which God has promised to 
the ·Believers for their faith, obedience, steadtastness 
in the face of calamity, and victory over persecution is 
contentment of heart : 

"Those who belie\(e, and their hearts find satisfac
tion in remembance of God. Indeed, remembance 
of .God brings contentment to the ·hearts". (13 : 28) 

-\nd it iS the pleasure and love of the All-Merciful : 

"_Surely unto those who believe and do good deeds 
the All:Merciful shall assign love." (19 : 96) 

And it is remembrance on High : . 

The Messenger of God- peace be on him- said: 
"When a certain person's child dies, God asks the angels : 
Did you take away the soul of My servant's child? 
They say: Yes. Then He Says : Did you take away the 

. apple of his eye? They say: Yes. Then He says: What did 
My servant say? They say: He praised Thee and said,' 
'Indeed, we belong to God and to· Him shall we return' . 
Then He says : Build a house for My servant . in the 
Garden and call it 'The House of Praise." (Tirmidhi) 

He also said : "God Most High says : I am to My 
servant according to his thought concerning Me ; when 
he remembers Me, I am with him; when he remembers 
_Me to himself, I remember hiin !o Myself ; when he 

. mentions Me among a group, I mention-him in a better 
_group. If he comes toward Me one span, I come toward 
him an arm's length ; if he comes toward Me one arm's' 
length, I come toward him on~ step ; i( he walks toward 
Me, I run toward him." (Bukhari and Muslim) 
And it is the keen interest of the angels -in the affairs of 
the Believers on earth : 

-· 
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"The bearers of the Throne and those around it 
engage in their Lord's praise, and they believe ill" 
Him, and ask forgiveness for the Believers: 'Out 
Lord! , Thy mercy and knowledge encompass every-. 
thing. Then forgive tho~ who repent and follow 
Thy . path, and save them from the torment of 
Hell." (40 : 7) ·, 

- And it is life from God for the martyrs : 

"Do not consider those as dead who were kille 
in the way of God ; they are living and find suste- . 
nance from their Sustainer. They enjoy what Gol 
has_ given them from His bounty, ·and are glad for · · 
those who are left behind (on earth) and have not 
reached there yet, that they shall have no fear nor 
shall they grieve. They are jubilant at the favour ' 
from God and His bounty; indeed, God does not 
destroy the reward of th~ Believers". (3 : 169-171) 

An~ as to rejectors of faith ; the tyrants and the 
criminals, God has repeatedly promised that He wilr 
catch them in the H~reafter, while giving them a limited" 
period of respire on earth: although He has caught 
some of them in this world too, yet for the final punish
ment emphasis is on -the Hereafter : 

"Let it not deceive thee that the unbelievers walk 
about in the land ; a limited respite, and then their 
abode is Hell, and what an evil place!" (3 : 196-197) 

"Do not think that God is unaware of the doingS: 
of the wicked people. He has deferred (judgment for) 
them to the Day when the eyes shall stare, and they 
sh~ll run with necks outstretched and heads erect~ 
their sight never returned to themselves, . their 
hearts void". (14 : 42-43) 

"Leave them to fun and play until the Day comes 
which they have been promised. On that Day they 
will come out of the graves and run as if hastening 
toward a fixed goal - eyes downcast, faces degraded. 
It will be the Day which they were promised·~~ 
(70': 42-44) 

Thus the life ·of mankind is contiguous with that 
·· of the angels; this life proceeds into the life Hereafter; 
and the field of struggle between good and evil, between 
the truth and falsehood, and between faith and tyranny, 
is not limited to this earth. This matter does not finish 
here, nor is the decision .made in this world. This life 
:md all its pleasures an9 pains, achievements and frus
trations, do not weigh much in the scale. · 

The field of struggle is very broad in space and jr{ 
time, in measures and in scales. This realisation enlarges 
the Believer's horizons and heightens his aspirations; 
so that this earth and whatever is in it, this life and its 
attachments, shirnk in his sight. The Believer's greatness 
increases in proportion to what he sees and understands 
of the scopes and horizons. To create such a broad. 
comprehensive, noble and pure concept of faith, the 
story of the Makers of the Pit is a great example. 

.... 

* * * 

1 

Light is also thrown on another aspect of the Call 
- toward God and its situation with resPect to all possibli

ties in the story of the Makers of the Pit and the chapter 
"Constellations" ("al-Bu~uj"). 

The history of the Call toward God has witnessed 
various endings in ~his world in its struggle _with other 
movements. 

It has witnessed the annihilation of the people or 
Noah, the people of Hud, the people of Sh'uaib, and the 
people of Lot, and the escape - the bare escape - of a 
~mall group of believers. But the Qur'an does not s~ate 
:what these escapees did in the world and life after their 
escape. These examples tell us that sometimes God 
Most High gives the rebels and tyrants a taste of punish
ment in this world, while the full punishment still awaits 
them in the Hereafter. . 
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This history of the Call witnessed the annihilation 
of Pharoah and his army, and the escape of Moses and 
his people and the establishment of their authority in 
the land. Those people of that time were the most righ
teous in all their (the lsraelities') history, although they 
did not attain complete steadfastness nor establish the 
religion of God on earth inits entirety ; and this example 
is different from the previous ones. 

This history of the Call witnessed the annihilation 
of the polytheists who turned away from the guidance 
and belief in Muhammad- peace be on him- and it 
witnessed the complete victory of the Believers, with 
the amazing victory of belief in their hearts. And for the 
first time in the history of mankind the way of God was 
established in such completeness as was not seen by man, 
either before or after. 

And it witnessed, as we have seen, the example of 
the Makers of the Pit. · 

And it witnessed many other examples in earlier 
or later tim~s with little mention in the history of faith. 
And even today it is witnessing such examples,' which 
reach one or another of the possible endings recorded 
throughout history fqr centun"es. 

Among the various earlier or later examples, the 
example of the Makers of the Pit must not be forgotten . 

- The example must not be forgotten in which the 
Believers have no escape and the unbelievers are not ' 
punished ! This is so that the Believers - the callers 
toward God- should remain fully aware that they can 
also meet, this extreme end in the way of God, and they 
have no say in it. Their matter and the matter of belief 

- rests •with God. 

Their: task is to fulfill their obligation, and go. 
Their obligation is to choose God, prefer belief over 
life, raise themselves abd've persecution through faith, 
and to testify to God with deed as well as intention. 

"'""".....,....• · Then .it is up to God tq_ deal with them and with their 
. enemies, with His Religion and His Call, as He deems 
proper. He may choose for them any one of the endings 
known in history, or some other ending which only 
He knows and sees. 

They are workers for God. Whenever, whatever, 
however He wants them, to do their work, they should 
do it and take the known reward. To decide what will 
be the ending of their endeavour is neither in their power 

..,.,. nor is it their responsibility. This is the responsibility 
of the One in authority, not of those who are mere wor
kers. 

They receive the first part of their reward in the form 
of contentment of heart, height-of understanding, beauty 
of ideas, liberation ·from desires · and attractions, and 
freedom from fear and sorrow, in whatever condition 
they may be. 

They receive . the second part of their reward iri 
praise, remembrance and honour among the .angels, 
in addition to these among the people of this earth. 

Then they receive the greater and the last part of 
their reward in the Hereafter : easy accounting and 
gteat favours~ 

With every kind of reward, they also · receive the 
greatest of rewards: the pleasure of God. It is His bounty 
on them that He chose them for His purpose, an instru
ment for His power, so that He makes use of them on 
this earth as He deems proper. _ 

The Qur'anic training of the first noble generation 
t>f Muslims was of this chara~ter to the highest degree. 
They lost their personalities and identities in this matter, 
acting as workers for the One in authority, and were 
pleased with God in every decision and in every condition. 

The training by the Prophet - peace be on him -
went side by side. with the Qur'anic teachings, turning 
their hearts and eyes toward the Garden. and toward 
patiently persevering in tl1eir assigned task until G~d . 
ordains what He intends in this world as well as what 
i~ pleasing to Him in the Hereafter. 

/ 

The .Prophet - peace be on him -saw the intensity
1

. 

of tortures heaped upon 'Ammar, his father and his 
mo'ther- may God be pleased with them - but he said 
nothing more than this: "Patience. family of -Yasir! 
The Garden is promised for y~u . " 

And khabbab bin ai-Aratt - may God be pleased 
with him - reported : "We complained to the Messenger 
Qf God- peace be upon him - while he was resting in the 
shadow of ka 'aba, saying, 'Why do you not ask God to 
help us? Why do you nbt ·pray for us'? Then he said. 
'Before you, there were people who would catch a man. 
bury him half-way in a hole dug in the ground. then saw 
his head until it ·split in two ; or would comb with iron 
combs between his flesh and bones ; yet this would 
not turn him away from his religion. By God ! God 
will bring this matter to completion. and a time will 
come when a rider will ride alone from San'a to Hadra
mut and he will have no fear except of God. or of a wolf 
against his sheep: but you people are ih a . hurry" 
(Bukhari) ' . · -

God's wii"dom underlies every decision .and every 
condition. He administers the entire universe, and. He 
is i~formed of its beginning and its end, controlling its 
events and its interrelationships. He knows the wisdom, 
hidden from us behind the' curtains of rtie Unseen
the wisom which, in conjunction with His will,--'unfolds 
the long process of history. 

Sometimes, after generations and . centu; ies, God 
unveils to us the wisdom of an event which was not 
understood by the contemporary people. They mighr 
have wondered: Why this? 0 Lord! Why did thishap
pen? The question itself is due to ignorance from which 
the Believer saves himself. He already knows that be- / 
hind every decision there is wisdom. His breath of 
concept and his fa~-seeing vision in space and time, 
and in values and scales, raises him above this unbelief 
whose beginning is in such a question. He journeys on 
God's ordained course with submission and contentment. 

The Qur'an was creating hearts worthy of bearing 
the trust of the vice-gerency of ·God on earth. It was 
necessary that these hearts be so solid, so strong and so 
pure, leaving behi~d everything and bearing everything 
patiently, as not to fix their sights on something of this 
earth, but looking beyond to the Hereafter, not seeking 
anything except the pleasure of God and being willing 
to traverse the path of li(e until death in poverty, diffi

culty, frustration, torment and sacrifice. They were not 
to. seek any hasty reward on this earth, whether it was 
the reward of the victory ·of the Call, the dominance 
of Islam, aild the glory of the Muslims, or even that 
this reward be the annihilation of the tyrants, as the All
Mighty, the All-Powerful had dealt with former genera
tions of . unbelievers. When such hearts were . found 
which knew .that during the course of this life they. would 
have no expectations, and that tbe decision between 
the truth and falsehood would be made in the Hereafter 
- when such hearts were found, and God knew the 
sincerity of their intentions concerning which they had 
pledged, he gave them victory in the earth and bestowed 
upon them the trust. This trust was not for their benefit, 
but so that they might establish the Divine system. 

They became the ~arers of this trust when no 
promise was made to them of worldly benefits which 
they could have demanded, nor were their sights fixed 

. on acquiring such benefits. They were dedicated servants 
of God from the day they knew of no reward except His 
pleasure .. 

All the verses of the Qur'an in which victory is 
promised, or in which spoils are mentioned or where 
it is told that the polytheists will be punished in this 
world by the · hands of the Believers, were revealed in 
Medina. These were revealed only after all these matters 
were excluded from -the Believer's scope of action, his 
expectation and his desire. God's help came on its own, 
when God intended that this way of life become actual 

_ in the life of 11?-ankind, so that generations of men could 
see it in a practical an<) concrete form, and not as are
ward for the endeavours, the hard work, the sacrifice 
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·and the sufferings. This was indeed a decision of God, 
the. wisdom of whic~ we are trying -to fathom todl!}'. 

· This intricate point requires deep thought by all 
callers toward God, to whatever country or period of 
time they belong ; · for this guarantees that they will 
be able to see the milestones of the road dearly and 
without ambiguity, and establishes the path for those 
who wish to traverse it to the end, whatever this end may 
be; then what God intends to do with His Call arid 
with them is up to Him. Then they will not be anxious, 
while traversing this road ever paved with skulls and 
limbs and blood and sweat, to find "help and victory, 
or desirous that the decision between the · truth and 
falsehood be made oil this earth. However, if God Him
self intends to fulfill the completion of His call and His · 
religion throJJgh their efforts. He will bring about His' 
will - but not as a reward for their sufferings and sacri-
fices . Indeed, this world is_ not a place of reward. · 

Another .fact to ponder here is a comment of the · 
Qur'an on the story of the Makers of the Pit where God 
Most High say~ : 

"And they were angered with the Believers, only 
because they believed in God, the All-Powerful the 
All-Praiseworthy." · ' 

The callers to God, of any period or generation, 
ought to think over this deep truth. 

The struggle between the Believers and their enemies 
is in essence a struggle of belief, and not in any way of 
anything else. The enemies a,re angered only because 
o.f their faith , enraged only because of their belief . 

. This was not a political or an economic or a raciaf" 
struggle; had it been any of these, its settlement would 
have been easy, the solution of its difficulties would 
have been simple. But essentially it was a struggle bet
ween beliefs- either unbelief or faith, either Jahiliyyalt 
or Islam. ., . .. ... 

This is why the leaders of the polytheists of Mecca 
offered the M-essenger of God - peace be on him -
wealth, kingship and worldly things against only one 
thing: that he give up the struggle of belief and settle 
with them in this affair. Had he accept; d - may God 
forgive us for saying this - what they asked of him, no 
difference whatsoever would have remained between 
them and him. 

Indeed, this was a question of belief and a battle of 
belief. The Believers ought to be certain of this, whatever 
be the declaration of their enemies~ They are their enemies · 
only because of their belief :... "only because th~y believe' 
in God, the All-Powerful, the A-ll-Praiseworthy" - a·nd 
because they purify for Him alone their obedience and · 
submission. 
struggle' mto.an economic or political or racial struggle. 
so that the Believers become confused concerning the 
true nature of the struggle and the flame of belief in their · 
hearts becomes extinguished. The Believers must not 
be deceived, and must understand that this is a trick. The 
enemy, by changing the nature of the struggle, intends to 
deprive them of their weapon of true victory, the victory 
which.can take any form, be it the victory of the fr~edom 
of.spirit as was case of the Believers in the story of the 
Makers of the Pit, or dominance in the world - as a 
consequence of the freedom of spirit - as happened in 
the case of the first generation o( M usl!ms. .. _ .. 

We see an example of this today m the attempts 
. o f Christendom to try to deceive us by distorting history 

and saying that the Crusades were a form of imperialism . 
The truth of the matter is that the latter-day imperialism 
is but a mask for the crusading spirit, since it Is not 
possible for it to appear in its true form, as it was possible . 

. in the Middle Ages. The unveiled crusading spirit was 
smashed against the rock of the faith ofJ11uslim leadership 
which came from various elements, including Salahuddin 
the Kurd and Turan Shah the Mamluk, who forgot the 
differences of nationalities and remembered their belief, 
and were victorious under the banner of Islam. 
· ' '' They were angered with the Believers only because 

they believed in God, the All-Powerful, the All- Praise

worthy." 
Al'mighty God spoke the truth, and these treacherous 

:deceivers are liars.! 
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THE NA1'URE OF OUR MOVEMENT 
. . ~ . -· 

·The I~lamic Party in North America is an. ideologic~! party 'in the :widest .sense and not a 
'mere ·political party religious or social reform organization. It. is _pased on the firm 
conviction that !SIAM is- an all~pervading, comprehensive "Order of Life~' wh~ch it intend_s 
to teach and translate into action in all sphere~ of human lif~. The _Pa~ty believe~ that 
.the root of all man's troubles is his ·forgetfulness of Allah (God) A~xpig~t_y,~ .his . disregard 
of Divine Guidance as revealed throught the Prophets, and his unc~nc~r~ · ·:t;o; being account
·able for his deeds in the Hereafter. No scheme of reform in human affairs can bear fruit 
Jmless and until Obedience to Allah, is sincerely and actually made . the_ ~asis of - :he entire 
edifice of human life. Without t:his fundamental change, every ~ttempt ~o reform society 
by materialistic concepts of justice (Racism, Nationalism, · capitalism, Conmiunist-Marxism, 
e~~.) will ot:JlY result in other injustices~ 

1) Our Call is; La illaha ilallah- There :rs nQ to establish good and forbid evil. · Its !tad-
god but Allah. Nothing deserves praise be• · ership must be able -to accurately apply the 
sides Him. He is the Creator, Owner, and ~s- Prophet's established example (sunnah) of so
ter of the Universe. To Him belongs all powe~: cial change to todays situations. 
~tJvereignty, and authority. He alone can leg- 5") We make a clear distinction between an . Is-
ltimately rule and govern the life of man. lamic Society and the Eastern Muslim countries. 
this is the most revolutionary doctrine on These so-called Muslim countries are neither 
earth~ It snatches from the hands of worldly I~lamic states, nor are their governments lega 
powers their illegitimate authority to govern according to the Quran, "Those who do not ju4ge 
~ociety, and restores dignity to mankind by according to what Allah has revealed are unbe- . 
making ··-it submissive to nothing bat · the ~ .Law·:o~ lievers" V·:47·. The people have relegated the 
Allah; requiring him to struggle against every legislative authority of Allah to men, and have 
practice and belief contary to that Law. ~ submitted to this illegitimate authority. ~ _ . 
~) . We invite the people to ISLAM: a practical ~es~ ·societies are filled with the same evils 
system of _belief, behavior, and a movement as other atheistic and materialistic ~ocieties: 
that brings human beings into submission to dictatorships, political corruption, economic 
Allah, freeing them from servitude to others exploitation, social irresponsibility and mgra 
so that they may devote themselves to the ser- degeneration. The Islamic Revolution is needed 
vice of the One True God, Allah. in the East as well as in the West: . - _ .-
There has seldom been any conflict between. ~ the 6)· ·~e Muslim phe~om~na must be ~istinguished 
secularists and the leaders of mere religion from the- deceivers who seek to _ m1.s~se the no
or organizations whose conception of religion -ble name of Islam for · personal aggrandi_zement, 
does _not extend beyond perfo;ming a £ew relig- or confuse the people about !slams true nat~r~ 
ious rites and functions, and who are not con~ Charact~rized by racial .ex_clusivenes_!:~, the I.n
cerned with the- type of government they live troduction of- a false prophet_,. . belief in Allah 
under. But no Prophet (from Adam to .Muhammad) ~sa man, and/or the use .of Scriptures other I 

preached Islam as a religion only. They were ~han the Quran, these groups neither represent 
revolutionary leade~s who worked for the supre Islam nor are their members Muslims. 
ritacy of Divine Law. · .· 7) Mu~lim organiza-tions and individuals must 

3Y Acce t and a pl the sources of !SIAM: go ·directily to the Quran and Sunnah to find 
.These are Al- ~uran .the Last Boo of A lah) · the real purpose of islam and how . to establish 
and the Sunnah (established practice) of' . it in its entirety. They must not mix the Is-
the Last Messenger, Prophet Muhammad ibn Ab:- ·· iamic ideology with other ideas and ~. pra~tices; 
dulla~ . . The previous Scriptures from Allah nor must they become a complac·ent m1.nority in 
:have been corrupted and adulterated, (Torah ~ the corrupt American society. 
and the Ne~ Testament etc.), they were not i~ S) Islam seeks to free the worl? from oppres
tended as universal messages for -all gener-. · sion and injustice by forging ·mankind ~nto one 
ations. Therefore, we have no need to searcn brotherhood built on ideological princ1.ples 
them to ascertain Allah's will. Further, . the. that ·transcend the barriers of race, class, 
Islamic Party represents no sect, division, and nation. , Historically, the first _ respon-
:o-r school of_ thought in Islam. ,dants . to the call of Islam have primarily bee31 
4) The Islamic Nation c.an only be established the poor and oppressed. This phonomena has , 
by a group of Believers working with the metho- continued in this country, and must be addres-
dology of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) ~nly · sed acc_ot:dingly. 
They must be totally free from desire for 
worldly -gain, possessing the program and power 

; 
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